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About this report
This is the third annual report on progress in implementing the Murray–Darling Basin Compliance
Compact (the Compact), since it was agreed by Basin jurisdictions in 2018.
The Compact is a collaborative program of actions aimed at improving consistency, transparency and
accountability in managing and regulating water in the Murray-Darling Basin. Through the Compact,
Basin jurisdictions have committed to a range of actions in key areas to improve water compliance,
from improving government transparency and accountability, to updating water metering and
measurement across the Basin.
The compact includes a requirement for governments to report annually on their progress in
implementing their Compact commitments. Each year the Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA)
must prepare an annual report for the Council of Australian Governments and the Murray–Darling
Basin Ministerial Council that includes:
•
•

•

an assurance report of Basin States’ progress by the MDBA
an assurance report of the MDBA’s progress by the Independent Assurance Committee (IAC),
an advisory committee established to provide independent expert advice on the MDBA’s
compliance function.
a report by each Basin State, the Australian Government Department of Agriculture, Water
and Environment (DAWE) and the MDBA on their own progress.

Part A of this report contains the MDBA’s assessment of Basin States’ progress, while Part B contains
the IAC’s report on the MDBA’s progress. Part C contains the annual progress reports prepared by
each of the state and Commonwealth agencies on their outstanding compact commitments for 2020.
While this report focuses in more detail on the actions and activities undertaken in 2020, it also
provides a summary of overall progress since the Compact was signed in 2018.
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PART A – MDBA Assurance Report
Assessment of Basin State progress with Compliance Compact
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Executive Summary
The Basin Compliance Compact was agreed by the Murray─Darling Basin Ministerial Council (MinCo)
in June 2018 and endorsed by the Council of Australian Governments (CoAG) in December 2018,
following a series of reviews into water management and compliance in the Murray–Darling Basin.
Under the Compact, all Basin jurisdictions and the MDBA committed to a work program to improve
their compliance and enforcement arrangements and help address issues around public confidence
in water management. This work program includes commitments by all Basin jurisdictions
collectively to undertake a range of actions across five key themes:
•
•
•
•
•

transparency and accountability,
compliance and enforcement frameworks,
metering and measurement,
finalising water resource plans, and
protecting environmental water.

The Compact also includes individual work programs tailored to address each jurisdiction’s most
pressing needs in each of these five areas, acknowledging that the jurisdictions were at different
stages of improving compliance practice and maturity. Annual reporting against the Compact
commitments is an important part of ensuring accountability and improving transparency around the
way water is managed in the Basin. This assurance report (Part A) 1 covers the MDBA’s assessment of
Basin state’s overall progress to date, as well as more detailed assessment of how remaining
commitments were addressed in 2020.
Overall, the MDBA has concluded that the Basin states and the DAWE made positive progress in 2020
against their outstanding commitments and many of their Compact actions have been now
completed. Most states have now completed or made progress towards reviewing their water
governance arrangements and improving public reporting and transparency. Good progress has also
been made in revising and improving compliance and enforcement frameworks and protocols.
Accredited water resource plans, which include measures to better protect environmental water, are
now in place in Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and the ACT, while NSW plans have been
submitted and are currently being assessed.
However, there are some notable tasks remaining that are important to achieving the outcomes
sought as the intent of the original commitments. There is still further work to do in some areas to
achieve robust compliance across the Basin, that the community can view with high confidence.
A key focus of the Compact involved improving water metering and measurement across the Basin.
NSW, Victoria and South Australia have made substantial progress in updating their metering policies
to transition towards implementing the national metering standard (AS4747). While Queensland is

1

Assessment of the MDBA’s progress by the IAC is at Part B and each agency’s own reports are at Part C.
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expecting to complete consultation on its new metering policy by mid 2021, the MDBA notes further
work may be required to ensure that it will meet all requirements of the Compact.
The ACT provided minimal reporting this year, advising the MDBA that no substantial changes have
occurred in relation to its outstanding commitments during 2019/2020. The ACT advises that this is
primarily due to resources deployed to other government priorities related to Covid-19 and bush
fires. While the ACT has previously completed actions to improve transparency and update its
compliance frameworks, and reiterated commitment to the Compliance Compact, it remains unclear
whether its metering and measurement policies will fully transition to AS4747 standards. While the
operational context of the ACT means the impact of this at a Basin scale is low, it is important that all
jurisdictions continue to work together. Basin wide consistency is an aspirational goal which we must
collectively retain. Regardless of the risk profile, the ACT should continue to act in accordance with
their compact commitments to improve Basin water compliance.
The implementation of new metering policies, so that water take across the basin is metered to the
agreed Australian standard, is an important aspect of building public confidence in water
management. The MDBA continues to encourage the widespread use of AS4747 compliant meters to
improve the measurement of water accounting across Australia. Currently, all Australian states and
territories are working towards a refresh of the Metrological Assurance Framework which is a
coordinated approach to standardising the management of meters. Parties are working to have
updates to the framework finalised by 1 July 2021.
While these are important steps in achieving greater consistency in water management and
compliance, there is more that could be done in this regard. In reviewing the progress under the
Compact over the last two years, it has become evident that even where jurisdictions broadly
commit to the same action, there can be considerable differences and anomalies in how that action
is implemented across the basin in different states.
While the compact has promoted renewed commitment to improving water compliance, it has not
provided a framework for comparative analysis against any agreed standards or benchmarks. Thus,
while all governments have reviewed water governance arrangements, updated compliance
frameworks and committed to new metering and reporting arrangements, there are no agreed
guidelines or standards against which much of this activity can be evaluated. The implication of this
lack of baselining and benchmarking is twofold. Firstly, the lack of standards or benchmarks makes it
difficult to determine the relative effectiveness of these actions. Secondly, it becomes very difficult
to provide clear observations to the public about compliance assurance from a Basin-wide
perspective. Ongoing variations in how compliance is managed between jurisdictions can undermine
public confidence in the complex water management arrangements across the Basin.
The MDBA notes that this year, the Compact participants are also undertaking a review of the
Compliance Compact. The MDBA recommends that in reviewing the Compact, governments give
consideration to developing and adopting standards and guidelines around compliance systems and
procedures, including water metering and measurement.
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1. Compact Progress to date
Summary
While the key focus of this report is on progress against the remaining commitments to be
completed in 2020, we have also included a summary of overall progress since the Compact was
signed in 2018. Table 1 sets out each state or agencies achievements since 2018 against the
overarching joint commitments that Basin jurisdictions and the MDBA agreed to across the five
Compact themes.
Table 1 - Current status of the joint actions agreed to by all jurisdictions (including the IAC assessment of the MDBA).
Key*:

Complete
Progressing

Of Concern
Unable to Assess

*Further information about categories is in the methodology on page 11.

Action
1.1

1.2 (a)

1.2 (b)

1.2 (c)

1.3

1.4

2.1

Summarised commitment
NSW
VIC
QLD
Transparency and accountability

Review internal governance
arrangements for non-urban
water management to ensure a
strong culture of compliance.
Publish a reporting framework
for significant water
management decisions
involving discretion.
Publish a work program to
improve the transparency of
information about water take
under entitlements.
Publicly report on compliance
and enforcement actions by
location including the
timeliness with which
allegations are addressed.
The Australian Government to
scope a proposal for a Basinwide system providing real time
advice on environmental
watering.
The Australian Government and
Basin States will review their
joint governments’ governance
arrangements

ACT

DAWE

MDBA

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Compliance and enforcement frameworks

Each Basin State and the MDBA
will publish a revised
compliance framework
addressing the requirements of
recommendation 6 of the MDB
Compliance Review.
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Action
2.2
2.3

3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7
3.8

3.9

3.10

3.11

4.1

Summarised commitment

Basin States and the MDBA will
establish a network of water
compliance practitioners.
MDBA and Basin States will
develop protocols in relation to
MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance
and enforcement actions

NSW

VIC

QLD

SA

DAWE

MDBA

N/A

N/A

Metering and measurement

Each Basin State will publish a
metering policy and
implementation plan
addressing 3.2-3.6 below.
Meter accuracy and compliance
with AS4747 standards.
Meter coverage, including
targets for 2025
Transmission of data; a
program to progressively
automate the reporting of
water take, regardless of how
that is measured, no later than
2025.
The highest risk take, including
large users in the Barwon–
Darling, to be accurately
metered and telemetered by
December 2019
A timetable for the installation
of new meters and telemetry,
and auditing and maintenance
of the metering fleet
Report annually on progress
with the metering
implementation plan
The Australian Government and
Basin States will set a timetable
for delivering a comprehensive
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
range of pattern approved
meters.
NSW and Queensland will
publish their respective
programs for improved
N/A
N/A
measurement of floodplain
harvesting
Provide public assurance over
quality and coverage of water
information for compliance and
enforcement.
Each Basin State will report
annually on their progress
against their water information
improvement program.
Finalising water resource plans
Each Basin State will submit its
WRPs for accreditation in
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ACT

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Action

4.2

4.3

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

Summarised commitment

NSW

VIC

QLD

SA

ACT

accordance with the agreed
timeline published by the
MDBA.
Where necessary Basin
States and the MDBA will
increase resourcing for WRP
development.
The MDBA will publish
quarterly reports on the
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
progress of Basin States and the
MDBA with WRP accreditation.
Protecting and managing environmental water
Each Basin State will implement
measures to better protect
environmental water to deliver
Basin Plan environmental
outcomes
The Queensland government
will revise their Basin Plan
WRPs to include more effective
policies for protecting
environmental water.
NSW will trial interim and
develop enduring solutions for
the better protection and
management of environmental
water.
The MDBA will publish and
maintain a register of Basin
State measures to better
protect environmental water.

N/A

N/A

N/A

DAWE

MDBA

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

In the area of transparency and accountability, most states have completed or are making good
progress against commitments to review their governance arrangements and improve public
reporting. Progress has also been made in revising and improving compliance and enforcement
frameworks and protocols. All states apart from NSW now have accredited water resource plans in
place, which include measures to better protect environmental water.
A key area of importance under the Compact was improving the metering and measurement across
the Basin. Comprehensive, accurate and timely measurement of water take is essential for
comprehensive water accounting and compliance. While all states have made substantial progress in
meeting their commitments to transition towards implementing the national metering standard
(AS4747), the proposed new metering policy in Queensland may still need further work to meet all
requirements of the Compact. There remain, however, differences and anomalies in how the
standard is being applied across the states. For example, while all states have agreed that all high-risk
take must be metered, there is no common agreement around what constitutes high risk.
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Similarly, while all governments have reviewed their water governance arrangements and published
frameworks and work programs, there are no agreed guidelines or standards against which the
frameworks can be measured and no benchmarks for measuring or communicating the effectiveness
of arrangements. In the area of transparency and reporting there are currently no benchmarks for
response times and different states may adopt different standards with no agreement on what
constitutes best practice. This lack of standards or benchmarks makes it difficult to determine the
relative effectiveness of these actions. It also makes it difficult to provide sound observations about
compliance assurance from a Basin-wide perspective.
These variations in how compliance is managed between jurisdictions adds to existing State-level
complexity and can undermine public confidence in water management. Developing and adopting
agreed standards and guidelines around compliance systems and procedures, including water
metering and measurement could be an important next step to building on the Compact’s
achievements. At a minimum, AS4747 and the Metrological Assurance Framework provide a
standard for metering which should be the minimum to which Basin jurisdictions aspire.
A high-level summary of each states overall progress is set out below. The assessment of activity in
2020 is in the next section.

New South Wales
NSW has made significant progress on commitments relating to improving transparency and
accountability, as well as their framework for compliance and enforcement. The Natural Resources
Access Regulator (NRAR) has been established to conduct independent investigations and undertake
compliance monitoring and audit activity. It also maintains a clearly laid out website with compliance
information and up to date compliance activity reporting. All NSW’s commitments to improve its
compliance and enforcement framework will be completed once a NSW specific commitment is met
to publish NRAR’s processes and procedures for working with other agencies on overlapping
regulatory issues or where non water legislation is involved.
The metering policy for NSW has been revised and a detailed implementation plan published. While
we are yet to see any significant impact in the Northern Basin, a rapid improvement in the
proportion of metered take is expected as NSW moves through staged implementation of this policy.
The Floodplain Harvesting Measurement Policy (2020) has now also been published and there is a
Floodplain Harvesting Action Plan which commits to licencing floodplain harvesting by 1 July 2021.
Work on the improvement program to develop hydrologic models in all seven major NSW Murray–
Darling Basin river systems is well progressed and is expected to be completed by June 2021. The late
submission of the NSW water resource plans means that accreditation of these plans remains behind
schedule.

Victoria
Victoria has made significant progress on all of their commitments to improving transparency and
accountability, as well as their framework for compliance and enforcement. Webpages provide
public access to information on legislation, principles, and the role of water corporations, as well as
links to annual water compliance reports and a recent independent review of compliance and
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enforcement. A zero-tolerance approach to unauthorised water take has been announced and the
compliance and enforcement framework is under a process of continuous review and improvement.
Finalisation of the Non-Urban Water Metering Policy has been a critical development in enabling
Victoria to be able to finalise a number of its metering and measurement commitments in 2020.
These commitments, however, will not be complete until water corporations have published
updated metering action plans consistent with this policy.

Queensland
Most of Queensland’s remaining commitments relate to the work it is undertaking to improve water
metering and measurement. Queensland are making progress on a number of metering and
measurement commitments with consultation on the development of a new metering policy
expected to be completed by May 2021. However further work may still be needed to ensure that
this policy meets all requirements of the Compact. This includes a mandate for all new and
replacement meters to be AS4747 pattern approved by 2025 and determining any exemptions that
may apply.
In the high priority areas of Queensland, Phase 1 of the program to improve the measurement of
overland flow makes a commitment to standardising the measurement for on-farm storages by
31 December 2022. It is understood that all relevant overland flow take in these areas will be
licensed by this date with standardised meters installed and operational.
The MDBA however remains concerned with the time it is taking to publish a work program to
improve the transparency of information about water take under entitlements and a water
information improvement program following a state-wide review of hydrometric networks and
hydrological models.

South Australia
South Australia has continued to progress towards completing its Compact commitments, with a
number of commitments now completed and published, including: a Metering Improvement Plan, a
plan and timetable for state-wide telemetry, a Metering Policy and Implementation Plan and annual
reporting on implementation. However, South Australia is yet to complete and publish two
remaining metering commitments around a water information improvement program and annual
reporting on the implementation of the improvement program.
Under Transparency and Accountability commitments, South Australia has progressed and published
its work program for transparency and accountability measures. South Australia has also begun to
develop a new system which will provide public information about the timeliness of allegations
South Australia continues to explore potential benefits of satellite technology as part of their
Compliance and Enforcement framework. Funding bids have been submitted for trials of satellite
technology including to support telemetry and a project plan has been developed for a state-wide
rollout, should funding be available.
South Australia had already completed and implemented commitments relating to finalising water
resource plans and protecting and managing environmental water prior to 2020 reporting.
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Australian Capital Territory
In 2020, the ACT provided minimal information on its progress against Compact commitment 2,
advising that no substantive changes have occurred during 2019/2020. In previous years the ACT has
provided evidence that it had completed of its transparency and compliance framework-related
commitments.
However, without evidence-based reporting this year to demonstrate any further progress, the
MDBA has some concerns that the ACT is not fully committed to some of the metering policy and
implementation requirements, which include: the requirement to publish a metering policy and
implementation plan, metering accuracy and compliance with AS4747 standards, a program to
progressively automate the reporting of water take and a timetable for the installation of new
meters and telemetry.
While it is acknowledged that the operational context of the ACT, with its low level of irrigation,
means that the risk and impact of these issues at the Basin scale may be considered low, the MDBA is
of the view that the ACT should continue to show good faith in improving Basin water compliance
and meet its Compact commitments.

Department of Agriculture
The Department of Agriculture, Water and Environment (DAWE) is continuing to progress its two
remaining Compact commitments. These include the requirement, based on the National Audit
Office findings, to publish the National Partnership Agreement on implementing Water Reform in the
Murray-Darling Basin; and the commitment to progress timely funding to Basin States to deliver the
sustainable diversion limit (SDL) adjustment projects. The National Partnership Agreement report is
currently being drafted and this commitment will be met once it is finalised and published.
DAWE has continued to provide funding to Basin States for supply, constraints and efficiency projects
as individual project milestones are met, in accordance with the terms of the intergovernmental
agreement. The MDBA reports separately on the overall progress of the SDL adjustment projects
towards the 2024 deadline [insert link to last report].

Murray─Darling Basin Authority
The MDBA’s progress against its commitments has been assessed by the Independent Assurance
Committee (IAC) and is located in Part B of this report.

The ACT advises that this is primarily due to resources deployed to other government priorities related to
Covid-19 and bush fires.

2
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2. 2020 Assessment
Methodology
The MDBA carried out the 2020 assurance assessment of progress against the Compact
commitments by analysing the evidence provided by each of the Basin States and the
Commonwealth DAWE in their initial self-assessment reports (see reports by each state and DAWE at
Part C).
The evidence provided included the documents, websites and other information included in the selfassessment. In some cases, the MDBA sought additional information (for example emails or screen
shots) to clarify statements in the reporting templates. This methodology is consistent with IAC in
assessing the MDBA’s performance (see IAC report at Part B).
The MDBA has assessed whether each commitment has been completed or is progressing in
accordance with the categories set out in table 2.

Table 2 - Outline of the MDBA’s categories for assessing Compact commitments

Category

Description

Complete

All requirements of the commitment are complete.

Progressing

Commitment is not complete, but evidence that
good progress is being made.

Of Concern

Commitment is not complete and has fallen well
behind timeframe or may not be achieved.

Unable to assess

No evidence or insufficient evidence to assess
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Key Findings for 2020 Assessment
This section sets out the key findings for each jurisdiction. The 2020 report divides the key findings
for each Basin state into the following 2018 Basin Compliance Compact themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Transparency and accountability,
Compliance and enforcement frameworks,
Metering and measurement,
Finalising water resource plans (WRPs), and
Protecting and managing environmental water.

New South Wales
The NSW Floodplain Harvesting Policy (2008) and its subsidiary Floodplain Harvesting Measurement
Policy (2020) have now been published. The accompanying Floodplain Harvesting Action Plan sets
out the timeframes and processes for implementation of both policies. While there have been delays
in implementing the Floodplain Harvesting Policy, it is a significant development which will bring this
form of take within regulatory frameworks for the first time.
The improvement program to develop hydrologic models of all seven major NSW Murray–Darling
Basin river systems is also well progressed and is expected to be completed by June 2021. NSW have
also committed to publishing the Hydrometric Improvement Plan incorporating surface water
monitoring recommendations by April 2021 and proposed improvements in groundwater and water
quality measurement by 1 July 2021.
The late submission of the NSW water resource plans means that accreditation of these plans
remains well behind schedule. While ongoing concerns remain about the progress of some of the
Sustainable Diversion Limit (SDL)adjustment projects, the MDBA undertakes more detailed reporting
on these through a separate SDL adjustment mechanism progress report process.
Further detail regarding progress against specific commitments is provided under each Compact
theme below.
Table 3 The MDBA’s findings for each of NSW’s Compliance Compact commitments.

ACTION

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

STATUS

1
1.2(c)

Transparency and Accountability
Publicly report on compliance and
enforcement actions by location including
the timeliness with which allegations
are addressed
(annually from 30 Sep 2018).

NRAR maintains a public register which
includes detail on both location and the
timeliness in addressing allegations where
enforcement action was initiated.

Complete

2
NSW 2.12

Compliance and Enforcement Frameworks
A process and procedure document will
NRAR advises that a document is being
be developed and published for NRAR
prepared to reflect processes and
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ACTION

3
3.7

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

officers to follow when working with
Lands & Forestry officers on overlapping
regulatory issues and other agencies
when non-water legislation is involved
(was due by 31 Dec 2018).

procedures for NRAR officers to follow
when working with other agencies when
there are overlapping regulatory issues or
non-water legislation is involved. However,
as this was not provided to the MDBA, so
has been marked as not assessed.

Metering and Measurement
Report annually on progress with the
metering implementation plan
(annually from 30 Sep 2019)

Information about the uptake of compliant
metering equipment is being collected
ahead of the stage one rollout date of
1 December 2020.

STATUS

Progressing

While this will inform the annual report
being prepared on progress with the
implementation plan, it is not going to
include detail on the proportion of take via
both pattern approved, and non- pattern
approved meters as required by the
commitment. This is a level of detail that
will need to be included in annual progress
reporting before this commitment could be
assessed as completed.
3.10

Provide public assurance over quality and
coverage of water information for
compliance and enforcement
(was due 30 Jun 2019).

A steering committee has been established
to monitor progress of the Hydrometric
Review. The committee has representatives
from Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment (DPIE), NRAR, WaterNSW and
MDBA.

3.11

Each Basin State will report annually on
their progress against their water
information improvement program
(annually from 30 Sep 2019).

The MDBA has sighted documents to
evidence progress of the Hydrometric
Review, and NSW has committed to publish
the Hydrometric Improvement Plan
incorporating surface water monitoring
recommendations by 1 April 2021, and
proposed improvements in groundwater
and water quality measurement by 1 July
2021.

The approach to updating the assessment
of annual permitted water take by
floodplain harvesting will be confirmed
following consultation and finalisation of
a revised NSW Floodplain Harvesting
Policy (was due by 30 Jun 2019).

Interim arrangements for assessment of
annual permitted water take by floodplain
harvesting have been included in the water
resource plans (WRPs) submitted for
assessment. The final method for assessing
this take will require the amendment of

NSW 3.2
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Progressing
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ACTION

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

STATUS

WRPs once the NSW Floodplain Harvesting
Policy has been fully implemented.
Complete

NSW 3.3

The requirements for the monitoring and
measuring of floodplain harvesting
diversions and the associated timeframes
will be confirmed following the
finalisation of a refined NSW Floodplain
Harvesting Policy (was due by 30 June
2019).

A staged rollout for measurement
requirements is described in the Floodplain
Harvesting Measurement Policy (2020),
published September 2020.

NSW 3.4

Development of a guideline for
hydrometric data collection and
hydrologic modelling for planning and
compliance activities to improve
compliance with the Basin Plan. Any
subsequent reviews of the hydrometric
program is to be undertaken in
accordance with these Guidelines (was
due by 30 Jun 2019)

A guideline for hydrometric data collection Complete
and hydrologic modelling has been
developed as part of the Water Information
Quality Assurance Framework, published by
the MDBA.

NSW 3.5

An improvement program to develop
hydrologic models of all seven major
NSW Murray–Darling Basin river systems
using the eWater Source software which
will over time displace existing models of
the same rivers developed using existing
in-house software (due by 31 Dec 2020).

The Peel and Namoi models have been
completed ready for external review and
the Murrumbidgee and Barwon Darling
model has substantially progressed. While
there have been delays due to COVID-19 it
is expected that work on all hydrological
models will be completed by June 2021.

Progressing

4

Finalising water resource plans

4.1

Each Basin State will submit individual
WRPs for Commonwealth accreditation in
accordance with the agreed timeline
published by the MDBA (To enable
accreditation of all WRPs by 30 Jun 2019)
NSW will continue to work closely with
the Murray–Darling Basin Authority to
complete the NSW WRPs on time.

While all NSW WRPs have now been
submitted, late submission means they are
still being assessed and none have been
accredited in accordance with timeframes.

Of Concern

NSW 4.1

5
5.3

While all NSW WRPs have now been
Of Concern
submitted, late submission mean they are
still being assessed and none have been
accredited in accordance with timeframes.
Protecting and Managing Environmental Water
Complete
In the unregulated system of the
NSW has introduced enduring
Northern Basin (including the Barwonarrangements (Active Environmental Water
Darling), the NSW government will trial
Management) to better protect
interim and develop enduring solutions
environmental water in the NSW
for the better protection and
unregulated river water sharing plans
management of environmental water in
associated with the Macquarie-Castlereagh,
Gwydir and Barwon-Darling WRP areas.
the unregulated systems of the northern
Basin (was due by 30 Jun 2019).

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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ACTION

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

STATUS

NSW
5.2(b)

Implementation of the SDL adjustment
mechanism including the completion of
supply and constraints projects, subject
to timely funding consistent with the
2013 IGA on Implementing Water Reform
in the Murray–Darling Basin (due by Jun
2024).

While Commonwealth funding milestones
have been met for the SDLAM projects, the
MDBA remains concerned about progress
(as highlighted in the June 2020 SDLAM
Annual Progress report). The MDBA
undertakes separate progress reporting for
the SDLAM outside of the Compact.

Of Concern

NSW 5.3

NRAR will conduct a post-case review
after the resolution of cases of allegedly
non-compliant extraction of water for
irrigation from the Barwon–Darling River
system (within 3 months of case
resolution).

NRAR has developed a process that will be
followed for post case reviews following
the resolution of cases involving noncompliance in the Barwon-Darling River
system.

Complete

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Victoria
Finalisation of the Non-Urban Water Metering Policy has been key to Victoria being able to finalise a
number of its metering and measurement commitments in 2020. There is now only one remaining
commitment and this will be met once all relevant Victorian water corporations to have published
their updated metering action plans.
The MDBA however notes that there were delays in annual reporting of information relating to
compliance and enforcement, progress with the metering implementation plan and progress against
the water information improvement program. The processes for this reporting could be reviewed to
ensure the timeliness of information provided to the public and maintain Victoria’s commitment to
improving transparency and accountability.
Further detail regarding progress against specific commitments is provided below;
Table 4 The MDBA’s findings for each of Victoria’s Compliance Compact commitments.

ACTION

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

1
1.2(c)

Transparency and Accountability
Publicly report on compliance and
enforcement actions by location including
the timeliness with which allegations
are addressed (annually from 30 Sep
2018).

2
VIC 2.2

Compliance and Enforcement Frameworks
Compliance strategies to be published
All four water corporations in Northern
(was due by 31 Dec 2019)
Victoria have published revised compliance
and enforcement strategies in accordance
with principles in the compliance strategy
guidelines developed.

VIC 2.9

Development of training manuals
consistent with new compliance strategies
(was due by 31 Dec 2019)

3
3.1

Metering and Measurement
Each Basin State will publish a metering
policy and implementation plan
addressing 3.2 – 3.6 (was due by 31 Dec
2018)

3.2

Meter accuracy and compliance with
AS4747

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

A report on compliance and enforcement
actions for 2019-20 has been published. It
includes information on both the Basin
location and timeliness with which
allegations are addressed where the matter
progresses to prosecution.

DELWP have developed a Training Guide to
support greater consistency in the training
of new and existing authorised water
officers in Victoria. These guidelines have
been provided to Water Corporations for
use in developing the training manuals
required.

STATUS
Complete

Complete

Complete

Victoria’s revised Non-urban Water Meter
Complete
Policy was published in March 2020. It
includes an appendix describing where the
policy varies from Compact requirements on
grounds the risks are manageable, or
metering is not a cost-effective solution.
The Victorian Non-urban Water Metering
Complete
Policy (March 2020) requires new or
upgraded extraction sites to be metered
with an AS4747 compliant meter; and
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ACTION

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

meters on existing extraction sites that
meet an interim standard are to be replaced
at the end of their operational life with a
meter that is AS4747 compliant. All meters
are required to be validated in line with
AS4747, except in circumstances where it is
determined that the costs of metering
exceed the benefits and an exemption has
been granted.

STATUS

Meters that do not comply with an interim
standard or AS4747 are to be replaced with
AS4747-compliant meters by June 2025.
3.3(i)-(iii)

All take via water entitlements to be
metered by June 2025

Victoria has comprehensive meter coverage
with about 52 per cent of non-urban water
meters telemetered. The Non-urban Meter
Policy includes an exemption statement
describing the circumstances where the
metering requirement can be varied.

Complete

3.4

Transmission of data; A program to
progressively automate the reporting of
water take no later than 2025

The Non-urban Water Meter Policy requires
water corporations to, by June 2021, assess
the costs and benefits of installing telemetry
on meters that are still being read manually
and update their metering action plans.

Complete

An exemption statement is provided in
Appendix C of Victoria’s Non- Urban Water
Meter Policy (March 2020)
3.5

The highest risk take, including large users
in the Barwon–Darling, to be accurately
metered and telemetered by December
2019

The Victorian Non-urban Water Meter
Policy states that water take in excess of
5,000 ML per year for an individual service
point is high risk, unless taken under bulk
water metering. Water corporations are
required to have telemetry for high risk take
and document these sites in their metering
action plans.

Complete

3.6

A timetable for the installation of new
meters and telemetry, and the auditing
and maintenance of the metering fleet.

The Non-urban Water meter Policy contains
a timetable for the installation of new
meters and telemetry by June 2025 and
water corporations have identified new
capital investments to comply with state
policy.

Complete

The DELWP will complete a review of water
corporations metering action plans by the
31st of December 2020 to confirm the
deliverability of the 2025 policy goal.
3.7

Report annually on progress with the
metering implementation plan (annually
from 30 Sep 2019)

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

The 2020 annual implementation plan for
non urban water metering in Northern
Victoria has been published.
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ACTION

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

STATUS

3.11

Each Basin State will report annually on
their progress against their water
information improvement program
(annually from 30 Sep 2019).

A progress report as at September 2020 on
the Hydrometric Network Review has been
published.

Complete

VIC 3.1(a)

Guidelines supporting development of
Implementation Plans for Metering will be
published (was due by 30 Mar 2019)

Guidelines for water corporations to update
their metering action plans have been
published. These guidelines set out the key
elements water corporations should have in
their metering action plans including
business context relevant for metering
requirements, future metering upgrades
and their timing, processes to ensure
accurate meters, meter fleet profile and
meter data management.

Complete

VIC 3.1(b)

Implementation Plans in accordance with
guidelines will be published (was due by
30 Jun 2019).

Goulburn Murray Water and Coliban Water
have published metering action plans that
align with the Non-urban Water Meter
Policy and the meter action plan guidelines
published by DELWP. The plans developed
by Lower Murray Water and Grampian
Wimmera Mallee Water will also need
publishing before this commitment is met.

Progressing

4

Finalising water resource plans

5

Protecting and managing environmental
water

All five Victoria’s WRPs are accredited (Both commitments
have been met)
Victoria’s one commitment has been met

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Queensland
Queensland has completed its final commitment relating to improving compliance and enforcement
frameworks with the publishing of a revised compliance framework, and is progressing work to
improve public reporting on its compliance activity.
Most of Queensland’s remaining commitments relate to the work it is still undertaking to improve
water metering and measurement. While consultation on Queensland’s new metering policy is
expected to be complete by May 2021, further work may be needed to ensure that it meets all
requirements of the Compact. This includes a mandate for all new and replacement meters in
Queensland’s part of the Murray Darling Basin to be AS4747 pattern approved by 2025, identifying
and defining high risk areas, demonstrating where telemetry will be required and determining any
exemptions that may apply.
Phase 1 of the program to improve the measurement of overland flow in high priority areas commits
to standardising the measurement for on-farm storages in the Border Rivers, Moonie and Lower
Balonne sub-catchments by 31 December 2022. This meets the revised timeframe in the approved
Water Plan (Border Rivers and Moonie) 2019 for regulating the take of overland flow and will include
the use of height-volume relationship of storages to establish the volume recorded. It is also
understood that all relevant overland flow take will be licensed by this date with standardised meters
installed and operational.
The MDBA however remains concerned with the time it is taking to publish a work program to
improve the transparency of information about water take under entitlements and a water
information improvement program following a state-wide review of hydrometric networks and
hydrological models.
Further detail regarding progress against specific commitments is provided below:
Table 5 The MDBA’s findings for each of Queensland's Compliance Compact commitments.

ACTION

1
1.2(b)

1.2(c)

2
2.1

COMMITMENT

Transparency and Accountability
Publish a work program to improve
the transparency of information
about water take under
entitlements by 2025 (was due by 30
Jun 2019).
Publicly report on compliance and
enforcement actions by location
including the timeliness with which
allegations are addressed (annually
from 30 Sep 2018).

COMMENTARY

While a business case for a work program to
improve existing water information systems has
progressed, it is still to be published. Until it is
published, there remains questions over whether
the program will be implemented by 2025.
A new compliance system scheduled to go live in
June 2021 will allow compliance reporting by
catchment area and include the timelines in which
allegations are addressed. Queensland have
committed to publish the reporting from 30
September 2021.
Compliance and Enforcement Frameworks
Each Basin State and the MDBA will
A revised compliance framework has now been
publish a revised compliance
published with supporting documents provided to
framework addressing the
evidence that all requirements from the MDB
requirements of recommendation 6
Compliance Review have been addressed. This
includes the development of internal guidelines

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Progressing
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ACTION

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

of the MDB Compliance Review (was
due by 31 Dec 2018).

and procedures to support compliance decision
making and the launch of outward facing web
content that includes detail on the range of
sanctions and the penalties that apply.

3
3.1

Metering and Measurement
Each Basin State will publish a
metering policy and implementation
plan addressing 3.2 – 3.6 (was due
by 31 Dec 2018)

3.2

Meter accuracy and compliance with
AS4747

3.3(i)-(iii)

All take via water entitlements to be
metered by June 2025

3.3(iv) (v)

Basin States to have regard to
guidelines when reviewing metering
thresholds

3.4

Transmission of data; A program to
progressively automate the
reporting of water take no later than
2025
The highest risk take, including large
users in the Barwon–Darling, to be
accurately metered and telemetered
by Dec 2019

A project to undertake telemetry trials in the
Lower Balonne and Border Rivers has commenced
and will inform design of a system to allow for
automation of water take reporting by 2025.
The Lower Balonne has been identified as the
area of highest risk take. A program of meter
validations is scheduled to be completed during
2022 in this area. The validation work will support
decisions about appropriate telemetry.

A timetable for the installation of
new meters and telemetry and the
auditing and maintenance of the
metering fleet.

A draft implementation schedule is in use. A final
broad implementation schedule still needs some
work [based on current trials and compliance
risks] to support all metering requirements of the
Compact, it will be updated prior to commencing
the new policy.

3.5

3.6

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

While there continue to be delays with publishing
a new metering policy and related
implementation plan, there is an interim standard
which requires the use of AS4747 compliant
meters in new and replacement situations up to
DN400 and consultation on the metering policy is
expected to be complete in May 2021, however
further work may be needed to ensure that it
meets all requirements of the Compact.
Queensland’s final metering policy is expected to
be in place by the end of 2021, While good
progress is being made, there is still a need to
ensure that the policy includes an implementation
schedule that will enable a mandate for all new
and replacement meters to be AS4747 pattern
approved by 2025. Interim metering standards
provide an option to use an AS4747 compliant
meter over DN400. If noncompliant meters are
used, accuracy requirements of +/- 5% still need
to be met where they are not pattern approved.
The final metering policy is expected to be in
place by the end of 2021, While good progress is
being made, there is still a need to ensure that the
policy includes an implementation schedule that
will enable a mandate for all new and
replacement meters to be AS4747 pattern
approved by 2025.
Queensland have agreed to guidelines for
reviewing thresholds, should they form part of a
final water measurement policy.
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Progressing

Progressing

Progressing

Complete

Progressing

Progressing

Progressing
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ACTION

COMMITMENT

3.7

Report annually on progress with
the metering implementation plan
(annually from 30 Sep2019)

3.10

Provide public assurance over
quality and coverage of water
information for compliance and
enforcement (was due by 30 Jun
2019).

3.11

Each Basin State will report annually
on their progress against their water
information improvement program
(annually from 30 Sep 2019).
Resource focus on implementing a
metering policy consistent with
AS4747 in high risk areas (ongoing).

QLD 3.1

QLD 3.3

COMMENTARY

Annual reporting on progress against the
implementation plan will not be commencing
until this plan has been finalised. Reporting
required by the MAF may supersede this
requirement.
The Rural Water Futures program business
proposal with a 3-year work program is approved
and is funded. No information however has been
provided to indicate how priority issues will be
addressed or when this information will be
published.
Annual reporting on progress against a water
information improvement program will be made
via department annual performance review
reports once this program has been finalised.
Queensland now have an existing policy and
standard with an implementation schedule that
will commence with Lower Balonne revalidation

State-wide review and audit of
Queensland’s hydrometric network
and the development of a risk-based
program to implement corrective
actions and ensure the state’s
monitoring networks are fit-forpurpose (commenced March 2018).
Review of the existing metering
policy to ensure it delivers a
comprehensive validation,
maintenance and assurance regime,
consistent with Australian Standard
4747 (was due by Feb 2019).

A project plan for the Groundwater Network
Review has been endorsed. It is expected that the
methodology and recommendations from this
review will be published on completion of the

QLD 3.8

Resource Operations Licence (ROL)
holders are required to provide an
independent report on the condition
and quality of the Hydrometric
monitoring networks (was due by
Dec 2019).

QLD 3.9

Measurement of large volume
overland flow take in high priority
areas (was due by Jun 2020).

These reports have been prepared and received
by the Department of Regional Development,
Manufacturing and Water (DRDMW, formerly the
Department of Natural Resources, Mines and
Energy (DNRME)) The MDBA recommends that
Queensland consider publishing a summary of
these reports for transparency
Phase 1 of the program to improve the
measurement of overland flow commits to
standardising the measurement for on-farm
storage levels in the Border Rivers, Moonie and
Lower Balonne sub-catchments by 31 December
2022. This meets the revised timeframe in the
approved Water Plan (Border Rivers and Moonie)
2019 for regulating the take of overland flow and
will include the use of height-volume relationship
of storages to establish the volume recorded.

QLD 3.7

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

STATUS

Of Concern

Of Concern

Of Concern

Progressing
Progressing

project.

Queensland completed a review of existing nonurban metering policy in 2018. An amendment of
existing metering standard was completed to
enhance alignment with AS4747 and to provide
clarity for data recording and storage devices.
Queensland plans to have a further amendment
to the interim standard soon that will improve the
installation, validation, maintenance and
revalidation of new and existing meters
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ACTION

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

Phase 2 of this program will improve on this by
allowing quantification of volumes taken in more
complex and changing operational settings. The
implementation of phase 2 is expected in 2025 as
detailed on the program website

STATUS

It is understood from the Queensland interim
water meter standard for non-urban metering
that all relevant overland flow take will be
licensed and have standardised meters installed
and operational by 31 December 2022.
4

Finalising water resource plans

5

Protecting and managing
environmental water

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

All three Queensland WRPs are accredited (Five commitments
have been met)
All five Queensland commitments have been met
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South Australia
South Australia has continued to make progress against the requirements of the Compact. This year
the MDBA’s assessment has found that South Australia has completed the following cornerstone
commitments:
•
•
•
•

Published a work program to improve transparency around information about water take
under entitlements,
Published a metering policy and implementation plan,
Developed a timetable for the installation of new meters, including auditing and
maintenance plans; and
Reviewed and published a metering framework and metering improvement plan.

The MDBA has concerns relating to South Australia’s response to commitments 3.10 and 3.11, where
they relate to the publication, and associated reporting, of an improvement program for its
hydrometric networks and hydrological models. South Australia continue to finalise the improvement
program to address the recommendations of both reviews, in line with the objectives of
transparency upon which the Compact was developed. Commitment 3.11 reporting cannot
commence until this program is published and is being implemented.
South Australia has a well-developed process to publish its annual compliance and enforcement
decisions. However, it is noted that South Australia does not currently report on the timeliness with
which these allegations are addressed. In order to fully meet commitment 1.2(c), MDBA
recommends that South Australia consider how best to include this information and adopt it. MDBA
note South Australia continue to progress this with details provided for a new reporting system in the
development phase.

Further details regarding progress against specific commitments is provided below:
Table 6 The MDBA’s findings for each of South Australia’s Compliance Compact commitments.

ACTION

1
1.2(b)

1.2(c)

COMMITMENT

Transparency and Accountability
Publish a work program for improving
transparency of information around water
take entitlements by 2025 (due 30 June
2019)
Publicly report on compliance and
enforcement actions (annually from 30
September 2018)

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

COMMENTARY

STATUS

A work program to improve transparency of
information about water take has been
developed and published.

Complete

This is an ongoing annual commitment. The
MDBA notes that, although assessed as
complete for 2019, South Australia’s
compliance and enforcement report does
not include information regarding the
timeliness with which allegations are
addressed.
South Australia did provide details for a new
system still to be developed which should
meet the timeliness component of the
commitment. The MDBA looks forward to
this system being implemented.

Progressing
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ACTION

2
SA 2.11

3
3.1
3.6

3.7

3.10

3.11

SA 3.4

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

Compliance and Enforcement Frameworks
Exploring potential benefits of satellite
South Australia has submitted a funding bid
technology
to the Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial
Council for a satellite technology telemetry
trial. South Australia also provided a Statewide telemetry rollout timetable and
project plan for roll-out, see commitment
South Australia 3.4, below.
Metering and Measurement
Publishing a metering policy and
South Australia’s Metering Policy and
implementation plan (due 30 June 2019)
Improvement Plan was published in
December 2019.
Timetable for the installation of new
South Australia has developed a timetable
meters and telemetry, and auditing and
for the installation of new meters and
maintenance of the new metering fleet
auditing and maintenance of the metering
(due 30 June 2019)
fleet. All new and replacement meters
installed post 1 July 2019 must be AS4747
compliant. A grandfather clause exists for
existing meters, with conditions attached.
South Australia has provided and published
reasons for not progressing telemetry as per
commitment 3.4(ii).
Annual reporting on implementation of
This is an ongoing commitment.
metering implementation plan
South Australia has published an annual
report on progress with the Implementation
of its Metering Plan. This is the first year of
reporting on the requirements for new and
replacement meters to be AS4747
compliant.
Review and publish water information
South Australia is continuing to progress this
gaps and improvement program (due 30
work. The MDBA recommends that the
June 2019)
inclusion of KPI’s into the monitoring and
maintenance program, as well as
recommendations for improved coverage.
The water information review, hydrologic
models review, hydrometric networks
review, and corresponding water
information improvement program have not
yet been finalised and published.
Report annually on water information
This reporting commitment commenced
improvement program (due annually from annually from 30 September 2019. South
30 September 2019)
Australia’s review and improvement
program around Water Information (see
commitment 3.10) outlines a program to
commence improvements to water
information from 2020 onwards. As a result
of this, annual reporting on the program will
not commence until 2021.
South Australia are committed to
South Australia has developed a State-wide
exploring opportunities to mandate
plan for introducing telemetry, but it is yet
telemetry for high risk extractions (no due to be funded. The initial rollout would focus
date specified)
on telemetry for high risk extractions.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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ACTION

COMMITMENT

COMMENTARY

STATUS

Complete

SA 3.8

Department of Environment and Water
(DEW) to review South Australian
metering framework, including a metering
improvement plan (due 30 June 2019)

South Australia has conducted a review of
the metering framework and published a
Metering Improvement Plan.

4

Finalising water resource plans

5

Protecting and managing environmental
water

All three South Australia WRPs are accredited (all three
commitments met)
South Australia’s one commitment has been met

Australian Capital Territory
The ACT had nine remaining commitments to report on for the 2020 Compliance Compact Assurance
reporting process out of a total of 46. The ACT provided minimal information on its progress against
these commitments, advising that no substantive changes have occurred during 2019/2020. The ACT
advised that this is primarily due to resources deployed to other government priorities related to
Covid-19 and bush fires.
While the ACT has reiterated its ongoing commitment to the Basin Plan, without substantive
reporting the MDBA was unable to properly assess the ACT’s progress against seven of the nine
outstanding commitments. Two commitments relating to metering and measurement were assessed
as “Of concern”. Details of the assessment against the nine remaining commitments is in Table 7
below.
The reporting that no substantive changes have occurred for 2019/2020 is of concern with regards to
the ACT’s commitment to the overall outcomes and objectives of the Compliance Compact. The
Compact was initiated to restore public confidence in water resource management across the Basin,
with a key theme being transparency and accountability. Despite the events of 2019/2020, the
limited progress and reporting on outstanding commitments weakens the ongoing collaborative and
joint commitment by all the Basin States to support the Compact and its role in public reporting.
The ACT notes that majority of its water is used for domestic supply, with an irrigation allocation of
just 380 megalitres. While this operational context may mean that any risk at a Basin scale is low, it is
important that all jurisdictions show commitment to the collective objectives of Compliance Compact
through their actions.

Table 7: The MDBA’s findings for each of ACT’s Compliance Compact commitment

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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ACTION
1
1.2(c)

COMMITMENT
Transparency and Accountability
Publicly report on compliance and
enforcement actions (annually from 30
September 2018)

2

Compliance and Enforcement
Frameworks
Metering and Measurement
Publishing metering policy and
implementation plan (due 30 June 2019)

3
3.1

3.2

Meter accuracy, repair and validation

3.4

Transmission of data – automation of
reporting of water take (due 31 December
2018)

3.6

Timetable for telemetry (due 31
December 2018)
Annual reporting on implementation of
metering implementation plan (due
annually from 30 September 2019)

3.7

3.10

Review and publish water information
gaps and improvement program (due 30
June 2019)

3.11

Report annually on water information
improvement program (due annually from
30 September 2019)
ACT EPA to Trial new technology and
where appropriate, implement it, to
achieve greater customer outcomes
(ongoing)
Finalising water resource plans

ACT 3.11

4
5

Protecting and managing environmental
water

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

COMMENTARY

STATUS

This is an ongoing annual commitment.
While the ACT provided a link to the
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA)
annual report for 2019-20, the report did
not include allegations and offences for the
Water Resources Act 2007, or a statement
advising there was none to report for the
period.
All nine ACT commitments have been met

Unable to
Assess

The ACT did not provide evidence of a Policy
to enable assessment of this commitment. A
link to the 2015 Water Meter Installation,
Maintenance and Replacement Guideline
was provided. However, this is not a
metering policy of implementation plan.
ACT’s metering requirements are available
online through a 2015 guideline, but do not
form a published policy. The current
guideline does not provide meter
replacement advice regarding existing
meters where accuracy is no longer
maintained. .
The ACT plans to seek a formal exemption
to this commitment, by June 2021. This
exemption, with justifications, will need to
be published before this action can be
considered completed.
The ACT did not provide evidence to enable
assessment of this commitment.
This is an ongoing annual commitment.
The ACT did not provide evidence of an
annual report on progress against the
implementation of their water information
improvement program that would enable
assessment of this commitment this year.
The ACT did not provide evidence of a
published review of water information
requirements or a published water
information improvement program to
enable assessment of this commitment.
The ACT did not provide evidence to enable
assessment of this commitment.

Unable to
Assess

Of Concern

Of Concern

Unable to
Assess
Unable to
Assess

Unable to
Assess

Unable to
Assess

This action is ongoing. The ACT has
Unable to
committed to continue exploring options in
Assess
partnership with ICON Water, but no detail
of progress was provided.
All two ACT’s WRPs are accredited (three commitments
met)
ACT’s one commitment has been met
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Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment
The Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment (the Department) had two remaining
funding commitments to report on for the 2020 Compliance Compact Assurance reporting process.
The MDBA’s assessment of the information provided by the Department has determined that they
are not complete, but adequately progressing.
The National Partnership Agreement (NPA) for implementing Water Reform is drawing to a
conclusion, with the final 30 June 2020 report awaiting publishing on the Department’s website.
Three of the 36 Sustainable Diversion Limit Adjustment Mechanism (SDLAM) projects have not
commenced, and as such funding is yet to be provided by the Department. The inherent complexity
of some of SDLAM projects is one driver behind delays to additional projects.
MDBA notes that the Department provides funding as SDLAM projects reach individual milestones.
MDBA will continue to monitor the funding arrangements for these projects through annual
assurance reporting as part of the Compact commitment.
Further detail regarding progress against specific commitments is provided in Table 8.
Table 8: The MDBA’s findings for each of Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment’s Compliance
Compact commitments.
ACTION
1
2
4
DOAG 4.1

COMMITMENT
Transparency and Accountability
Compliance and Enforcement Frameworks
Finalising water resource plans
Provide funding under the National
Partnership Agreement on implementing
water reform in the Murray-Darling Basin.
(commenced 2012-13, finishes 2019-20)

5
DOAG
5.2

Protecting and managing environmental water
In delivering the outcomes of the SDL
The MDBA has determined that this
adjustment mechanism, the Australian
commitment is progressing as the
Government is committed to progress
Commonwealth and Southern Basin state
timely funding to relevant Basin States to
governments continue to negotiate funding
deliver supply and constraint measures
agreements. However, the MDBA is
and the roll-out of an efficiency measures
concerned with delays in finalising funding
program consistent with the 2013 IGA on
schedules for key projects which are yet to
be contracted under stage one:
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COMMENTARY
All two DAWE commitments have been met
All two DAWE commitments have been met

STATUS

The Department’s website provides access
to the Intergovernmental Agreement setting
out arrangements with Basin jurisdictions
on assessment phases, guidelines and
timeframes for implementing Water Reform
in the Murray─Darling Basin.
The website also contains an up to date
account of the estimated Commonwealth
contributions to Basin states since 2012/13.
This commitment will be complete once the
final 30 June 2020 report on the National
Partnership Agreement (NPA) is published in
line with the Department’s response to the
Australian National Audit Office audit into
National Partnership Agreements. A draft
version advising progress as at May 2020,
was provided to the MDBA as part of the
assessment.

Progressing
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ACTION

COMMITMENT
Implementing Water Reform in
the Murray–Darling Basin.
(due 2024)

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

COMMENTARY
• The Goulburn Constraints
measure project
• The Hume to Yarrawonga
Constraints measure Project
• Enhanced Environmental
Water Delivery Project
.
Basin states have agreed to bring state led
water efficiency projects forward for
funding by the Australian Government
under the Water Efficiency Program, but
few projects have been brought forward.
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PART B – Independent Assurance
Committee Assurance Report
Assessment of MDBA progress on Compliance Compact
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Executive Summary
Background
The Murray─Darling Basin Compliance Compact (Compact) was agreed in principle by the Murray–
Darling Basin Ministerial Council (Ministerial Council) on 6 June 2018 and endorsed at the Council of
Australian Government (COAG) meeting on 12 December 2018.
The Compact was the mechanism for the Australian Government and the Basin States 3 to agree to a
plan of action and a timetable to respond to the findings and recommendations of a series of
reviews into regulation and compliance associated with the management of the Murray–Darling
Basin. These reviews were precipitated by serious public concern about compliance and regulation
of water take in the Basin.
The Compact includes provisions to assess, verify and annually report on the extent to which
progress has been made.
A component of the Compact annual report is an assurance report of the Murray–Darling Basin
Authority’s (MDBA) progress, prepared by the Independent Assurance Committee (IAC) (this report).
The IAC was established by the MDBA in February 2018 to provide independent, expert advice on
the design, implementation and adequacy of the MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance program.
This is the third of the IAC’s annual assessments and coincides with a formal review of the Compact.
The essence of the Compact was to undertake actions that would contribute to restoring public
confidence in water management in the Basin. Unfortunately, despite considerable progress with
the Compact, water management has remained hotly contested and the continuing acrimonious
debate has made this restoration very difficult.
In recent times, the Commonwealth government has acted in response to ongoing concerns with the
appointment of Sir Angus Houston to chair the Authority, the decision to establish an Inspector
General of Water Compliance, and its reiteration of a strong commitment to the Basin Plan
The many urgent and competing demands on jurisdictions as they implement the Basin Plan 2012
(Cth) (Basin Plan) cause the Compact to lose some of its impact with the passage of time. The
requirement to review the Compact this year will be important in determining whether the Compact
has run its course and what critical gaps still need to be filled. It is anticipated that the review will be
finalised for consideration by the Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council this year.

The IAC carried out its assurance assessment by analysing the evidence provided in the MDBA’s selfassessment report (of progress on its commitments under the Compact) and seeking additional

3

Basin States, or states, in this report includes the Australian Capital Territory.
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information where the report was unclear or deficient. The evidence included the documents,
websites and other public information included in the self-assessment, as well as additional
information (for example emails or screen shots) provided by the MDBA on request.
The methodology adopted by the IAC to evaluate the MDBA’s 2020 self-assessment was consistent
with that used by the MDBA in assessing the performance of the Basin State governments and the
Commonwealth Department of Agriculture.

Findings and recommendations
The MDBA’s 2020 self-assessment was thorough and objective on its own progress against the
Compact actions. It has completed most of the actions required of it under the Compact. Only two
require further work.
The first of the incomplete actions involves the Department of Agriculture, Water and Environment,
MDBA, and Basin States scoping out a proposal for a Basin-wide system to provide publicly
accessible, real-time advice on environmental watering. The MDBA report refers to two projects that
have been announced that will go some way to achieving the intent of this action, but it is unclear
whether the projects are sufficient to satisfy the proposal.
The second incomplete action is the publication of annual quality assurance reports on hydrometric
data for the River Murray system. While the MDBA has published assurance reports, it is equivocal
whether these reports demonstrate adequate assurance of the data. The Independent River
Operations Review Group questioned whether the reports fulfilled the assurance role and the MDBA
has yet to advise of its position. Presumably this will occur in the 2020 report.
Overall the MDBA has done the work required of it under the Compact but the IAC notes that there
is still much to be done by all parties, including the MDBA, to fulfil the spirit of the Compact.
Hopefully, these matters will be teased out through the formal review of the Compact. The IAC has
made a separate submission to the MDBA on the review.
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1. Transparency and accountability
Compact Priority Actions
Compact Priority Action 1.1
Each Basin State and the MDBA will review internal governance arrangements to ensure a
strong culture of compliance that is led ‘from the top’. Review outcomes may include
publishing a statement of obligations, Ministerial letters of expectations or similar (including
an expectation of regulatory best practice; a regulatory policy that is endorsed by the highest
responsible body), compliance metrics as a performance indicator for executive staff and
ethics training for compliance staff. By 31/12/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC
The MDBA reported completion of this action in 2019 and in the assessment this year, reported further
improvement had been made. The MDBA noted that further monitoring was required. The IAC has
previously commented on the importance of maintaining effort across all jurisdictions but recognized
that this was beyond the immediate scope of the compact.

Compact Priority Action 1.3
The Australian Government will scope out with Basin States a proposal for a Basin-wide system
to provide publicly accessible, real time advice on environmental watering. By 30/9/2018.
Not complete – confirmed by IAC
It is clear that this action has not been progressed as proposed although the MDBA reports that two
projects have now been approved that will meet the intent of this action. There is insufficient
information to determine whether these projects will provide the Basin-wide system for publicly
accessible, real-time advice on environmental watering.

MDBA work program actions
MDBA 1.1
The MDBA will publish a Sustainable Diversion Limit reporting and accounting framework. By
30/9/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2019
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MDBA 1.2
The MDBA will publish guidelines for the consistent reporting of compliance activities. By
30/09/2018.
Complete – further monitoring required – confirmed by IAC
Importantly, the MDBA notes the limitations of compliance and enforcement activity reporting and
recognises that improved metrics for regulators need to evolve and improve through the work of the
Water Compliance Community of Practice.

MDBA 1.3
The MDBA will report publicly on compliance and enforcement activities, in line with
guidelines for the consistent reporting of compliance activities. Annually from 30/9/2018.
Complete – further monitoring required – confirmed by IAC

MDBA 1.4
The MDBA has published information on how members of the public can make an allegation of
non-compliance, such as water theft: https://www.mdba.gov.au/Basin-plan-roll-out/Basinwide-compliance-review/report-breach-Basin-plan.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018
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MDBA 1.5
On 14 December 2017 the MDBA established a dedicated Office of Compliance:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/compliance-improvements-track.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018

MDBA 1.6
On 12 February 2018 the MDBA established an Independent Assurance Committee:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/independent-assurance-committee-strengthen-Basinwide-compliance.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018

MDBA 1.7
The MDBA will implement a targeted APS Code of Conduct training. In addition to current
ethics training as part of the implementation of the APS Code of Conduct training, the
Australian Government will introduce integrity awareness training at the Department of
Agriculture and Water Resources. By 31/12/2018.
Complete – further monitoring required – confirmed by IAC

Conclusions
The MDBA has completed most of its commitments in the area of improving transparency and
accountability.
The commitment to scope a Basin-wide portal on environmental watering (Compact Priority Action
1.3) remains incomplete although two recently announced projects are promising.
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2. Compliance and enforcement
frameworks
Compact Priority Actions
Compact Priority Action 2.1
Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a revised compliance framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of the MDB Compliance Review. By 31/12/2018.
Substantially complete – confirmed by IAC
An effective framework is the foundation for good compliance and enforcement and the Murray–
Darling Basin Water Compliance Review (2017) (Compliance Review) sets out the requirements of an
effective framework in its recommendation 6:
a) a risk-based strategy for guiding compliance monitoring effort
b) annual audit priorities
c) an escalation pathway to apply once non-compliance is detected
d) a mandatory protocol for entitlement holders to follow in the event of meter failure (State
only)
e) a statement of the penalties and sanctions regime, and any improvements required
f) annual reporting of data on compliance activities by location including the timeliness with
which allegations are addressed
g) provisions to ensure compliance staff are adequately trained
h) a program of community awareness and education including a program to ensure that
water plans, licences and management rules are expressed as simply as possible and guides for
these instruments are published
i) a program to ensure information about entitlements, allocations, licence conditions, meter
readings, account balances and so on are easily accessible to the public in real-time (State only)
j) a program to ensure meters are identified by a unique reference number, and entitlement
and pump details are publicly accessible (State only)
k) a commitment to effectiveness and efficiency, including the adoption of new technologies
l) adequate resourcing based on a cost recovery pathway, with compliance budgets protected
from the normal exigencies of government budgets.
The MDBA reports this action as substantially complete. Further progress has been made over the
last 12 months, but the IAC noted that the deficiencies in the compliance and enforcement policy
and activity reporting referred to in the 2019 assurance report have not yet been corrected.
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Compact Priority Action 2.2
Basin States and the MDBA will establish a network of water compliance practitioners, coordinated by the MDBA, to promote best practice and innovation in water compliance. Initial
topics will include training and certification for water compliance officers, development of
compliance standards, and collaboration on the use of new technology in compliance
(including remote sensing). By 30/9/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2019

Compact Priority Action 2.3
The MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols in relation to MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance
and enforcement actions with a view to ensuring effective, transparent and efficient outcomes
on water theft. Protocols will:
a) cover how allegations of non-compliance by individual entitlement holders will be
coordinated in each jurisdiction.
b) explain arrangements both before and after accreditation of WRPs.
c) be published on the MDBA website. By 31/12/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC

MDBA work program actions
MDBA 2.1
The MDBA will commence an audit program to provide assurance of state reporting on Basin
Plan compliance and publish its audit reports and assurance reporting. By 30/6/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2019

MDBA 2.2
The MDBA will review and revise its web site content with respect to its work on compliance.
By 30/6/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018

MDBA 2.3
On 14 December 2017 the MDBA published its revised protocol for handling and escalating
allegations of non-compliance: https://www.mdba.gov.au/Basin-plan-roll-out/Basin-widecompliance-review/action-compliance-review.
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Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018

MDBA 2.4
On 14 December 2017 the MDBA published its online register to report on the handling and
progress of compliance matters reported to the organisation:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/Basin-plan-roll-out/Basin-wide-compliance-review/actioncompliance-review.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018

MDBA 2.5
The MDBA will address the details of its review of internal governance arrangements as noted
in action 1.1 when it publishes its revised compliance and enforcement policy. By 30/9/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018

Conclusions
The MDBA has substantially completed all commitments relating to its compliance and enforcement
frameworks.
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3. Metering and measurement
Compact Priority Actions
Compact Priority Action 3.3(iv) Meter Coverage
Basin States and the MDBA will agree guidelines for reviewing metering thresholds. By 30 June
2019.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2019
The guideline was published in July 2019. The guideline reiterates much of what was agreed in the
National Framework for Non-urban Water Metering (2009). The critical action will be that states use
the guideline to set and publish thresholds for metering to meet the Compact commitment that all
take via water entitlements will be metered by June 2025.

Compact Priority Action 3.8
The Australian Government and Basin States will work with other jurisdictions, testing
laboratories, meter manufacturers and industry to set a timetable for delivering a
comprehensive range of pattern approved meters. By 31/12/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2019
In the 2018 IAC Assurance Report, the IAC noted this action, as it was worded, would be difficult to
achieve. The availability of pattern approved meters depends on the ability of manufacturers to
supply, which makes it very difficult for states to provide finely detailed timetables. The intent of the
action has been achieved as the parties have published a detailed report on the availability of meters
and details of new meters being considered for pattern approval. The report also includes indicative
figures of meter demand for each state.

MDBA work program actions
MDBA 3.1
The MDBA will publish guidelines for hydrometric networks and hydrological modelling. By
30/6/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018
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MDBA 3.2
The MDBA will publish an annual quality assurance report on hydrometric data for the River
Murray system. Annually by 31 December each year.
Complete – confirmed with qualification by IAC
While the MDBA has published annual quality assurance reports it has yet to respond adequately to
the Independent River Operations Review Group’s conclusion that these reports are not strictly
“quality assurance reports”. This is a matter that requires further consideration by the MDBA.

MDBA 3.3
The MDBA will publish a model improvement program for its hydrological models. By
30/6/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018

MDBA 3.4
The MDBA will publish a practice note on floodplain harvesting measurement. By 30/9/2018.
Complete – IAC believes further work is required to achieve the full intent of this action
While practice notes have been published, agreement on acceptable floodplain harvesting
measurement methods has not yet been reached. Considerable work has been done but the full
intent of this action has not yet been achieved.

MDBA 3.5
The MDBA will publish communication materials on sustainable diversion limit compliance and
accounting arrangements. By 31/12/2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2019

Conclusions
The question of the adequacy of the annual assurance reporting on the of the quality of the
hydrometric data for the River Murray is an outstanding matter for the MDBA to address.
Further work is also required to reach agreement on acceptable methods of measuring floodplain
harvesting.
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4. Finalising water resource plans
Compact Priority Actions
Compact Priority Action 4.2
Where necessary, Basin States and the MDBA will increase resourcing for WRP development.
By 30/6/2019.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2019

Compact Priority Action 4.3
The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the progress of Basin States and the MDBA with
WRP accreditation. Commenced February 2018.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2019

MDBA work program actions
MDBA 4.1
In October 2017 the MDBA published its water resource plan assessment framework:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/D17-25883-WRP-Assessment-Framework16-Nov.pdf. The Murray─Darling Basin Authority is continuing to work with Basin States to
implement the framework and streamlined water resource planning processes.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018
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MDBA 4.2
In February 2018 the MDBA and the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder agreed on
an approach to ensure that the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder is consulted in
relation to water resource plans.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018

MDBA 4.3
When the Commonwealth Water Minister is considering if the Minister will accredit state
water resource plans based on the requirements of the Basin Plan, the MDBA will provide
contextual information to the Minister on compliance and enforcement arrangements in that
state.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2018

Conclusions
The MDBA has completed all Compact actions related to water resource plan finalisation.
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5. Protecting and managing
environmental water
Compact Priority Actions
Compact Priority Action 5.4
The MDBA will publish and maintain a register of Basin State measures to better protect
environmental water. By 30/6/2018.
Complete but further monitoring required – confirmed by IAC
Previous IAC Assurance Reports assessed this action as complete and adequate. The MDBA advised
that the register would be updated as water resource plans are accredited and that protocols will be
established with the states to notify the MDBA when any changes are made to state arrangements
affecting environmental water.
The MDBA is now considering a system of states self-reporting any changes to rules within accredited
water resource plans, including rules that relate to the protection of environmental water, as part of
the draft water resource plan compliance, reporting and assurance policy currently being developed.
Self-reporting of relevant changes would assist the MDBA to maintain the register. The MDBA also
advised that it was reviewing its resourcing and options for launching a dynamic information
platform as quickly as possible.
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MDBA work program actions
MDBA 5.1
As part of the water resource plan accreditation process, the MDBA will confirm that Basin
States have met the requirements of section 10.26 in the Basin Plan, to ensure that water
resource plans are consistent with the relevant environmental watering plan and the Basinwide environmental watering strategy. By 30/6/2019.
Complete – confirmed by IAC in 2019

Conclusions
The MDBA’s commitment to maintain a register of state measures to protect environmental water is
in need of some attention. The commitment in relation to water resource plan accreditation
assessment has been met.
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6. Independent Assurance
Committee Findings
As an assurance exercise the IAC can report that MDBA performance report for 2020 is accurate and
comprehensive.
The MDBA has completed most of the actions required of it under the Compact. Some ongoing
housekeeping and maintenance is required to ensure that the intent of the Compact is achieved.
Specific follow-up is required on two actions.
The first of the incomplete actions involves the Department of Agriculture, Water and Environment,
MDBA, and Basin States scoping out a proposal for a Basin-wide system to provide publicly
accessible, real-time advice on environmental watering. Two projects have been announced that will
go some way to achieving the intent of this action, but it is unclear whether the projects are
sufficient.
The second incomplete action is the publication of annual quality assurance reports on hydrometric
data for the River Murray system. While the MDBA has published assurance reports, it is equivocal
whether these reports demonstrate adequate assurance of the data. The MDBA needs to determine
whether the reports are fit for that purpose.
The broader question of effectiveness of action under the Compact will hopefully be dealt with under
the Compact review process. The IAC has made a submission to the MDBA on that review and made
the following main points:
•
•
•

The delivery of basin wide metering policies and implementation plans by 2025 is crucial for
restoring public confidence in water management in the Basin
Ongoing accountability for compliance and enforcement performance across the Basin is also
a critical determinant of public confidence and this accountability has yet to be systematized
The new Inspector General of Water Compliance provides an opportunity to coordinate postCompact effort
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PART C – Basin State and Australian
Government Progress Reports
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NSW Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact
Report
New South Wales Compact Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action
1.1

1.2(a)

Commitment
Each Basin State and the MDBA will review their internal
governance arrangements for non-urban water
management to ensure a strong culture of compliance
that is led ‘from the top’. Review outcomes may include
publishing a statement of obligations, Ministerial letters
of expectations or similar (including an expectation of
regulatory best practice; a regulatory policy that is
endorsed by the highest responsible body), compliance
metrics as a performance indicator for executive staff and
ethics training for compliance staff.
Publish a reporting framework for identified significant
water management decisions involving discretion (e.g.
the granting of exemptions to water take rules and
retrospective approvals for unlicenced illegal works) and
commence reporting in accordance with this framework.
Decisions made should be published in an easy to access,
searchable format (e.g. on a register) and in a timely
manner as per timeframes in reporting frameworks.
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Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30
September
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action
1.2(b)

1.2(c)

Commitment
Publish a work program to improve the transparency of
information about water take under entitlements,[1] to
be implemented no later than 2025, that addresses:
i.
Real-time information on flows, extractions and
related rules in unregulated river systems.
ii. Location of take (e.g. pumps, bores or meters)
and levels of take in all surface and
groundwater systems.
iii. Changes to water registers to ensure that
information about water entitlements and
trades can be easily accessed by the public.
The work program should be rolled out progressively,
with a priority on high risk areas, it should respect
relevant privacy laws, and include any exemptions made
by the state should be supported by justification
published on the website of the relevant state agency.

Due
Date

30 June 2019

2019
Assessment

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Initial Response
(Note; response not initially sought for this commitment)
Subsequent Commentary Provided

Publicly report on compliance and enforcement actions
by location including the timeliness with which allegations
are addressed.

1.3
1.4

The Australian Government will scope out with Basin
States a proposal for a Basin-wide system to provide
publicly accessible, real time advice on environmental
watering.
The Australian Government and Basin States will review
joint governments’ governance arrangements in the

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Annually
from 30
September
2018

Completed

30
September
2018

Not assessed

Response not required. The MDBA has primary responsibility for
this commitment.

31 December
2018

Not assessed

Response not required. The MDBA has primary responsibility for
this commitment.

NRAR has a public register accessible on the NRAR website that
reports compliance and enforcement actions by location and
includes the dates of when breaches occurred and when
enforcement action was taken. NRAR’s public reporting currently
includes information about ALL enforcement actions - that being
not just prosecutions but also penalty infringement notices, 6OG
fines, directions, stop work orders, warnings, etc.
NSW therefore considers this action complete.
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Action

Commitment
Basin. This review will take account of the governance
recommendations in the MDB Compliance Review, and
will seek to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
current arrangements.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

Commitment

2.1

Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a revised
compliance framework addressing the requirements of
recommendation 6 of the MDB Compliance Review.

2.2

Basin States and the MDBA will establish a network[2] of
water compliance practitioners, co-ordinated by the
MDBA, to promote best practice and innovation in water
compliance. Initial topics will include training and
certification for water compliance officers, development
of compliance standards, and collaboration on the use of
new technology in compliance (including remote sensing).
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Due
Date

2019
Assessment

31 December
2018

Completed

30
September
2018

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Commitment

Due
Date

MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols in relation
to MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance and enforcement
actions with a view to ensuring effective, transparent and
efficient outcomes on water theft. Protocols will:
a. cover how allegations of non compliance by
individual entitlement holders will be
coordinated in each jurisdiction.
b. explain arrangements both before and after
accreditation of WRPs.
c. be published on the MDBA website.

31 December
2018

Action

2.3

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

2019
Assessment

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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3. Metering and measurement
Action
3.1
3.2

3.3(i) –
(iii)

Commitment
Each Basin State will publish a metering policy and
implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6 below.
Meter accuracy:
I.
All new and replacement meters must comply
with AS4747 including pattern approval and
verification, by no later than June 2025.
II.
Commencing immediately, and until June 2025:
a. All new and replacement meters to
comply with AS4747 where available.
b. Where an AS4747 compliant meter is
not available the use of an interim
meter that has been verified with a
manufacturer’s certificate of accuracy
to within +/- 5% is acceptable.
III.
When an existing meter no longer meets +/- 5%
accuracy in the field it must be repaired and
validated so that it is accurate to within +/- 5%
in the field, or replaced (see 3.2(i)).
IV.
All meters to be periodically validated
consistent with the requirements of AS4747.
Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv) made by the
V.
state to be supported by a justification
published on the relevant state agency website
Meter coverage:
I.
All take via water entitlements[3] to be metered
by June 2025, and a plan for achieving this.
II.
Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the state to
be supported by a justification, such as a
regulatory impact assessment, published on the
relevant state agency website.
III.
The basis upon which meter thresholds have
been set.
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Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action
3.3(iv) –
(v)

3.4

3.5

3.6
3.7

Commitment
Meter coverage:
IV.
Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering thresholds by
30 June 2019.
Once finalised, Basin States agree to have
V.
regard to the guidelines when reviewing meter
thresholds.
Transmission of data:
A program to progressively automate the reporting of
water take, regardless of how that is measured, no later
than 2025.
Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the state to be
supported by a justification published on the relevant
state agency website.
The highest risk take, including large users in the Barwon–
Darling, to be accurately metered by December 2019[4]
and will publish what constitutes highest risk in their
metering policies. High risk take should also be
telemetered by December 2019 with any exemptions
published.
A timetable for the installation of new meters and
telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of the metering
fleet to meet the above requirements.

Each Basin State will report annually on progress with the
implementation plan, including the relative proportion of
take via AS4747 meters, interim verified meters,
unverified meters, and unmetered take.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Annually
from 30
September
2019

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
Under stage one of the rollout of NSW’s non-urban metering
rules, all surface water pumps greater than 500mm will need to
be fitted with compliant metering equipment by 1 December
2020. NSW is collecting information about uptake of compliant
metering equipment ahead of the 1 December 2020 rollout date,
to inform its annual report on progress with the implementation
plan. NSW will provide this information closer to the end of
September 2020, when the annual report is due to be provided to
the MDBA
Subsequent Commentary Provided
The Department is preparing its progress report to the end of 30
September 2020 and will provide it to the MDBA once finalised.
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Action
3.8

3.9
3.10

Commitment
The Australian Government and Basin States will work
with other jurisdictions, testing laboratories, meter
manufacturers and industry to set a timetable for
delivering a comprehensive range of pattern approved
meters.
New South Wales and Queensland will publish their
respective programs for improved measurement of
floodplain harvesting and overland flow harvesting.

To provide public assurance over the quality and coverage
of water information for compliance and enforcement,
including from hydrometric networks and hydrologic
models, each Basin State will take the following actions
having regard to the MDBA water information guidelines:
I.
publish a review of its water information
requirements to identify any gaps
II.
publish a water information improvement
program for addressing priority issues including
maintenance backlogs.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

31 December
2018

Completed or
substantially complete

Response not required – the Australian Government has taken on
responsibility for this commitment, with assurance to be provided
through DAWR and MDBA reporting.

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete.

30 June 2019

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
The Hydrometric review has been undertaken of the existing
Murray–Darling Basin surface water network reviewing the
requirements for operations, planning, compliance, modelling,
water accounting, environment, water quality and identifying
network gaps and shortfalls, with a draft report being prepared.
The draft report will be reviewed by the Steering Committee
whose role is to oversee the project including finalising the terms
of the review, provide input into the review content, advising on
subject matter experts, and reviewing final reports. The Steering
Committee has representatives from DPIE Water (Science,
Analytics), NRAR, WaterNSW and the MDBA. The report will be
provided to the MDBA with a summary of this report made public.
An improvements program to the existing hydrometric network
will be guided by the outcomes of this review. Initially
improvements will be focusing on the northern Basin though the
‘Remote Sensing and Hydrometric Improvement Program’ – a
three-year Commonwealth funded grant which includes the
delivery of both new hydrometric sites and improvements to
existing sites to improve instream measurement and compliance
in the region.
A groundwater audit has also commenced and will follow the
same process and be available soon after the surface water
review. This will be followed by a Water Quality and
Meteorological Review which has also commenced.
The hydrometric review is in four parts with all parts expected to
be completed by December 2020.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Expected delivery dates:
• Surface water substantially complete– 18 September 2020
• Groundwater, substantially complete – 30 September 2020
• Water Quality, progressing – 31 October 2020
• Meteorological, progressing – 30 November 2020
NSW is well advanced in its plan to improve all basin state
hydrologic models. The models are being transitioned to the
eWater platform (Source) with completion expected by June
2021. Currently 2 models have been transitioned and are fully
operational, 2 models have been transitioned and are under
review, 2 models have transition nearing completion, with the
remaining 3 models targeted for transition completion by June
2021.
Documentation of model build and progress in online systems is
available for review by arrangement
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Evidence provided to the MDBA on:
Expected delivery dates:
Surface water substantially complete– 18 September 2020
Groundwater, substantially complete – 30 September 2020
Water Quality, progressing – 31 October 2020
Meteorological, progressing – 30 November 2020
NSW is more than happy to provide evidence to the MDBA on all
model updates and progress through our lead valley modellers
showing MDBA staff details of calibrations and where they are up
to.
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Action

Commitment

3.11

Each Basin State will report annually on their progress
against their water information improvement program.

Due
Date

Annually
from 30
September
2019

2019
Assessment

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

2020 Commentary
Initial Response
NSW has published a Water Information Improvement Program
document. This is an on-going program that will continue over the
next number of years.
NSW has undertaken several programs that are aimed at
improving water information access and promoting transparency.
The following points provide some context around these
programs:
Work continues to progress with the joint DPIE Water and
WaterNSW Water Insights Portal which is now live. The portal
delivers improved transparency of information about water by
allowing water users, government agencies and the general public
to access information that is tailored to their needs from a single
point of contact. This delivers information about:
Rules, such as those made under water sharing plans
and relevant ministerial orders.
Entitlements, including information about works
approvals, water access licences and water allocations.
Transactions and accounts, such as water orders, billing
and payments, and water trading.
Water take, such as information drawn from telemetryequipped meters and non-telemetered measurement
devices.
Water flows, including information about weather
conditions, inflows and environmental water flows
The Water Insights Portal forms part of the Works Program for
Improving Water Information published on the DPIE Water
website. The Water Insights Portal has a program of works over
the next 3 years to increase functionality and information
availability including a customer login where information and
functionality can be tailored.
DPIE Water publishes several Information Dashboards with more
to be published in the next few months. Currently dashboards are
published on Trade, Allocation,
Usage and Utilisations, Share Component and Accounting Rules.
The Share Component dashboard is new since reporting last year.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
These dashboards are continually being updated to improve and
increase information availability content and insights provided.
Also added in this reporting year, is the ‘Environmental Water
Dashboard and Analysis’. This includes three separate dashboards
being, Annual Environmental Shares Summary, Held
Environmental Water and Planed Environmental Water.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
NSW has a list of new surface water hydrometric sites/dissolved
oxygen sites that have been nominated to form part of a possible
improvement program that will be published along with the
hydrometric audit reports.
NSW has been providing updates on improvements to water
information on its website at:
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/water/environmental-waterhub/public-register
Going forward, NSW will be reporting against the Enhanced Water
Monitoring and Information program, which will provide further
information on improving water information in the MDB.
NSW will publish a draft Hydrometric Improvement Plan
incorporating surface water monitoring recommendations by 1
April 2021. Proposed improvements in groundwater and water
quality measurement will be published by 1 July 2021

3.12
Each Basin State will conduct and publish a review every
five years of their water information systems.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Every five
years from
state
program
commencem
ent

Not assessed

Response not required – first review not due until 2024.
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4. Finalising water resource plans
Action
4.1
4.2
4.3

Commitment
Each Basin State will submit individual WRPs for
Commonwealth accreditation in accordance with the
agreed timeline published by the MDBA.
Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA will
increase resourcing for WRP development.
The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the progress
of Basin States and the MDBA with WRP accreditation.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

For
accreditation
by 30 June
2019

Not assessed

Response not required – progress towards completion of this
commitment is being tracked via the MDBA’s WRP Quarterly
Reporting.

30 June 2019

Not assessed

Response not required

Commenced
February
2018

Not assessed

Response not required. – progress towards completion of this
commitment is being tracked via the MDBA’s WRP Quarterly
Reporting.
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5. Protecting and managing environmental water
Action
5.1

5.2

Commitment
Each Basin State will implement measures (referred to
as ‘prerequisite policy measures’) to better protect
environmental water to deliver Basin Plan
environmental outcomes in accordance with agreed,
published implementation plans. These will be
incorporated into Basin Plan WRPs where appropriate.
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, the
Queensland government will revise their Basin Plan
WRPs to include more effective policies for the
protection of environmental water to deliver Basin Plan
environmental outcomes, particularly in the Lower
Balonne.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

30 June 2019

Complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete.

30 June 2019

Not assessed

No response required – not applicable to NSW.

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
NSW advised that on 1 July 2020 the NSW Government amended
water sharing plans for the Barwon-Darling Unregulated River
Water Source, Macquarie Bogan Unregulated Rivers Water
Sources and Gwydir Unregulated River Water Sources to protect
held environmental water from extraction in the Barwon-Darling
Unregulated, Lower Macquarie River, Gingham Watercourse
water sources and the Mallowa Creek and Lower Marthaguy
Creek management zones. These amendments will commence on
1 December 2020 after procedures manuals are published and ICT
solutions and communication systems are operational.
The amended water sharing plans for the Barwon-Darling
Unregulated River Water Source, Macquarie Bogan Unregulated
Rivers Water Sources and Gwydir Unregulated River Water
Sources are included as schedules to the relevant water resource

5.3
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin,
including the Barwon–Darling River and relevant
unregulated tributaries, the New South Wales
government will trial interim and develop enduring
solutions for the better protection and management of
environmental water, including held environmental
water when left in-stream, to deliver Basin Plan
environmental outcomes. Where appropriate, these
policies will be implemented through amendments to
NSW water sharing plans and incorporated into Basin
Plan WRPs as part of the accreditation process.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

2020 Commentary

30 June 2019
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
plans submitted to the MDBA for assessment against
accreditation requirements of the Basin Plan.
Under section 71Q of the Water Management Act 2000, an
individual daily extraction component (IDEC) has now been
specified on all unregulated river A-, B- and C class licences in the
Barwon-Darling Unregulated River Water Source. IDECs restrict
licences to a daily volume of water that users can extract after
commence-to-pump thresholds have been reached. IDECs and
expressions of interest will be considered when sharing available
water in the Barwon-Darling River Unregulated River Water
Source in order to protect held environmental water from
extraction.
On 1 July 2020, NSW Government established new rules in the
Barwon-Darling water sharing plan to improve connectivity along
the system. The rules prevent unregulated river access licence
holders including A, B and C Class licence from accessing the first
flow after a period of continuous dry or low flow conditions.
All NSW Water Resource Plans have been submitted to the MDBA
for assessment.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Individual daily extraction components and resumption of
flow rules were implemented on 1 July 2020. Active
management provisions come into effect on 1 December
2020. These enduring solutions are clauses/rules in the
relevant water sharing plans and have triggered
implementation actions such as notifying license holders of
their new mandatory conditions and updating the WaterNSW
WaterInsights Portal to facilitate active management.
Irrespective of WRP accreditation, these enduring solutions are
now ‘hard-wired’ into the NSW Water Management Act
2000 water sharing plans for the respective valleys. This means
there is a NSW government statutory obligation for them to be
implemented.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
The three Procedures Manuals and the Active Management
Policy will be completed in 2020 and published on the
Department’s website.
The Procedures Manual for the Barwon-Darling, MacquarieBogan, and Gwydir is published on the Department’s website at:
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/water/environmental-waterhub/water-reform-action-plan/better-management under
Environmental water reforms.
The publication of the Active Management Policy is imminent
– by end March 2021.

5.4

The MDBA will publish and maintain a register of Basin
30 June 2018
Not assessed
No response required – not applicable to NSW.
State measures to better protect environmental water.
[1] Note that use of terms varies in each jurisdiction. The term ‘take via entitlements’ is intended to apply to share- based, tradable water entitlements (or allocations in Queensland).

[2] It is intended that this will be a national network – with Western Australia, Northern Territory and Tasmania invited to participate.

[3] Note that use of terms varies in each jurisdiction. The term ‘take via entitlements’ is intended to apply to share- based, tradable water entitlements (or allocations in Queensland).
[4] Queensland to publish alternative dates for accurate metering and telemetry in their metering policy.
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NSW Work Program Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

NSW 1.1

Commitment
New South Wales has, through the Natural Resources
Access Regulator (NRAR) Board, established a
compliance and enforcement strategy and endorsed
a NRAR Regulatory Policy that encourages a strong
culture of compliance led from the top and a
commitment to transparency.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_fil
e/0003/144039/NRAR-Regulatory-Policy.pdf
NRAR Board minutes are published on the NRAR
website.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/natural-resourcesaccess-regulator
The Minister for Primary Industries, Regional Water and
Trade and Industry issued a letter of expectations to the
NRAR Board on 27 February 2018 which sets out a clear
mandate from Government regarding NRAR’s
operations.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_fil
e/0008/142793/Letter-of-expectations-to-the-NRARChair.pdf
New South Wales also published a Water Reform Action
Plan in December 2017 that demonstrates a top level
commitment to compliance and transparency across the
New South Wales government.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_fil
e/0016/136204/nsw-government-water-reform-actionplan.pdf

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

Complete

2019
Assessment

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

NSW 1.2

NSW 1.3
NSW 1.4
NSW 1.5

NSW 1.6

NSW 1.7

Commitment
New South Wales will review its compliance strategies
processes and procedures to ensure that decisions are
made in accordance with NRAR Regulatory Policy and
that assignment of decision- making responsibilities
are clear and at the appropriate level.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_fil
e/0003/144039/NRAR-Regulatory-Policy.pdf
New South Wales will commence the development of a
program of community awareness and education
including work to ensure that water plans, licences and
management rules are expressed as simply as possible.
New South Wales will publish explanatory materials to
inform the public on how environmental water is
managed.
New South Wales has established a statewide noncompliance reporting hotline and email reporting
channel which includes a facility for anonymous
reporting.
New South Wales has, through the NRAR Board,
published a guideline document for reporting alleged
breaches of the NSW Water Management Act. The
document includes contact details and ‘who-isresponsible-for-what’ for compliance and
enforcement in NSW and processes for timely
feedback to informants throughout the course of an
investigation.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_fil
e/0008/156860/NRAR-Compliance-with-waterlegislation.pdf
New South Wales will implement comprehensive public
reporting on NSW compliance and enforcement
activities, as already required under the National
Framework for Compliance and Enforcement Systems.
Reports will be published on the NRAR website.
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Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

30 June 2018

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

June 2019

Completed

March 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Complete

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Complete

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

To commence
September
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action
NSW 1.8

NSW 1.9
NSW 1.10
NSW 1.11

NSW 1.12
NSW 1.13
NSW 1.14

NSW 1.15

Commitment
New South Wales will implement public reporting of
compliance and enforcement activities for each NSW
Water Sharing Plan—and after 2019, each NSW
Water Resource Plan under the Basin Plan. Reports
will be published on the NRAR website.
New South Wales established and resourced a
dedicated Taskforce and Oversight Committee to
drive implementation of the NSW Water Reform
Action Plan.
New South Wales will commission an annual
independent review of progress on the Water Reform
Action Plan and publish the results.
New South Wales has reviewed the Code of Conduct of
the Department of Industry, as well as the departmental
guidance documents covering the handling of classified
and sensitive government information.
New South Wales will review all ethics-related
departmental policies, including: Code of Conduct
Policy, Fraud and Corruption Prevention Policy, Gifts
and Benefits Policy, Sponsorship Policy, ICAC Corruption
Prevention Policy, Public Interest Disclosures Policy and
processes.
New South Wales will update staff induction processes
to emphasise ethical and conduct obligations of staff.
New South Wales has commenced a ‘speak up’ service
to enable anonymous reporting of suspected
unsatisfactory conduct.
New South Wales published on 28 March 2018 a new
Water Stakeholder and Community Engagement
Policy which sets out how the Department of Industry
will actively and transparently engage with a wide
range of stakeholders in development and
implementation of the reforms as well as for future
water management.
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Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

To commence
June 2019

Complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Complete

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

April 2019

Complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Complete

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30 June 2018

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30 June 2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Complete

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Complete

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

Commitment
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_fil
e/0011/148529/IND-I-245-Water-Stakeholder-andEngagement-Policy.pdf
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Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

NSW 2.1

NSW 2.2

NSW 2.3

Commitment
New South Wales has, through the NRAR Board,
published a NRAR Regulatory Policy which
commits the NRAR to a risk-based and outcomefocused regulatory strategy that guides
regulatory effort including compliance
monitoring.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_f
ile/0003/144039/NRAR-Regulatory-Policy.pdf
New South Wales will, through the NRAR Board,
develop and maintain annual audit priorities in
accordance with the NRAR Regulatory Policy that
requires an annual risk-based operational plan
detailing audit priorities. The operational plan will be
published on the NRAR website once finalised.
New South Wales will, through the NRAR Board, will
develop and publish process and procedure documents
for an escalation pathway once non-compliance is
detected that includes:
•
clear guidance for staff in responding to noncompliance and escalating a report of noncompliance
•
protocols for the engagement senior officers
and the NRAR Board
•
the range of enforcement actions that can be
taken in responding to non-compliance
•
publishing identities of water users who are
found guilty of serious water management
offences
•
the involvement of specialist investigators in
appropriate NRAR enforcement work and
improve the capability of existing staff
•
how investigators can be supported by water

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

Complete

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30 June 2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30 June 2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
.
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Action

Commitment
experts and legal officers
post action audits of each major enforcement
case to extract learnings and improve
processes, procedures and practice.
An information publication containing a summary of
the escalation process will also be developed and
published.
New South Wales will develop rules for entitlement
holders to follow in the event of meter failure.
New South Wales will publish a statement of the
penalties and sanctions regime under the NSW Water
Management Act 2000.
New South Wales will review its legislation and if
needed propose any amendments necessary to ensure
that the compliance and enforcement framework is
robust.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

•

NSW 2.4
NSW 2.5
NSW 2.6

NSW 2.7

NSW 2.8

New South Wales will recruit specialist investigators
and identify the training required to ensure that NRAR
staff are adequately trained to competently and
confidently undertake compliance activities safely,
consistently, lawfully, fairly and in the public interest.

New South Wales, through the NRAR
Regulatory Policy which was published in
February 2018, has made a commitment to
achieve regulator efficiency and effectiveness.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30 September
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30 June 2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30 June 2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Ongoing

Complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

Commitment
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/asset
s/pdf_file/0003/144039/NRAR-RegulatoryPolicy.pdf

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

The NRAR structure includes a branch dedicated
to regulatory innovation and its Establishment
Plan includes a pilot of new water monitoring,
metering and measuring technology and the
application of the successful technology to inform
enforcement and strategic intelligence activity.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_f
ile/0007/145546/NRAR-Establishment-Plan-2018.pdf
In the Memorandum of Understanding between the
MDBA and the NRAR, the parties agree to endeavour
to share experience and opportunities that could
enhance compliance and enforcement capacity in
relation to, but not limited to:
•
new technologies;
•
regulatory craft and strategy;
•
community of practice;
•
staff training and skills development; and
•
staff exchanges.

NSW 2.9

New South Wales will increase compliance and
enforcement resourcing by $9.5 million in the short
term. Longer-term resourcing will be determined by
the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal
(IPART) pricing determinations.

Ongoing

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

NSW 2.10

New South Wales has established the NRAR under
the NRAR Act, which was assented to in November
2017. NRAR will carry out water compliance and
enforcement functions and is governed by an

Complete

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

Commitment
independent Board.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

NRAR sits within the Department of Industry but is
separate to and independent of the water policy,
water planning, water delivery, environment and
agriculture areas of the business. The Department of
Industry is also a separate agency to WaterNSW
which carries out customer service functions. The
roles, responsibilities and accountabilities agreed to
in the settlement will be made publicly available and
all parties will continue to work together to ensure a
constructive, collaborative working relationship.
Details, policies, Board minutes and other
documentation are available on the NRAR website.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/natural-resourcesaccess-regulator

NSW 2.11

NSW 2.12

New South Wales, through a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between NRAR and the
Murray–Darling Basin Authority, has established a
coordinated response to non-compliance and an
appropriate escalation pathway for non-compliance
to ensure effective and efficient regulation of water
management laws.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_f
ile/0008/157049/NRAR-MDBA-signed-memorandumof-understanding.pdf

New South Wales will develop and publish a
process and procedure document for NRAR
officers to follow when working with:

a) Lands & Forestry officers on overlapping

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Complete

Not assessed

31 December
2018

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Initial Response
The NRAR Protocol with Crown Lands remains current but may be
updated later this year.
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Action

Commitment
regulatory issues,
Other agencies when non-water legislation is
involved.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Subsequent Commentary Provided
NRAR has established MoUs with agencies that officers may have
cause to interact with in the course of their compliance activities
and where there may be overlapping regulatory issues or
involvement with non-water legislation, including:

•
•
•
•

WaterNSW
NSW Police
Crown Lands (updated August 2020)
NSW Fisheries

As it is not possible to publish all of these MoUs, an overarching
document that reflects the content of the MoUs and details
processes and procedures for NRAR officers to follow when
working with other agencies when overlapping regulatory issues
or non-water legislation involved is being prepared and will be
published to the NRAR website in November 2020.
It is noted that this commitment reflects a previous structural
arrangement within DPIE in which Crown Lands and Water were
part of the same division and will require updating at the next
review of the Compact.
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

NSW 3.1

Commitment
New South Wales will, through the NRAR, develop
and maintain annual audit priorities in accordance
with the NRAR Regulatory Policy that requires an
annual risk-based operational plan detailing audit
priorities. The operational plan and its associated
compliance procedures will include:
•
validation processes for required
installed meters,
•
audits of water take by stock and
domestic and other rights holders when
the potential impact on the
environment and other users is
assessed as sufficiently high.

Due
Date

31 December
2018

2019
Assessment

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete

Initial Response
NSW has submitted water resource plans for assessment by the
MDBA with interim arrangements for floodplain harvesting. It is
envisaged that these plans will be amended following full
implementation of the NSW Floodplain Harvesting Policy in June
2021.

NSW 3.2

NSW is in the process of bringing floodplain harvesting
into its licensing framework through implementation
of the NSW Floodplain Harvesting Policy. The approach
to updating the assessment of annual permitted water
take by floodplain harvesting will be confirmed
following consultation and finalisation of a revised
Policy.

30 June 2019

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

NSW has published the Floodplain Harvesting Action Plan, which
addresses key recommendations for implementing the Policy as
well as timeframes for implementation. NSW also intends to
produce regular progress reports against the Action Plan that will
track key activities.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
NSW confirms that the licensing framework for floodplain
harvesting is expected to commence in Q3 2021.
The timing of inclusion of the final method for the determination
of annual permitted take by floodplain harvesting in WRPs is
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Action

NSW 3.3

NSW 3.4

Commitment

NSW has been consulting on the proposal to use a
staged approach for monitoring floodplain harvesting
extractions. NSW will confirm the requirements for the
monitoring and measuring of floodplain harvesting
diversions and the associated timeframes following
the finalisation of a refined NSW Floodplain Harvesting
Policy.

NSW will work with the Murray–Darling Basin
Authority in the development of a guideline for
hydrometric data collection and hydrologic modelling
for planning and compliance activities to improve
Basin Plan compliance and will undertake any
subsequent reviews of our hydrometric program in
accordance with the Guidelines, noting that any
improvements are contingent on funding.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

30 June 2019

30 June 2019

2019
Assessment

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

2020 Commentary
dependent on the Commonwealth’s assessment and accreditation
timeline. The final methods will be known in mid-2021, and if
interim WRPs are accredited, then they will be amended
thereafter. If interim WRPs are not accredited, then NSW will
rescind draft WRPs and resubmit with the final methods.

Initial Response
NSW has finalised and released its Floodplain Harvesting
Measurement Policy (2020). The Policy prescribes a staged rollout
for measurement requirements which is described in Part 6:
Staged rollout of measurement requirements.

Initial Response
The Hydrometric review has been undertaken of the existing
Murray–Darling Basin surface water network reviewing the
requirements for operations, planning, compliance, modelling,
water accounting, environment, water quality and identifying
network gaps and shortfalls, and a draft report is being prepared.
The draft report will be reviewed by the Steering Committee
whose role is to oversee the project including finalising the terms
of the review, provide input into the review content, advising on
subject matter experts, and reviewing final reports. The Steering
Committee has representatives from DPIE Water (Science,
Analytics), NRAR, WaterNSW and the MDBA. The report will be
provided to the MDBA with a summary of this report made public.
An improvements program to the existing hydrometric network
will be guided by the outcomes of this review.
Initially improvements will be focusing on the northern
Basin though the ‘Remote Sensing and Hydrometric Improvement
Program’ – a three-year Commonwealth funded grant which
includes the delivery of both new hydrometric sites and
improvements to existing sites to improve instream measurement
and compliance in the region.
A groundwater audit has also commenced and will follow the
same process and be available soon after the surface water
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
review. This will be followed by a Water Quality and
Meteorological Review which have also commenced.
The hydrometric review is in four parts with all parts expected to
be completed by December 2020.
Expected delivery dates:
• Surface water substantially complete– 18 September
2020

•

Groundwater, substantially complete – 30 September
2020

•

Water Quality, progressing – 31 October 2020

•

Meteorological, progressing – 30 November 2020

The link to the guideline that was produced by the MDBA is
provided. It moved from just a hydrometric data collection and
hydrologic modelling guideline to a Water Information Quality
Assurance framework as information other than hydrometric data
collection and hydrologic modelling was identified in the
consultative process.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
This action commits NSW to undertake any reviews of our
hydrometric program in accordance with the guidelines developed
with the MDBA. It does not commit NSW to undertake a
review. NSW considers this action complete

NSW 3.5

New South Wales will undertake an
improvement program to develop hydrologic
models of all seven major NSW Murray–Darling
Basin river systems using the eWater Source
software which will over time displace existing
models of the same rivers developed using
existing in-house software.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Initial Response
31 December
2020

Adequate progress

This deliverable is not due until 31 December 2020. Good progress
is being made towards meeting this deliverable however progress
has not been as fast as planned because of staffing changes and
disruption from changed working arrangements due to COVID-19.
Our funding for this has been extended to 30 June 2021 to
account for this work.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
NSW expects to have models completed for five of the seven
major river systems by December 2020, and partially completed
for the remaining two, for which we are aiming to complete by 30
June 2021.
Models of the Border Rivers and Belubula River system (a separate
system within the Lachlan River system) are completed and
operational. Peel model (separate system within the Namoi
system) are completed and ready to use. The Namoi model is
completed and under review.
The Murrumbidgee River system and the Barwon-Darling River
system models are 85-90% complete and scheduled for
completion by 30/09/2020.
The Lachlan model has had flow calibration completed, and we
will endeavour to complete a prototype by 31st December 2020.
The Source models of Gwydir and Macquarie have been delayed
while upgrades are being made for floodplain harvesting.
Completion of the remaining valleys has been delayed by staffing
changes and disruption from changed working arrangements due
to COVID-19. It is expected that this remaining work will be
completed by June 2021.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Evidence for this work is maintained in online collaboration
systems in DPIE Water, and NSW reiterates its offer to have MDBA
staff view progress of the model improvement work at our
offices.
NSW provided a progress update on the development of the new
hydrological models to the MDBA on 20 November.

NSW 3.6

New South Wales called for proposals under a Water
Pilot Technology Program to support development of
new technologies to assist with water regulation, and
support compliance and better protection of
environmental water in the state’s river systems.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

June 2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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4. Finalising water resource plans
Action
NSW 4.1

Commitment
New South Wales will continue to work closely
with the Murray–Darling Basin Authority to
complete the NSW WRPs on time.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date
30 June 2019

2019
Assessment
Not assessed

2020 Commentary
Response not required – progress towards completion of this
commitment is being tracked via the MDBA’s WRP Quarterly
Reporting.
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5. Protecting and managing environmental water
Action

Commitment
New South Wales has established an
Interagency Working Group (IWG) for Better
Managing Environmental Water to develop and
recommend solutions to improve the
management of environmental water.

NSW 5.1

This IWG has prepared advice in its report “Better
Management of Environmental Water – Interim
solutions package” in May 2018. This package
includes interim solution and a roadmap to further
investigate a package of enduing solutions to
better manage environmental water to deliver
Basin Plan environmental outcomes in the
unregulated systems of the northern Basin,
including the Barwon–Darling River and relevant
unregulated tributaries. Enduring solutions will be
implemented through the regulatory framework
where appropriate, including amendment to water
sharing plans as part of the water resource plan
development process.

NSW
5.2(a)

To better manage environmental water in the
southern-connected Basin, New South Wales is
committed to implementing the SDL adjustment
mechanism including:
a) state policies to improve protection of
environmental water (also called
prerequisite policy measures) as
required under the Basin Plan.

NSW
5.2(b)

To better manage environmental water in the
southern-connected Basin, New South Wales is
committed to implementing the SDL adjustment
mechanism including:
b) completion of supply and constraints
projects, subject to timely funding

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

Advice from
IWG provided
May 2018

Not assessed

Response not required

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
While this deliverable is not due until June 2024, NSW have
advised that they continue to make significant progress toward
this deliverable.
NSW is involved in 21 notified SDLAM projects; 6 are complete, 6
are nearing completion and 7 are funded and underway. Two

June 2024
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Action

Commitment
consistent with the 2013 IGA on
Implementing Water Reform in the
Murray–Darling Basin.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
projects remain unfunded for which NSW is a co-proponent
(Enhanced Environmental Water Delivery and Hume to
Yarrawonga Constraints) but NSW continues to demonstrate good
faith in progressing these projects while funding is negotiated.
NSW successfully achieved payment under the Stage 1
Project Agreement Schedule for Milestones 2 and 3 in October
2019 and March 2020 to the combined total of $11.05M. These
milestones were delivered both in full and on time. Work under
Milestone 4 is currently occurring, and this milestone is expected
to be met in full and on time. NSW does however have concerns
about its ability to meet future milestones and this has been
raised at interjurisdictional forums including the Basin Officials
Committee and the Murray–Darling Basin Ministerial Council.
The MDBA and the Commonwealth are observers of the Program’s
Interagency Steering Committee which oversees program delivery.
The Commonwealth are also observers of the Program’s
independently chaired Program Assurance Board.
The NSW Government remains committed to the delivery of the
SDLAM Program with significant progress and achievements over
the last 12 months including:
• Establishment of a Program Delivery Framework (PDF) for
robust governance and program/project management of the
SDLAM program including:
A delivery focussed and (permanent) independently
chaired Program Assurance Board

-

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

A functional operating Project Management Office
(PMO) to support consistent and accountable project
delivery
An executive level NSW Interagency
Steering Committee (ISC)
Operational project level governance groups including
Technical Advisory groups (TAGs) and Stakeholder
Advisory Groups (SAGs)
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Action

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
• Development of Program level strategies to inform the
delivery approach for stakeholder engagement, partnership
delivery, procurement and contract management.
•

Scoping and commencement of significant
procurements including Engineering and Professional
Services Partners

•

Establishment of delivery partnership agreements with
cluster partners

•

Clearance through Infrastructure NSW (INSW) Gate 0
and development of an Options Evaluation Framework
and progress towards options investigation and
evaluation to support INSW Gate1 or equivalent
reporting for each project.

•

Commencement of constraints projects’ risk
management, impact management approaches,
landholder negotiation framework regulation and
program monitoring and evaluation planning

•

Completion of Program Geographic Information System
(GIS) mapping strategy

•

Development of a Program modelling workplan via an
interagency modelling working group

•

Incorporation of project learnings into ongoing schedule
revisions to increase confidence in the delivery and
budget profiles and inform the variation to the project
agreement

•

Recruitment and induction of staff to fill final positions
in the organisational chart
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
•

Implementation and embedding of a Program wide
Project Management tool supported by processes and
procedural guidance documentation.

•

Development and implementation of an Operational
Risk Management Framework (ORMF).

•

Progression of detailed project planning for each
project.

•

NSW, Vic and SA finalised and submitted the Stage 1
funding proposal for the Enhanced Environmental Water
Delivery project for Commonwealth consideration and
undertook good faith negotiations on proposed funding
arrangements.

NSW continues to work collaboratively with other Basin states and
the Commonwealth to progress a number of policy matters to
enable progression of the SDLAM National Partnership Agreement
(NPA) which will need to be agreed by all jurisdictions prior to
stage 2 funding for project implementation being provided by the
Commonwealth.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
NSW has met all Commonwealth funding milestones to date in full
and on time, which has been confirmed by receipt of payment
from the Commonwealth for delivery of milestones, and therefore
this action should be considered on track.
The full delivery of this action is “subject to timely funding” and
therefore overall progress on SDLAM is not equivalent to delivery
of this action.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Initial Response
No further Barwon–Darling prosecutions have been finalised to
conduct a post-case review.
It is the intention that a process map and review template will be
provided in place of the current Investigations Manual. The
manual includes methodology that is confidential.
Subsequent Commentary Provided

NSW 5.3

New South Wales through the NRAR will conduct a
post-case review after the resolution of cases of
allegedly non-compliant extraction of water for
irrigation from the Barwon–Darling River system.

Within 3
months of
case
resolution

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

The commitment requires conducting a post-case review within 3
months of the resolution of cases of allegedly non-compliant
extraction of water for irrigation from the Barwon–Darling River
system. No further cases meeting these criteria have been
finalised and therefore no review is required.
NSW will provide a copy of the Investigations Review Template for
consideration by the MDBA in its commentary. NRAR is actively
using this template for cases that do not involve prosecutions and
will also be using this template after the resolution of cases of
alleged non-compliant extraction of water for irrigation in the
Barwon-Darling.
NSW will also provide a copy of the process map that is used for
reviews.
The commitment requires conducting a post-case review within 3
months of the resolution of cases of allegedly non-compliant
extraction of water for irrigation from the Barwon–Darling River
system. No further cases meeting these criteria have been
finalised and therefore no review is required.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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VIC Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
Victorian Compact Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

1.1

Each Basin State and the MDBA will review their
internal governance arrangements for non-urban
water management to ensure a strong culture of
compliance that is led ‘from the top’. Review
outcomes may include publishing a statement of
obligations, Ministerial letters of expectations or
similar (including an expectation of regulatory best
practice; a regulatory policy that is endorsed by the
highest responsible body), compliance metrics as a
performance indicator for executive staff and ethics
training for compliance staff.

31 December
2018

Completed

1.2(a)

Publish a reporting framework for identified significant
water management decisions involving discretion (e.g.
the granting of exemptions to water take rules and
retrospective approvals for unlicensed illegal works) and
commence reporting in accordance with this framework.
Decisions made should be published in an easy to access,
searchable format (e.g. on a register) and in a timely
manner as per timeframes in reporting frameworks.

30 September
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

1.2(b)

Publish a work program to improve the
transparency of information about water take

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

under entitlements, 4 to be implemented no later
than 2025, that addresses:
I.

Real-time information on flows,
extractions and related rules in
unregulated river systems.

II.

Location of take (e.g. pumps, bores or
meters) and levels of take in all
surface and groundwater systems.

III.

Changes to water registers to ensure
that information about water
entitlements and trades can be easily
accessed by the public.

The work program should be rolled out progressively,
with a priority on high risk areas, it should respect
relevant privacy laws, and include any exemptions
made by the state should be supported by justification
published on the website of the relevant state agency.
Initial Response
(Note; response not initially sought for this commitment)

1.2(c)

Publicly report on compliance and enforcement
actions by location including the timeliness with which
allegations are addressed.

Annually from
30 September
2018

Complete or substantially
complete

Subsequent Commentary Provided
Our 2019/20 annual statistics has been approved and will be
up on our website next week.
This action is complete for 2019/20. The 2019/20 report is
published on our website: https://www.water.vic.gov.au/water-

4

Note that use of terms varies in each jurisdiction. The term ‘take via entitlements’ is intended to apply to share- based, tradable water entitlements (or allocations in Queensland).

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
for-agriculture/taking-and-using-water/compliance-reports/watercompliance-report-2019-20

1.3

The Australian Government will scope out with Basin
States a proposal for a Basin-wide system to provide
publicly accessible, real time advice on environmental
watering.

30 September
2018

Not assessed

1.4

The Australian Government and Basin States will
review joint governments’ governance arrangements
in the Basin. This review will take account of the
governance recommendations in the MDB Compliance
Review, and will seek to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of current arrangements.

31 December
2018

Not assessed

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Commitment

Due
Date

2.1

Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a revised
compliance framework addressing the requirements of
recommendation 6 of the MDB Compliance Review.

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

2.2

Basin States and the MDBA will establish a network5 of
water compliance practitioners, co-ordinated by the
MDBA, to promote best practice and innovation in water
compliance. Initial topics will include training and
certification for water compliance officers, development
of compliance standards, and collaboration on the use of
new technology in compliance (including remote
sensing).

30 September
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Action

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols in
relation to MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance and
enforcement actions with a view to ensuring
effective, transparent and efficient outcomes on
water theft. Protocols will:

2.3

a) cover how allegations of non-compliance by
individual entitlement holders will be
coordinated in each jurisdiction.
b) explain arrangements both before and after
accreditation of WRPs.
c) be published on the MDBA website.

5

It is intended that this will be a national network – with Western Australia, Northern Territory and Tasmania invited to participate.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

3.1

6

Commitment

Each Basin State will publish a metering policy and
implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6 below.

Due
Date

30 June 2019 6

2019
Assessment

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

2020 Commentary
Initial Response
This action is complete.
Victoria implemented the National Framework for non-urban
water metering via https://www.water.vic.gov.au/water-foragriculture/non-urban-water-metering which is a guide for the
installation of Victoria’s non-urban water metering fleet, the
largest and most advanced of its kind in Australia. Victoria has
comprehensive meter coverage with about 57,400 non-urban
water meters and about 52 per cent are telemetered.
DELWP commenced a review of its existing policy in October
2018.The review was completed in June 2019 and involved
several stages to understand the implications of strictly adhering
to the requirements in the Compact:
• a stock-take of the current metering assets in Victoria
(report circulated to MDBA in February 2019)
• a gap analysis of the existing metering policy and the
Compact requirements
• a regulatory impact assessment of complying with the
Compact requirements
• recommendations on changes to the existing metering
policy and exemptions from the Compact requirements
where the costs to implement outweigh the benefits.
The results of the review show that Victoria is already meeting
the metering requirements of the Compact to the extent that it
is cost-effective to do so. As these documents are already
published, the requirements of this action have been met.

The Compliance Compact due date for this action of 31 December 2018 is extended by the Victorian Work Program commitment VIC 3.1.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
To confirm and to refresh the state’s policy on non-urban water
metering, a revised:
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0030/459
831/NonUrbanWaterPolicy_2020.pdf

Meter accuracy:

(i) All new and replacement meters must

comply with AS4747 including pattern
approval and verification, by no later than
June 2025.

(ii) Commencing immediately, and until June
2025:

a.

3.2

b.

All new and replacement meters
to comply with AS4747 where
available.
Where an AS4747 compliant
meter is not available the use of
an interim meter that has been
verified with a manufacturer’s
certificate of accuracy to within
+/- 5% is acceptable.

(iii) When an existing meter no longer meets +/5% accuracy in the field it must be repaired
and validated so that it is accurate to within
+/- 5% in the field, or replaced (see 3.2(i)).

(iv) All meters to be periodically validated

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 20196

Not Complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

DELWP’s Compliance Compact metering page
DELWP’s Non-urban water metering page
Initial Response
This action is complete.
The Victorian Non-urban Water Metering Policy (March 2020)
provides for:
•new or upgraded extraction sites to be metered with an
AS4747 compliant meter
•meters on existing extraction sites that meet an
interim standard or are AS4747 compliant to be
replaced at the end of their operational life with an
AS4747 compliant meter.meters that do not comply
with an interim standard or AS4747 are to be replaced
with AS4747-compliant meters by June 2025
Validation requirements are part of AS4747 compliance. This
policy requires meters to be validated in line with AS4747 except
in circumstances where the metering requirements can be varied
to avoid the costs of metering exceeding the benefits. The
document Preparing Non-urban Water Meter Action Plans:
Guidelines for Water Corporations requires water corporations
to specify the processes used for initial validation and for the ongoing maintenance, validation and verification of meters.
The policy provides flexibility for water corporations to vary the
metering requirement to achieve metering objectives and
manage costs. This is consistent with the National Framework for
Non-urban Water Metering which requires the responsible
jurisdictions to install metering that can measure within +/-5%,
until it can be shown that it is no longer cost-effective.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

consistent with the requirements of AS4747.

Victoria is committed to maintaining and improving over time its
metering of non-urban water take. As per 3.1 above, Victoria is
already meeting the metering the requirements of the Compact
to the extent that it is cost-effective to do so. In 2010, the
Victorian state implementation plan for non-urban water
metering (2010) set out pathways for existing meters to be
either made compliant or exempted from the standard AS4747
and required water corporation to install on new sites pattern
approved meters where available.

(v) Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv) made by
the state to be supported by a justification
published on the relevant state agency
website

Meter coverage:

(i) All take via water entitlements 7 to be

3.3(i) –
(iii)

metered by June 2025, and a plan for
achieving this.

(ii) Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the state

to be supported by a justification, such as a
regulatory impact assessment, published on
the relevant state agency website.

(iii) The basis upon which meter thresholds have
been set.

7

2020 Commentary

30 June 20196

Not Complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
This action is complete. Victoria has comprehensive meter
coverage with about 57,400 non-urban water meters and about
52 per cent are telemetered.
As per 3.1 above, Victoria is already meeting the metering the
requirements of the Compact to the extent that it is costeffective to do so.
The Policy states that:
•
all new or upgraded extraction sites are to be metered
with an AS4747 compliant meter and meters on
existing extraction sites are to be replaced at the end
of their operational life with an AS4747 compliant
meter;
•
this metering requirement can be varied by the water
corporation in circumstances where the risks are
manageable; costs are disproportionate to benefits; or

Note that use of terms varies in each jurisdiction. The term ‘take via entitlements’ is intended to apply to share- based, tradable water entitlements (or allocations in Queensland).

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
the site requires hydrometric monitoring standards to
be applied;
An exemption statement is provided in Appendix C of Victoria’s
Non urban Water Meter Policy (March 2020)
The current policy is summarised on DELWP’s website as:
•

•

•

•

•

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

all new or upgraded extraction sites are to be metered
with an AS4747 compliant meter and meters on
existing extraction sites are to be replaced at the end
of their operational life with an AS4747 compliant
meter;
this metering requirement can be varied by the water
corporation in circumstances where the risks are
manageable; costs are disproportionate to benefits; or
the site requires hydrometric monitoring standards to
be applied;
water corporations must read meters on operational
service points based on risk with a minimum standard
of at least once a year on low volume or low risk
customers, and at least two times per year for surface
water winter-fill licences and more frequently on high
risk meters;
meters that comply with neither an
interim/contemporary standard or AS4747 should be
replaced by June 2025. In doing so water corporations
should consider the circumstances the Policy provides
for varying metering requirements; and
Metered water take is to be telemetered by June 2025,
based on the water corporation’s assessment of the
full range of costs and benefits including benefits of
stronger compliance. Water corporations may retain
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
manual meter reading where telemetry is not viable
(e.g. in valleys with poor reception or difficult sites), or
an alternative technology can be applied.
Non-urban water metering policy
See pages 12-13 of the policy for sections on Requirements for
metering, page 15 for a flowchart of the requirements for
metering, and Appendix B (page 20) for the Implementation
program.
Exemption statement
See Appendix C of the Non urban Water Meter Policy (p23)
Non Urban Water Metering Policy (March 2020)

Meter coverage:

3.3(iv) –
(v)

(iv) Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering
thresholds by 30 June 2019.

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
This action is complete.
In Victoria, water corporations are responsible for meter reading
and reporting. Victoria’s water corporations have been national
leaders in adopting telemetry and automated control systems for
non-urban water metering. About 30,000 or 52% of meters
installed in Victoria have telemetry that allows automated
reporting to water corporations. These telemetry systems have
been implemented as a result of water corporation programs to

Once finalised, Basin States agree to have regard to
the guidelines when reviewing meter thresholds.

Transmission of data:

3.4

(i) A program to progressively automate the

reporting of water take, regardless of how
that is measured, no later than 2025.

(ii) Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the state

to be supported by a justification published

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 20196
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

on the relevant state agency website.

2020 Commentary
automate the reporting of take where beneficial. Water
corporations are required to report water take data to the water
register operated by DELWP. Reporting of take data to the
Register has already been automated in systems where there are
dynamic trading markets.
Water corporations must read meters on operational service
points based on risk with a minimum standard of at least once a
year on low volume or low risk customers, and at least two times
per year for surface water winter- fill licences and more
frequently on high risk meters. Having meters independently
read is an important element of checking that the
data transmitted is accurate.
The Non Urban Water Meter Policy requires water corporations
to, by June 2021, assess the costs and benefits of installing
telemetry on meters that are still being read manually and
update their metering action plans.
An exemption statement is provided in Appendix C of Victoria’s
Non urban Water Meter Policy (March 2020)

3.5

The highest risk take, including large users in the
Barwon–Darling, to be accurately metered by
December 2019 and will publish what
constitutes highest risk in their metering policies.
High risk take should also be telemetered by
December 2019 with any exemptions published.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 20196

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
This action is complete. Victoria already has comprehensive
metering and telemetry coverage, particularly in the irrigation
areas managed by Goulburn-Murray Water and Lower Murray
Water where most water is used.
The policy states that water take that is more than 5,000 ML per
year for an individual service point, excluding take under bulk
water metering, is high risk. Water corporations are to have
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
telemetry for high risk take and document these sites in their
metering action plans.
In Victoria extraction sites where take is greater than 5,000 ML
per year are either:
• water users in northern Victoria where take is metered
under pattern approved meters installed to an interim
standard where a manufacturer’s certification can be
provided for accuracy of ±2.5%, or
• bulk water take.
The criterion of 5,000ML per year is based on the priority for the
installation of meters under the National Framework for nonurban water metering.
Take associated with bulk entitlements is not considered high
risk because of the management arrangements imposed by the
Water Act 1989.
Installation of telemetry
See page 13 of the Non-urban water meter policy for High risk
take.
Non Urban Water Metering Policy (March 2020)

Initial Response

3.6

A timetable for the installation of new meters and
telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of the
metering fleet to meet the above requirements.

30 June

20196

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

•

•

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

This action is complete. As per 3.1 above, Victoria is
already meeting the metering the requirements of the
Compact to the extent that it is cost-effective to do so
and a significant roll out of new meters and telemetry
is not needed.
The Policy contains a Timetable for installation of new
meters and telemetry (see page 14)
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
•
•
•

3.7

3.8

Victorian Non-Urban Water Metering Policy
Timetable for installation of new meters and telemetry (see
page 14), Implementation Program (see Appendix B, p20).
Coliban Water Meter Action Plan
Lower Murray Water, Water Meter Action Plan
Goulburn-Murray Water, Water Meter Action Plan
Grampians-Wimmera Mallee Water, Water Meter
Action Plan –– expected to be approved for publication
in September 2020. A copy will be provided.
Initial Response
(Note; response not initially sought for this commitment)

Each Basin State will report annually on progress with
the implementation plan, including the relative
proportion of take via AS4747 meters, interim verified
meters, unverified meters, and unmetered take.

Annually from
30 September
2019

The Australian Government and Basin States will
work with other jurisdictions, testing laboratories,
meter manufacturers and industry to set a timetable

31 December
2018

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

In their metering action plans, water corporations have
identified new capital investments to comply with state
policy (see action Vic 3.1b).
The Policy includes an implementation program to
ensure plans stay relevant (see Appendix B, page 20).
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning will complete a review of water corporations
metering action plans to confirm the deliverability of
the 2025 policy goal, by 31 December 2020. This is
recommendation from the Review of Compliance and
Enforcement in Victoria recently undertaken by Mr Des
Pearson.

Completed

Subsequent Commentary Provided
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0037/492
688/MeteringReport-NVic-201920.pdf

Completed

Response not required – the Australian Government has taken
on responsibility for this commitment, with assurance to be
provided through DAWR and MDBA reporting.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

for delivering a comprehensive range of pattern
approved meters.

3.9

3.10

New South Wales and Queensland will publish their
respective programs for improved measurement of
floodplain harvesting and overland flow harvesting.

To provide public assurance over the quality and
coverage of water information for compliance and
enforcement, including from hydrometric networks
and hydrologic models, each Basin State will take the
following actions having regard to the MDBA water
information guidelines:
(i) publish a review of its water information
requirements to identify any gaps

30 June 2019

Not assessed

Response not required – not applicable to Victoria

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Annually from
30 September
2019

Completed

Initial Response
(Note; response not initially sought for this commitment)

(ii) publish a water information improvement
program for addressing priority issues including
maintenance backlogs.

3.11

Each Basin State will report annually on their progress
against their water information improvement
program.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Subsequent Commentary Provided
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/504
818/Hydrometric-Review_ProgressReport2020a.pdf

3.12

Each Basin State will conduct and publish a review
every five years of their water information systems.

Every five
years from
state program
commenceme
nt

Not assessed – not due in
2018

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

4. Finalising water resource plans
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

For
accreditation by
30 June 2019

Adequate progress

Response not required – progress towards completion of this
commitment is being tracked via the MDBA’s WRP Quarterly
Reporting.

Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA will
increase resourcing for WRP development.

30 June 2019

Adequate progress

Response not required – the MDBA is confident Victoria has met
this commitment.

The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the
progress of Basin States and the MDBA with WRP
accreditation.

Commenced
February 2018

Not assessed

Response not required

4.1

Each Basin State will submit individual WRPs for
Commonwealth accreditation in accordance with
the agreed timeline published by the MDBA.

4.2
4.3

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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5. Protecting and managing environmental water
Action

5.1

5.2

5.3

Commitment
Each Basin State will implement measures
(referred to as ‘prerequisite policy measures’) to
better protect environmental water to deliver
Basin Plan environmental outcomes in accordance
with agreed, published implementation plans.
These will be incorporated into Basin Plan WRPs
where appropriate.
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, the
Queensland government will revise their Basin Plan
WRPs to include more effective policies for the
protection of environmental water to deliver Basin
Plan environmental outcomes, particularly in the
Lower Balonne.
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin,
including the Barwon–Darling River and relevant
unregulated tributaries, the New South Wales
government will trial interim and develop enduring
solutions for the better protection and management of
environmental water, including held environmental
water when left in-stream, to deliver Basin Plan
environmental outcomes. Where appropriate, these
policies will be implemented through amendments to
NSW water sharing plans and incorporated into Basin

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

30 June 2019

Not assessed

Response not required – not applicable to Victoria

30 June 2019

Not assessed

Response not required – not applicable to Victoria
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

Plan WRPs as part of the accreditation process.

5.4

The MDBA will publish and maintain a register of Basin
State measures to better protect environmental water.

30 June 2018

Not assessed

Response not required – not applicable to Victoria

Victorian Work Program Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action
VIC 1.1

Commitment
To implement 1.1, Victoria will undertake a review of
governance arrangements for non-urban water
compliance and enforcement to ensure Victoria’s
strong compliance culture is maintained.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

31 December
2018

Complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Victoria will continue to maintain a public Water
Register website that provides detailed information on
entitlements, water availability and use and water
trading http://waterregister.vic.gov.au/

VIC 1.2

Victoria also produces annual water accounts, which
provide comprehensive statements of entitlements
and usage for surface and groundwater catchments in
Victoria http://waterregister.vic.gov.au/wateravailability-and-use/victorian-water-accounts
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

VIC 2.1

Commitment

Due
Date

Victoria will publish risk-based compliance
strategy guidelines to support the
development of consistent compliance
strategies by rural water corporations. The
guidelines will include requirements for:
i.
a commitment to
transparency;
ii.
a risk-based approach for
guiding compliance
monitoring effort;
iii.
clear assignment of
decision-making
responsibilities;
iv.
annual audit priorities; and
v.
an escalation pathway to
apply once non-compliance
is detected; and
vi.
consideration of education,
communications and
engagement.

31 December
2018

2019
Assessment

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Initial Response

VIC 2.2

Victoria will publish compliance strategies
in accordance with compliance strategy
guidelines prepared in the above action.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

31 December
2019

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

This action is complete. All four water corporations in northern Victoria have
published their revised compliance and enforcement strategies on their websites.
Each of the water corporations has published their revised compliance and
enforcement strategies, which were prepared in accordance with DELWP’s Non
Urban Water Compliance Guidelines for Water Corporations.
Lower Murray Water
https://www.lmw.vic.gov.au/about-us/compliance/?highlight=compliance
Goulburn-Murray Water
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
https://www.g-mwater.com.au/water-resources/water-use-compliance
Coliban Water
https://www.coliban.com.au/compliance-and-enforcement
Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water
https://www.gwmwater.org.au/our-water-supply/strategies-andplans/compliance-and-enforcement-strategy

Subsequent Commentary Provided
In May 2020, DELWP assessed the water corporations’ strategies and are
satisfied that they meet the principles set out in the Victoria Guidelines for
Compliance and Enforcement for Water Corporations. We are confident that
water corporations have demonstrated meeting of the requirements of
DELWP’s guideline through the publication of their strategies, development of
internal processes and policies to support these strategies, update of their
websites with more information on compliance, and work on new
communications materials for customers that are available on their websites.
As such, we assess this action to be fully complete. Continuous improvement is
also underway, and we are actively working with water corporations through 2
newly established working groups – Compliance Community of Practice group
and Compliance Communications Working Group – to collaboratively improve
our processes and transparency on compliance. Recently, the Minister for
Water accepted the recommendations from an Independent Compliance
Review in Victoria, and DELWP and water corporations are working to
implement all recommendations that will further strengthen compliance
arrangements in Victoria.

Link to the Compliance Review Report:
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/487321/SummaryReport.pdf
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Action

VIC 2.3

VIC 2.4

VIC 2.5

VIC 2.6

Commitment

Due
Date

Victoria will publish a Statement of
Penalties and Sanctions under the Victorian
Water Act.

31 December
2018

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

As needed

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Victoria will continue to review the
Victorian Water Act to:
i.
find opportunities to improve
regulatory frameworks to meet
best practice and support
effective compliance and
enforcement; and
ii.
make best efforts to seek
legislative amendment, including
penalties and sanctions, where
appropriate.
Victoria applies standard conditions for
works licences that require entitlement
holders to notify the water corporation
within one business day if the meter ceases
to function or operate properly.

Victoria’s water corporations report
annually on their compliance and
enforcement statistics to the Secretary,
Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

https://www.water.vic.gov.au/water-foragriculture/taking-and-using-water/watercompliance-report-2016-17

VIC 2.7

Victoria’s water corporations will continue
to report on their compliance with the
Victorian Water Act.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

VIC 2.8

Victoria will continue to seek ways to
improve its annual reporting on compliance
activities to ensure improved transparency.

As needed

Complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
Initial Response
This action is complete. DELWP has finalised a Water Compliance and Enforcement
Training Guide for water corporations to adopt or use as a benchmark to confirm
that their training manuals meet the standard set out in the Guide.

Subsequent Commentary Provided

VIC 2.9

Victoria will develop training manuals for
compliance with the Victorian Water Act
consistent with new compliance strategies.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

31 December
2019

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Each water corporation has their own training manual. DELWP developed the
Training Guide support greater consistency and it is expected to be used by
water corporations where it is relevant to their customer base and operations
and to provide additional guidance on new enforcement provisions of the
Victorian Water Act. We would like to clarify that the Training Guide does not
merely serve as a benchmark, but also provides detailed guidance on how
compliance and enforcement activities should be carried out and that water
corporations are expected to adopt these approaches where it is relevant to
them. Through our Compliance Community of Practice, water corporations
have confirmed that the Training Guide is being used. Water corporations are
also currently organising a training program (to commence in November 2020)
with the materials from the Training Guide to train new and existing
authorised water officers in the state. The Compact action states that “Victoria
will develop training manuals for compliance …” and we have acquitted this
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
action with the DELWP Training Guide. As such, we have assessed this action to
be fully complete. Please advise what further evidence you need.
The training manual has been provided at the Compliance Community of Practice
and Water Corporations confirmed that they are using the guidelines and are
organising a training program around this.

VIC 2.10

Victoria promotes compliance with the
Victorian Water Act through public
education programs and information.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

VIC 2.11

Victoria will continue to promote
innovation in the water sector, which
may include the adoption of new
technologies where it is cost effective to
do so.

Ongoing, as
per Victorian
Government
policy

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

Victoria will publish:

VIC 3.1(a)

(a) guidelines to support the development of
Implementation Plans for Metering by rural
water corporations; and

30 March 2019

2019
Assessment

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

2020 Commentary
Initial Response
This action is complete. DELWP has published guidelines for
water corporations to update their metering action plans. The
guidelines set out the key elements water corporations should
have in their metering action plans, including:
•
Business context relevant for metering requirements,
future metering upgrades and their timing
•
Processes to ensure accurate meters
•
Meter data management
•
Meter fleet profile

•

Meter investment plan and finances.

Initial Response
All four water corporations have completed metering action
plans that align with the Non-urban water meter policy and the
meter action plan guidelines published by DELWP.
Water corporations are working to publish their metering action
plans on their websites.
Victoria will publish:

VIC 3.1(b)

(b) Implementation Plans in accordance with the
guidelines prepared in VIC 3.1(a).

30 June 2019

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Subsequent Commentary Provided
DELWP is working with water corporations to publish their
metering action plans by end October 2020.
Metering Action Plans (or a summary of) have been published on
all of the water corporation websites:
LMW: https://www.lmw.vic.gov.au/about-us/compliance/
GMW: https://www.g-mwater.com.au/water-resources/wateruse-compliance
Coliban: https://coliban.com.au/compliance-and-enforcement
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
GWMW: https://www.gwmwater.org.au/our-watersupply/strategies-and-plans/non-urban-metering-action-plan

VIC 3.2

Victoria estimates water use, in the event of meter
failure, as provided for in section 142(2) of the
Victorian Water Act and section 3.7 of the Customer
Service Code for Rural Water Corporations.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

VIC 3.3

Victoria accounts for water use from small catchment
dams and domestic and stock bores, uses best
endeavours to improve these accounting methods
over time, and periodically reviews the long-term risks
to Victoria’s water resources through mechanisms
such as long-term water resource assessments and
sustainable water strategies
http://waterregister.vic.gov.au/water-availability-anduse/victorian-water-accounts

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

VIC 3.4

Victoria operates its flow monitoring network in line
with best practice, including minimisation of data loss.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

VIC 3.5

Victoria will undertake an audit of its monitoring
network control structure condition and prepare
a prioritised work program.

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

VIC 3.6

Victoria will document water resource assessment
tools and models to meet Basin Plan compliance
obligations, and will submit the relevant
documentation to the Commonwealth as part of the
existing water resource plan accreditation process.

In progress

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

VIC 3.7

Commitment
Victoria works closely with other members of the
National Hydrology and Modelling Partnership to
implement eWater Source
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/waterreporting/surface-water-modelling/hydrologicalmodelling-using-ewater-source

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

Completed

2019
Assessment

Not assessed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Queensland Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact
Report
Queensland Compact Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

1.2(a)

1.2(b)

Commitment
Publish a reporting framework for identified
significant water management decisions
involving discretion (e.g. the granting of
exemptions to water take rules and retrospective
approvals for unlicensed illegal works) and
commence reporting in accordance with this
framework. Decisions made should be published
in an easy to access, searchable format (e.g. on a
register) and in a timely manner as per
timeframes in reporting frameworks.

Publish a work program to improve the
transparency of information about water

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

30 September
2018

Completed

30 June 2019

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete

Initial Response
Under the Rural Water Management Program (RWMP), DNRME has
continued to develop and progress actions to improve the transparency of
information about water take under entitlements.
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take under entitlements, 8 to be
implemented no later than 2025, that
addresses:
(i)

Real-time information on
flows, extractions and related
rules in unregulated river
systems.
(ii)
Location of take (e.g.
pumps, bores or meters)
and levels of take in all
surface and groundwater
systems.
(iii)
Changes to water
registers to ensure that
information about water
entitlements and trades
can be easily accessed by
the public.

The work program should be rolled out
progressively, with a priority on high risk areas,
it should respect relevant privacy laws, and
include any exemptions made by the state
should be supported by justification published
on the website of the relevant state agency.

DNRME has undertaken a review of the existing water information and
accounting systems and has identified a number of shortfalls and areas
requiring further enhancement.
Trials of water accounting systems have also been undertaken:
• A water dashboard providing water users with easy online access to
information about their water entitlements, water availability and usage has
been trialled in two water management areas.
• A proof-of-concept water accounting system has also been developed to
trial accounting processes for selected QMDB water management areas. This
trial focussed on a number of groundwater areas within the QMDB where
the recently finalised water plan set new accounting standards.
These trials have highlighted a number of complexities with the current
water accounting framework that have implications for water management
across the state. Moving forward, the program will build on these trials to
streamline and simplify water accounting rules and processes, and to
develop future state architecture that can accommodate these complexities
where simplification is not possible. Together these activities will develop a
state-wide solution to improve the way water accounting is managed across
the state.
In the interim, for the FY 2020-21, internal DNRME resourcing has been
aligned to facilitate progress with priority business improvement program
activities, support program-planning and initiation activities and to develop
a workplan for the next 12 months of the program.
The work plan will focus on business related activities such as policy and
regulation, business process mapping and design, and robust business
requirements gathering. These activities will help to inform any future ICT
initiatives required to enable the business transformation program.

8

Note that use of terms varies in each jurisdiction. The term ‘take via entitlements’ is intended to apply to share- based, tradeable water entitlements (or allocations in Queensland).
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Reporting on progress on water information improvements will be made via
DNRME’s annual performance review reports.

Subsequent Commentary Provided
The Pre-Market Business Case - Water Information Systems Transformation
provided in response to item 1.2(b) has been misrepresented in the MDBA
Draft report.
The department would like to also advise the MDBA that the six-year
business case that the department supplied in August 2020 is now
accompanied with a business proposal detailing the work program for the
next 3 years . This 3-year work program/roadmap currently has funding.
MDBA to also note that this business proposal and roadmap commits to
significant data and information enhancements. The approved 3-year work
program also includes the necessary requirements and design to incorporate
automation of reporting of water take under entitlements.
Queensland has provided a detailed business case which outlines a program
of works out 2025 to improve and transform our water information system.
The Queensland Government remains committed to the Rural Water
Futures program. More information on progress under the program is
available in the October progress report
https://www.dnrme.qld.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0004/1519078/rwmp
progress-report.pdf.
To date departmental funds have been allocated to the development of the
business case and significant funds have been expended in this financial year
on the program and this has continued despite the budget pressures of
COVID. All State and Commonwealth Governments conduct annual budget
processes and the budgets are not confirmed until that process is complete .
Using the test that the MDBA has applied here all Government and
Jurisdictional proqrams are at risk.

1.2(c)

Publicly report on compliance and
enforcement actions by location including the

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Annually from
30 September
2018

Completed

Initial Response
(Note; response not initially sought for this commitment)
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timeliness with which allegations are
addressed.

Subsequent Commentary Provided
DNRME published compliance and enforcement actions for 1 July 2019-30
June 2020 on the Queensland government website in September 2020 at
www.dnrme.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/1458379/qmdb-complianceenforcement.pdf. DNRME is currently not proposing to include potentially

sensitive information about allegation location and timeliness of response in
future annual reports. However, DNRME is exploring options to increase
transparency on water compliance enforcement action.
The department is committed to reporting on compliance and enforcement
activities and being open and transparent about our regulatory work. We
will continue to publish compliance and enforcement actions undertaken in
the Murray-Darling Basin, and are working towards refining these by
catchment in future reports. In September 2020, the department also
published its compliance plan detailing the compliance activities it will be
focusing on. Performance against this compliance plan and the targets set
will be reported annually and published. In addition, this annual report will
include information on successful prosecutions.
Queensland has made upgrades to its departmental compliance reporting
system (CIRaM) to be able to report on catchment area - this will be
available in the next compliance compact reporting period for 2020/21. The
department will investigate reporting enhancements to include the
timeliness in which allegations are addressed in this reporting period.
Further to this the department is developing a new case management
system so that in the future, the department can consistently report against
the timeliness in which allegations is addressed. The new compliance system
is scheduled to go-live on 7 June 2021.
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Initial Response
July 2019 the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (DNRME)
implemented its Natural Resources compliance framework 2019–22 and published the
framework on the department’s website in July 2019.
From July 2020, the department implemented a new, whole-of-department
Compliance framework 2020–24 and Compliance strategy 2020–24. It also launched
new web pages to explain the department’s role as a regulator. The compliance
framework and strategy are public documents that are published on the web page to
support increased transparency about our role as a regulator.
Subsequent Commentary Provided

2.1

Each Basin State and the MDBA will
publish a revised compliance
framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of
the MDB Compliance Review.

1 July 2019 9

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Recommendation 6 c Escalation pathway where non-compliance identified
Sample tools and templates that support compliance decision making are provided as
supporting evidence, including:
 Attachment 1a: Natural Resources Compliance Response Assessment Report (CRAR)
guideline
 Attachment 1b: Natural Resources CRAR template
 Attachment 2: Water compliance response endorsement matrix
 Attachment 3: Water compliance response guideline response guideline
In a previous response, the department also referred to a new Escalation Support Tool
which was introduced in September 2020. The new support tool is currently in a pilot
phase with the guidelines, checklist to be finalised in late 2020 or early 2021.
Recommendation 6 e Penalties and sanctions regime
The department launched new outward facing web content in July 2020 explaining its
role as a regulator including the administration of the range of laws that govern
Queensland’s land, water, mineral and energy resources at
https://www.dnrme.qld.gov.au/home/about-us/regulatory-role

9

The Compliance Compact due date for this action of 31 December 2018 is noted as extended until 1 July 2019.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
A review of our existing legislative tools is currently underway through the ‘Our
approach as a regulator action plan’ overseen at a departmental board level. The
project will deliver recommendations to the board in June 2021, with the following
further evidence provided:
Attachment 4: Extract of Action 8 Project Plan – Project stages, timing and
deliverables
Recommendation 6 i Adequate resourcing for compliance through a cost recovery
pathway
DNRME is committed to providing adequate resources to achieve the goals and
objectives outlined in the 2020-21 Compliance Plan
https://www.dnrme.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/ 1512169/dnrmecompliance-plan-2020-21.pdf
•

Water compliance offences and penalties information, including factors
considered in choosing the range of escalated responses available to the
department (published late 2019):
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/mining-energywater/water/authorisations/compliance

•

Compliance plan 2020-21:
https://www.dnrme.qld.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0007/1512169/dnrmecompliance-plan-2020-21.pdf

Water resource compliance and enforcement | Business Queensland
Webpage where detail of the penalties and sanctions regime is now captured.
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

3.1

10

Commitment

Each Basin State will publish a metering policy and
implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6 below.

Due
Date

February 2019 10

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
Queensland has an existing metering policy published on the
DNRME website.
On 9 September2019, a consultation paper of Proposals for
Strengthening non-urban water measurement was publicly
released for feedback.
From September to December 2019, DNRME undertook public
consultation across Queensland on the proposals. At the close of
consultation in December, over 320 written submissions had
been received.
In February 2020, following analysis of the submissions received,
DNRME published a consultation overview outlining the process
and key issues identified.
DNRME continues to investigate a number of complexities
identified during the consultation process. This includes further
work to determine the best approach to capturing meter data
for the benefit of both DNRME and water users, and establishing
practical transitional arrangements for existing meters and
meter performance requirements. DNRME is also further
considering how a risk-based approach could apply to future
policy.
Through the Rural Water Management Program, DNRME has
undertaken a review of the existing water information and
accounting systems and has identified a number of areas
requiring further enhancement. Trials of water accounting
systems have also been undertaken. A water dashboard
providing water users with easy online access to information
about their water entitlements, water availability and usage has
been trialled in two water management areas. A proof-ofconcept water accounting system has also been developed to

The Compliance Compact due date for this action of 31 December 2018 is extended by the Queensland Work Program commitments Qld 3.6 and Qld 3.7.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
trial accounting processes for selected QMDB water
management areas. This trial focussed on a number of
groundwater areas within the QMDB where the recently
finalised water plan set new accounting standards.
These trials have highlighted a number of complexities with the
current water accounting framework that have implications for
water management across the state. Moving forward, the
program will build on these trials to streamline and simplify
water accounting rules and processes, and to develop future
state architecture that can accommodate these complexities
where simplification is not possible. Together these activities
will develop a state-wide solution to improve the way water
accounting is managed across the state.
A detailed business case recommending further investment in
water information and accounting systems has been completed
and formed the basis for a future Queensland Government State
Budget submission process.
In the interim, for FY 2020-21, internal DNRME resourcing has
been aligned to facilitate progress with priority business
improvement program activities, support program- planning and
initiation activities and to develop a workplan for the next 12
months of the program.
The work plan will focus on business related activities such as
policy and regulation, business process mapping and design, and
robust business requirements gathering. These activities will
help to inform any future ICT initiatives required to enable the
business transformation program.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Progress continues to be made against 3.2 to 3.6 - see below.
Queensland completed consultation on measurement policy
proposals in December 2019. In 2020, the department analysed
the detailed feedback received and advised that further work on
a range of complexities such as telemetry and meter
performance was required. To ensure stakeholders were kept
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
informed, a summary of the issues raised on consultation was
released in July 2020 and correspondence was sent directly to all
submitters to advise them of the status of policy development.
The department has been working to resolve these complexities
and will seek to further engage stakeholders by mid-2021 and
finalise a policy by the end of 2021.

3.2

Meter accuracy:
(i)
All new and replacement meters must
comply with AS4747 including pattern
approval and verification, by no later
than June 2025.
(ii)
Commencing immediately, and until
June 2025:
a. All new and replacement meters to
comply with AS4747 where
available.
b. Where an AS4747 compliant meter
is not available the use of an
interim meter that has been
verified with a manufacturer’s
certificate of accuracy to within +/5% is acceptable.
(iii)
When an existing meter no longer
meets +/- 5% accuracy in the field it
must be repaired and validated so that
it is accurate to within +/- 5% in the
field, or replaced (see 3.2(i)).
(iv)
All meters to be periodically validated
consistent with the requirements of
AS4747.
(v)
Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv) made

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

February 2019 3

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
Queensland’s existing meter policy and standards closely align
with AS 4747.
Consultation on the proposals for strengthening non-urban
water measurement during 2019, included seeking feedback on
proposals to strengthen meter standards. Queensland’s position
on future meters standards will developed once further work in
response to issues raised during consultation is completed. This
work covers meter performance (accuracy) requirements,
transitional arrangements for existing meters and will take into
consideration work being progressed through the review on the
national metrological assurance framework.
Timeframes for implementation of new metering in the QMDB
will be subject to the finalisation of a new measurement policy.
Existing meters in the QMDB remain subject to periodic
revalidation as per the timeframes set out in Schedule 11 of the
Water Regulation 2016.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Given the delays impacting the delivery of the strengthened
measurement policy, Queensland is progressing an update to its
existing metering standard to improve the installation,
validation, maintenance, and revalidation processes. These
updates will primarily support revalidation of meters in the
QMDB and in particular the large sized meters. These updates
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

by the state to be supported by a
justification published on the relevant
state agency website

2020 Commentary
have been developed in close consultation with meter
manufacturers. It is expected that the update will be published
in early 2021.

Meter coverage:
(i)

3.3(i) –
(iii)

(ii)

(iii)

All take via water entitlements 11 to be
metered by June 2025, and a plan for
achieving this.
Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the
state to be supported by a justification,
such as a regulatory impact assessment,
published on the relevant state agency
website.

February
2019Error! Bookmark n
ot defined.

11

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
The use of thresholds was included in consultation on non-urban
water measurement policy proposals in 2019. Feedback received
will inform future policy positions on the nature and use of
thresholds.
Queensland provided input and agreed to guidelines for
reviewing thresholds. Should meter thresholds form part of a
final water measurement policy, Queensland agrees to have
regard to the guidelines when reviewing these thresholds.

The basis upon which meter thresholds
have been set.

Meter coverage:

3.3(iv) –
(v)

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
The implementation approach and timeframes for metering in
the QMDB remain subject to the finalisation of a new
measurement policy.
A range of exemptions were included in consultation on nonurban water measurement policy proposals in 2019. Feedback
received will inform future policy positions on these matters.
A final measurement policy, once approved by government, and
exemptions (with justification) for the QMDB will be published.

(iv)

Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering
thresholds by 30 June 2019.

(v)

Once finalised, Basin States agree to
have regard to the guidelines when

30 June 2019

Note that use of terms varies in each jurisdiction. The term ‘take via entitlements’ is intended to apply to share- based, tradeable water entitlements (or allocations in Queensland).
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

reviewing meter thresholds.

Initial Response
The use of telemetry devices to transmit meter read data to
DNRME was included in consultation on non-urban water
measurement policy proposals in 2019. Significant feedback was
received with some complexities identified that require further
investigation. DNRME has now commenced further work to
determine the best approach to capturing meter data for the
benefit of both DNRME and water users.
Completing this work is essential to enable DNRME to develop
practical and effective policy positions on the transmission of
data as part of any final water measurement policy.
Any exemptions in the QMDB, with justification, to data
transmission requirements in a final water measurement policy
will be published.

Transmission of data:
(i)

3.4
(ii)

A program to progressively automate
the reporting of water take, regardless
of how that is measured, no later than
2025.
Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the
state to be supported by a justification
published on the relevant state agency
website.

February 2019 3

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Final Subsequent Commentary Provided
Queensland continues to make progress towards determining a
telemetry solution that can be successfully implemented across
Queensland and does not place unnecessary cost burden on
irrigators. Queensland has commenced a project to undertake
telemetry trials of transmission devices· in the QMDB - focussed
on the Lower Balonne and Border Rivers. The outcomes of the
trials will enable Queensland to finalise a telemetry
specification.
The approved 3-year work program includes the necessary
requirements and design to incorporate automation of reporting
of water take.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Initial Response
The implementation timeframes for metering and telemetry in
the QMDB remain subject to the finalisation of a new
measurement policy.
Highest risk take in QMDB will be accurately metered as a
priority when implementation of a final water measurement
policy is able to commence.
The current metering policy is compliant with the Australian
standards and that the Department has appropriate compliance
arrangements in place regarding these matters.

3.5

The highest risk take, including large users in the
Barwon–Darling, to be accurately metered by
December 2019 12 and will publish what
constitutes highest risk in their metering policies.
High risk take should also be telemetered by
December 2019 with any exemptions published.

To be
published12

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Subsequent Commentary Provided
Evidence to support any final policy determination will be
provided as part of the usual Government approval process and
will be made on the basis of a number of considerations.
Queensland 's highest risk take and largest users are
predominantly in the Lower Balonne Water Management Area.
Revalidation of meters in this area is scheduled by Queensland
law - the Water Regulation 2016 - to occur by the end of
November 2022. This process will be supported by the updated
metering standard as detailed in 3.2. Dependent on the
outcome of the telemetry trial detailed in 3.4, there is an
opportunity to install telemetry at the time of revalidation.

3.6

12

A timetable for the installation of new meters and
telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of the
metering fleet to meet the above requirements.

February
2019Error! Bookmark n
ot defined.

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
The implementation approach and timeframes for metering in
the QMDB remain subject to the finalisation of a new
measurement policy.
Proposals relating to meter maintenance were included in
consultation on non-urban water measurement policy proposals

Queensland to publish alternative dates for accurate metering and telemetry in their metering policy.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
in 2019 and feedback has and continues to be considered in the
development of policy positions for a final water measurement
policy.
Auditing and maintenance requirements will be incorporated
into a future Queensland metrological assurance framework.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
The strengthened measurement policy will be supported by an
implementation plan detailing the timeframes for metering and
telemetry. Auditing is a compliance monitoring activity
addressed in the response to compliance more generally.
Maintenance is the responsibility of the meter owners and
maintenance requirements will be enhanced through the update
to the existing metering standard and further through the
strengthened policy.

3.7

Each Basin State will report annually on progress with
the implementation plan, including the relative
proportion of take via AS4747 meters, interim verified
meters, unverified meters, and unmetered take.

Annually from
30 September
2019

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
Following consideration of the feedback received on proposals
for strengthening non-urban water measurement, Queensland
will not be finalising a new water measurement policy until
DNRME completes further work into a number of complexities
identified during the consultation process. This includes work to
determine the best approach to capturing meter data for the
benefit of both DNRME and water users and establishing
practical transitional arrangements for existing meters and
meter performance requirements. DNRME is also further
considering how a risk-based approach could apply to future
policy.
An implementation plan will be developed for consideration by
the government when it considers a final water measurement
policy. Reporting of progress will then be able to commence.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Annual reporting on progress for metering in the QMDB will
occur from the commencement of the Lower Balonne
revalidation in 2021.

3.9

3.10

New South Wales and Queensland will publish their
respective programs for improved measurement of
floodplain harvesting and overland flow harvesting.

To provide public assurance over the quality and
coverage of water information for compliance and
enforcement, including from hydrometric networks
and hydrologic models, each Basin State will take
the following actions having regard to the MDBA
water information guidelines:

(i) publish a review of its water information
requirements to identify any gaps

(ii) publish a water information improvement
program for addressing priority issues
including maintenance backlogs.

30 June 2019

30 June 2019

Completed

Not complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete
Initial Response
As part of 2019 reporting, MDBA noted Queensland’s
completion of the reviews into the Department’s hydrometric
networks and hydrological models.
Under the Rural Water Management Program (RWMP), the
State will investigate technology and digital solutions to improve
its water information systems.
A detailed business case recommending further investment in
water information and accounting systems has been completed
and formed the basis for a future Queensland Government State
Budget submission process.
In the interim, for FY 2020-21, internal DNRME resourcing has
been aligned to facilitate progress with priority business
improvement program activities, support program-planning and
initiation activities and to develop a workplan for the next 12
months of the program.
The work plan will focus on business related activities such as
policy and regulation, business process mapping and design, and
robust business requirements gathering. These activities will
help to inform any future ICT initiatives required to enable the
business transformation program.
Once a future investment decision has been made, a detailed
work program for water information improvements can be
developed. Public reporting on the progress will be made via
DNRME’s annual performance review reports.

Subsequent Commentary Provided
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
The department's Rural Water Futures program business
proposal with a 3-year work program is approved and is
currently funded.
•

The Program have already completed the design and
initiation phase.

As per the approved business proposal, in FY 20/21 the program
have committed to delivering products that will contribute to
realising the following benefits:
•

Improve data quality, frequency and
availability (i.e. Data management and Water Use
App).

•

Improved visibility and decision making (i.e. Data
audit, publishing of data, Future Water Accounting
Framework)

•

Improve customer engagement (i.e. Water App, and
online Portals)

•

Improve Business performance and staff
experience (i.e. Implementation of new Case
Management System, Future State ProcessDesign,
and Core Process (Water Entitlements)
Improvements).

Referring to the business proposal, in FY21/22 we have
committed to delivering products that will contribute to
realising the following benefits:
•
•

Improved Usage Compliance (i.e. Nudges through
Water App).
Improved Financial Performance (i.e. Online
Transaction Capability integrated into system).

Referring to the business case, in 22/23 QLD have
committed to delivering products that will contribute to
realising the following benefits:
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
•

Responsiveness (i.e. Develop contemporary system
platform).

The water information improvement work program commits
QLD to significant data and information enhancements.
Reporting on progress against a program will be made via
department's annual performance review reports.

3.11

Each Basin State will report annually on their progress
against their water information improvement program.

Annually from
30 September
2019

Not complete

Initial Response
Under the Rural Water Management Program (RWMP), the
State will investigate technology and digital solutions to improve
its water information systems.
A detailed business case recommending further investment in
water information and accounting systems has been completed
and formed the basis for a future Queensland Government State
Budget submission process.
In the interim, for FY 2020-21, internal DNRME resourcing has
been aligned to facilitate progress with priority business
improvement program activities, support program-planning and
initiation activities and to develop a workplan for the next 12
months of the program.
The work plan will focus on business related activities such as
policy and regulation, business process mapping and design, and
robust business requirements gathering. These activities will
help to inform any future ICT initiatives required to enable the
business transformation program.
Once an investment decision has been made, a detailed work
plan for water information improvements can be developed.
Until that time, reporting on progress will be made via DNRME’s
annual performance review reports.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Reporting on progress against a water information improvement
program will be made via department's annual performance
review reports.
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5. Protecting and managing environmental water

Action

5.2

Commitment
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, the
Queensland government will revise their Basin Plan
WRPs to include more effective policies for the
protection of environmental water to deliver Basin
Plan environmental outcomes, particularly in the
Lower Balonne.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

30 June 2019

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete

Queensland Work Program Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

Qld 1.4

As part of delivering the Queensland Government’s
response, QLD will develop and implement a
formalised management framework and associated
governance arrangements for its rural water
management water business. This framework will
include assurance and audit processes.

December 2018

Completed

Qld 1.6

QLD will consider the need for investment in water
information and accounting systems once it has
completed its review of its existing systems.

June 2019

Completed
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2020 Commentary
Response not required – previously confirmed as complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2018
Assessment

2019 Commentary

Qld 2.1

The Queensland Government will review existing
legislation and policies and identify enhancements in
relation to its water compliance arrangements.

July 2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete

Qld 2.3

The Queensland Government will publish an annual
review of water regulatory activities, governance
and achievements and set regulatory strategies for
the coming business year.

Commencing
mid-2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

Qld 3.1

Qld 3.2

Qld 3.3

Commitment

QLD already has a metering policy which is
consistent with AS4747. QLD will focus resources
on implementing this policy in high risk areas.

QLD’s Water Monitoring Network is quality assured to
ISO 9001 and is widely recognised as best practice.
Annual reviews will continue to assess the adequacy
and scope of the network and innovation
opportunities.

QLD is currently undertaking a state-wide review and
audit of Queensland’s hydrometric network and the
development of a risk-based program to implement
corrective actions and ensure the state’s monitoring
networks are fit-for-purpose

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

Ongoing

2019
Assessment

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

2020 Commentary
Initial Response
The implementation approach for metering in the QMDB
remains subject to the finalisation of a new measurement policy.
Highest risk areas in QMDB will be a priority when
implementation of a final water measurement policy is able to
commence.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Meters in the highest risk / highest take areas of the QMDB will
be revalidated as per the Water Regulation requirements by
2022. The use of risk in the policy has not been decided by
Government.

Ongoing

Commenced at
March 2018

Completed

Not complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete

Initial Response
Recertification of the ISO 9001: 2015 QMS water monitoring was
completed in April 2020. The reassessment report found that
corrective actions from the last assessment were implemented
and there are no new non-conformities. This reassessment
report is attached.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Project plan for the Groundwater Network Review was endorsed
in August 2020 (Approved Plan attached). The network review is
being undertaken utilising a risk-based approach, noting that
implementation of any recommendations will be subject to
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
annual budget allocations. It is the Department’s intention to
publish both the methodology and recommendations upon
completion of the project.

Qld 3.4

Based on the pressure on the water resource in each
catchment, QLD will undertake a state-wide risk
assessment of its water measurement (including
metering) and monitoring activities. Future compliance
and metering activities will focus on highest priorities
identified.

October 2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete

Qld 3.6

QLD, as the lead agency with responsibility for water
measurement and metering, will review its metering
policy and where necessary, provide recommendations
to government for improved measurement and
metering arrangements.

February 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Initial Response
During 2018-19 Queensland reviewed its existing meter policy.
On 9 September2019, a consultation paper of Proposals for
Strengthening non-urban water measurement was publicly
released for feedback. From September to December 2019,
DNRME undertook public consultation across Queensland on the
proposals. At the close of consultation in December, over 320
written submissions had been received.
In February 2020, following analysis of the submissions received,
DNRME published a consultation overview outlining the process
and key issues identified.
DNRME continues to investigate a number of complexities
identified during the consultation process. This includes further
work to determine the best approach to capturing meter data
for the benefit of both DNRME and water users, and establishing
practical transitional arrangements for existing meters and
meter performance requirements. DNRME is also further
considering how a risk-based approach could apply to future
policy.

Qld 3.7

QLD will review its existing metering policy to ensure it
delivers a comprehensive validation, maintenance and
assurance regime, consistent with Australian Standard
4747.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
DNRME’s focus is to complete this work as it will support the
further development and finalisation of Queensland’s new
measurement policy.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Queensland completed a review of existing non-urban metering
policy in 2018. An amendment of existing metering standard
was completed to enhance alignment with AS4747 and to
provide clarity for data recording and storage devices. Qld plans
to have a further amendment to the interim standard soon that
will improve the installation, validation, maintenance and
revalidation of new and existing meters. Queensland has not
released any draft proposals since public consultation closed at
the end of 2019.

Qld 3.8

Qld 3.9

QLD will require Resource Operations Licence (ROL)
holders to provide an independent report on the
condition and quality of the Hydrometric monitoring
networks.

The draft Border Rivers and Moonie Water Plan
proposes that large volume overland flow water take is
measured in high priority areas. Note that the existing
Water Plan (Condamine-Balonne) Water Plan currently

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

December 2019

June 2020

Not complete but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Adequate progress

Initial Response
This was progressed against extended timeframes with the last
quality assurance audit report received and assessed in June
2020.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
The Resource Operations Licence holders will be not be
publishing these reports externally. The licence holders were
assured their reports on their specific operational arrangements
would be kept private and confidential.
Initial Response
A draft of improved water level measurement standard has
been drafted for inclusion in the ‘Queensland Non-urban
Metering Standard (Interim Standard)’. It is likely this will form a
separate chapter or section within the current document and
necessary amendments will be made to the –
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Action

Commitment
regulates overland flow take in the Lower Balonne
near St George.

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
• Meter validation certificate form
• ‘Queensland Non-urban Water Metering Policy for
Unsupplemented Water Extractions 2019’
• ‘Water meter installer and validator guide for non-urban
water meters’
The objective of the new water level measurement section is to
provide a robust framework for the revalidation of existing
water level devices installed in the Lower Balonne (installed and
historically owned by the Department) and validation of new
water level devices in the Border Rivers and Moonie catchment.
The standard will ensure that the measurement device
installation and validation will be compatible and transferable to
the ‘Overland Flow Measurement Standard’ currently in
development.
The key difference between the interim standard and the
‘Overland Flow Measurement Standard’ is the water licence
holder requirement to submit a measurement plan. As part of
the overland flow measurement project, it is proposed that a
measurement plan will be a certified document that is to
accompany storage water level device validation certificate to
provide a modular measurement device for the take of overland
flow on a property. A modular measurement device will be
capable of providing the measurement of the take of overland
flow volume with an equivalent performance and output of a
traditional closed pipe meter as per AS4747.
A measurement plan will capture the necessary detail to derive
the take of overland flow using storage level measurement
devices such as –
• Detailed storage survey requirements to derive a heightvolume curve
• Water operation details to exclude other water in storage
such as –
o Supplemented and unsupplemented entitlement take
volumes,
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
o Volumes of take from water plan authorisations e.g. stock
and domestic, contaminated agricultural runoff
o Tail water return
o Direct rainfall onto storage
The overland flow measurement project team is currently
seeking endorsement from Office of Best Practice Regulation
(OBPR) to amend the Water Act and Water Regulation through a
Preliminary Impact Assessment (PIA) to include necessary
provisions for property measurement plans as a requirement as
part of meter validation of storage level devices. This
endorsement will allow the project to proceed with the drafting
of new policy and standards including consultation. The policy
and standards will be developed using the work completed by
Alluvium Pty Ltd and are planned for full implementation in the
Lower Balonne and Border Rivers and Moonie water plan areas
by 1 July 2025.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Queensland advised that implementation of on farm storage
water level measurement in the Border Rivers and Moonie
catchments is consistent with meeting the Qld WRP
commitment to measure by 31 December 2022.
This measurement is described as “phase 1” of Qld’s
overland flow measurement program.
Phase 2 of the program will improve on this again by allowing
quantification of volumes taken in more complex and changing
operational settings. The implementation of phase 2 is expected
in 2025 as detailed on the program website.
Queensland has provided the MDBA with detailed evidence of
Overland Flow Management and the related licencing and
measurement steps.
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SA Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
South Australian Compact Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

1.1

Commitment

Each Basin State and the MDBA will review their
internal governance arrangements for non-urban
water management to ensure a strong culture of
compliance that is led ‘from the top’. Review
outcomes may include publishing a statement of
obligations, Ministerial letters of expectations or
similar (including an expectation of regulatory best
practice; a regulatory policy that is endorsed by the
highest responsible body), compliance metrics as a
performance indicator for executive staff and ethics
training for compliance staff.
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Due
Date

31 December
2018

2019
Assessment

Complete or substantially
complete

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete.
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Action

1.2(a)

Commitment
Publish a reporting framework for identified significant
water management decisions involving discretion (e.g.
the granting of exemptions to water take rules and
retrospective approvals for unlicenced illegal works) and
commence reporting in accordance with this framework.
Decisions made should be published in an easy to access,
searchable format (e.g. on a register) and in a timely
manner as per timeframes in reporting frameworks.

Due
Date

30 September
2018

2019
Assessment

Complete or substantially
complete

II.

1.2(b)
III.

Real-time information on flows,
extractions and related rules in
unregulated river systems.
Location of take (e.g. pumps,
bores or meters) and levels of
take in all surface and
groundwater systems.
Changes to water registers to
ensure that information about
water entitlements and trades
can be easily accessed by the
public.

The work program should be rolled out progressively,
with a priority on high risk areas, it should respect
relevant privacy laws, and include any exemptions

13

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete.

Initial Response
It is proposed to make the following changes to the following
website:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/watermarkets-and-trade/water-register.

Publish a work program to improve the
transparency of information about water take
under entitlements, 13 to be implemented no later
than 2025, that addresses:
I.

2020 Commentary

30 June 2019

Not complete

The Water Register captures relevant information about water
licences, water access entitlements, forest water licences, and
water allocations.
Some of the data held on the Water Register is accessible by the
public from the Water Licence & Permit Register and Water
Trading in South Australia Register. In addition, the
WaterConnect website provides information on wells across the
State.
However, some information is considered sensitive or personal
in nature and is therefore unable to be released to the public or
made publicly available. Sensitive or personal information can
include licence holder name and contact details, meter
information, the location of take/water sources, land parcels
and allocation volumes.

Note that use of terms varies in each jurisdiction. The term ‘take via entitlements’ is intended to apply to share- based, tradable water entitlements (or allocations in Queensland).
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

made by the state should be supported by justification
published on the website of the relevant state agency.

2020 Commentary
One of the requirements of the Murray-Darling Basin
Compliance Compact (an agreement between relevant
jurisdictions in the Basin and the Australian Government) is to
improve transparency in relation to information about water
take entitlements or justify any exemptions. A document to fulfil
this requirement has been developed and can be found here.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
The text and work program provided in draft form to the MDBA
has now been published at the following website:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/watermarkets-and-trade/water-register (underneath heading
‘Accessing data from the Water Register’).
Initial Response
Note; response not initially sought for this commitment)
Subsequent Commentary Provided

1.2(c)

Publicly report on compliance and enforcement
actions by location including the timeliness with which
allegations are addressed.

Annually from
30 September
2018

Completed

The 2019-20 annual compliance report has now been uploaded
to the following website:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/compliance/watercompliance/water-compliance-reporting
South Australia is currently developing a new State Water
Register through the Water Management Solutions Program.
Through this program, South Australia is developing the
functionality to capture potential compliance breaches, either
from a scheduled site inspection or in response to an allegation
from a known or anonymous informant. It is planned to also
have a workflow which would support the management of the
alleged breach and track progress of the tasks and time taken to
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
respond. It is planned that this will therefore enable South
Australia to capture and report on the location and timeliness of
addressing the alleged breach.

1.3

The Australian Government will scope out with Basin
States a proposal for a Basin-wide system to provide
publicly accessible, real time advice on environmental
watering.

30 September
2018

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

1.4

The Australian Government and Basin States will
review joint governments’ governance arrangements
in the Basin. This review will take account of the
governance recommendations in the MDB Compliance
Review, and will seek to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of current arrangements.

31 December
2018

Not assessed

Response not required - previously confirmed as Complete.
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

2.1

Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a revised
compliance framework addressing the requirements of
recommendation 6 of the MDB Compliance Review.

31 December
2018

Completed

2.2

Basin States and the MDBA will establish a network14 of
water compliance practitioners, co-ordinated by the
MDBA, to promote best practice and innovation in water
compliance. Initial topics will include training and
certification for water compliance officers, development
of compliance standards, and collaboration on the use of
new technology in compliance (including remote
sensing).

30 September
2018

Complete or substantially
complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

31 December
2018

Complete or substantially
complete

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols in
relation to MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance and
enforcement actions with a view to ensuring
effective, transparent and efficient outcomes on
water theft. Protocols will:

2.3

d) cover how allegations of non compliance by
individual entitlement holders will be
coordinated in each jurisdiction.
e) explain arrangements both before and after
accreditation of WRPs.
f) be published on the MDBA website.

14

It is intended that this will be a national network – with Western Australia, Northern Territory and Tasmania invited to participate.
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Initial Response

3.1

Each Basin State will publish a metering policy
and implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6
below.

30 June 2019 15

Not complete, but
progressing against
extended timeframes

The meter improvement plan that addresses this commitment
and items 3.2 to 3.6 below can be found at the following
website
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/waterlicences-and-permits/metering-water-use which includes a link
to the publicly available metering improvement plan in the
further information section.
Note; commitment assessed as complete following assessment
of initial response, no request for further information sought

Meter accuracy:
(i)

3.2

15

All new and replacement meters
must comply with AS4747 including
pattern approval and verification, by
no later than June 2025.

(ii) Commencing immediately, and until June
2025:
a.

All new and replacement meters
to comply with AS4747 where
available.

b.

Where an AS4747 compliant
meter is not available the use of
an interim meter that has been

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

The Compliance Compact due date for this action of 31 December 2018 is extended by the South Australian Work Program commitments SA 3.3 and SA 3.8.
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

30 June 201915

Completed

2020 Commentary

verified with a manufacturer’s
certificate of accuracy to within
+/- 5% is acceptable.
(iii)

When an existing meter no longer
meets +/- 5% accuracy in the field it
must be repaired and validated so
that it is accurate to within +/- 5% in
the field, or replaced (see 3.2(i)).

(iv)

All meters to be periodically validated
consistent with the requirements of
AS4747.

(v)

Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv)
made by the state to be supported by
a justification published on the
relevant state agency website

Meter coverage:

3.3(i) –
(iii)

16

(i)

All take via water entitlements 16 to
be metered by June 2025, and a plan
for achieving this.

(ii)

Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the
state to be supported by a
justification, such as a regulatory
impact assessment, published on the
relevant state agency website.

(iii)

The basis upon which meter

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Note that use of terms varies in each jurisdiction. The term ‘take via entitlements’ is intended to apply to share- based, tradable water entitlements (or allocations in Queensland).
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

30 June 201915

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

2020 Commentary

thresholds have been set.
Meter coverage:
(iv)

3.3(iv) –
(v)

(v)

Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering
thresholds by 30 June 2019.
Once finalised, Basin States agree to
have regard to the guidelines when
reviewing meter thresholds.

Transmission of data:
(i)

3.4
(ii)

3.5

17

A program to progressively automate
the reporting of water take,
regardless of how that is measured,
no later than 2025.
Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the
state to be supported by a
justification published on the relevant
state agency website.

The highest risk take, including large users in
the Barwon–Darling, to be accurately metered
by December 2019 17 and will publish what
constitutes highest risk in their metering
policies. High risk take should also be
telemetered by December 2019 with any
exemptions published.

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
30 June 201915

Completed

Queensland to publish alternative dates for accurate metering and telemetry in their metering policy.
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Initial Response

3.6

A timetable for the installation of new meters and
telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of the
metering fleet to meet the above requirements.

30 June 201915

Not Complete, but
progressing against
extended timeframes

Under 3.2 of the MDB Compliance Compact, it is required that
all new and replacement meters must comply with AS4747
where available by June 2025 and it is noted that South
Australia implemented this commitment in July 2019. The
Compact does not require that all meters must comply by a
particular date. 3.3(i) of the Compact also requires that all take
via water entitlements is to be metered by June 2025, which
South Australia has also already implemented. It is therefore
considered that South Australia complies with the Compact’s
requirements in relation to the installation of new meters.
Under the current ‘National Framework for Non-Urban Water
Metering’ it states that exemptions to the national metering
standards apply for grandfathered meters and a grandfathered
meter includes a meter a) subsequently pattern approved and
validated OR b) installed under an interim standard deemed
appropriate OR c) determined to be 5% accurate. The
Framework also states that any meter installed in good faith to
interim standards deemed acceptable… may continue to be
used until the end of its life or lesser period as determined by
the jurisdictional government department.
As grandfathered meters in South Australia meet b) above, it is
considered that it is not required under the Compact (or in any
other national metering guideline or document) to nominate an
‘end date’ to the replacement of grandfathered meters.
The timetable for installation of new meters is therefore as
follows:
•
All new and replacement meters installed post 1 July 2019
must be AS4747 compliant;
•
As permitted under the Compliance Compact, South
Australia is grandfathering meters installed prior to 1 July
2019 until they reach their end of their life, at which time
they will be replaced by an AS4747 compliant meter;
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
•

South Australia meets the accuracy requirements of the
Compliance Compact (commitment 3.2). which is detailed
in Attachment 1 of the Meter Improvement Plan. In
summary, the mechanisms used to ensure grandfathered
meters are functional and therefore accurate and to
identify whether any meter accuracy or condition issues
exist for grandfathered meters, are as follows:
o 5 yearly inspection and maintenance
requirements whereby the landholder must
perform and complete an inspection and
checklist and provide photographs so meter
compliance, installations and seals can be
checked;
o Annual inspection requirements to confirm seals
are in place, meter faults are checked and the
site is maintained;
o Regulator compliance auditing (where at least
10% of sites are visited each year) to confirm
compliance, check for tampering and if
necessary, direct that a meter is validated,
tested, repaired, replaced etc. Regulator auditing
also occurs each time a property is visited;
o A requirement to report faulty meters and fix
within specified timeframes;
o Processes to identify anomalous meter reads and
require meter testing or replacement if
necessary.

It is considered that with these processes in place, the upgrade
of grandfathered meters to AS4747 compliant meters will be
facilitated, promoted and encouraged and will only be
necessary if there is, in fact, a need to upgrade the meter due to
meter performance or condition.
It is not South Australia policy to require upgrade of a meter on
the basis of an ‘end date’ or to undergo expensive testing if the
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
meter is not defective or there is no reason to suspect the
meter is defective. This is particularly important in South
Australia where meters are required on ALL licensed water
sources, regardless of volume or size. This means that there is a
high proportion of very small meters 18 or meters measuring
small volumes. It is not considered reasonable and justifiable to
require these meters be upgraded, at relatively high cost for a
pattern approved meter, simply because a date has been
reached.
The meter improvement plan is already available publicly at the
following website
www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/water-licences-andpermits/metering-water-use which includes a link to the
metering improvement plan in the further information section.
The above updated document will replace this version following
the MDBA’s Round 1 response later in 2020.”
Initial Response

3.7

Each Basin State will report annually on progress
with the implementation plan, including the relative
proportion of take via AS4747 meters, interim
verified meters, unverified meters, and unmetered
take.

Annually from 30
September 2019

Not Complete, but
progressing against
extended timeframes

It is planned to commence publicly reporting on progress with
the meter implementation plan in late 2020 when annual usage
data for the 2019-20 year is available (as this is the first year of
the requirement for new and replacement meters to be AS4747
compliant). From this year onwards, South Australia will
therefore have statistics on the volume of water taken through
AS4747 compliant meters.
What is currently available is annual usage data from the 201819 year (prior to the requirement for AS4747 compliance). For
this reason, there are currently no values in relation to the
‘volume of water taken by AS4747 meters’. However, this table

Estimated that approximately three quarters of meter fleet is smaller than 125mm (or 5 inches) in diameter (based on South Australian Implementation Plan NWI Nonurban Water Metering Standards dated 2008)
18
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
has been prepared to demonstrate to the MDBA how South
Australia plans to display and represent data for the purpose of
meeting this commitment. This table will be uploaded to the
DEW website at
www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/water-licences-andpermits/metering-water-use.
Metered and unmetered licensed
water use: 2018-19 year
Metered licensed water use
Proportion of metered water use taken
through AS4747 compliant meters
Unmetered licensed water use

1
2
3

Notes:
•

•

•

Percentage
94.5%
0%
5.5%

This report aims to meet commitment 3.7 of the
Murray-Darling Basin Compliance Compact (note that
all meters in row 1 are considered ‘verified meters’
and there are no unverified meters).
AS4747 compliant meters in row 2 are meters that
comply with the Australian Standard for non-urban
water meters. This requirement was introduced on 1
July 2019.
Unmetered take in row 3 includes all licensed water
use with the exception of licensed ‘land use’ activities
that are unable to be metered (forestry licensed water
use and allowance made for environmental water
delivery in the River Murray Prescribed Watercourse).

Subsequent Commentary Provided
The progress report is now available on the website
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/waterlicences-and-permits/metering-water-use (see underneath
heading ‘New metering requirements from 1 July 2019’). The
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
report aligns with the information requirements outlined in the
MAF document.

3.8

The Australian Government and Basin States will
work with other jurisdictions, testing laboratories,
meter manufacturers and industry to set a timetable
for delivering a comprehensive range of pattern
approved meters.

31 December 2018

Complete or substantially
complete

Response not required – the Australian Government has taken
on responsibility for this commitment, with assurance to be
provided through DAWR and MDBA reporting.

3.9

New South Wales and Queensland will publish their
respective programs for improved measurement of
floodplain harvesting and overland flow harvesting.

30 June 2019

Not assessed

Response not required – not applicable to SA.

Initial Response

3.10

It is planned to upload this document to the following website
with explanatory text
www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/monitoring/dataand-reports.
South Australia has sought preliminary advice from the MDBA
on this report

To provide public assurance over the quality and
coverage of water information for compliance and
enforcement, including from hydrometric
networks and hydrologic models, each Basin State
will take the following actions having regard to the
MDBA water information guidelines:
(i)

(ii)

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

publish a review of its water
information requirements to
identify any gaps
publish a water information
improvement program for
addressing priority issues including
maintenance backlogs.

30 June 2019

Not Complete

The MDBA’s comments have been addressed and responded to.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
South Australia accepts the assessment and intends to publish
the Water Information Review on the Department for
Environment and Water’s website to provide public assurance
over the quality and coverage of water information. South
Australia also notes the MDBA’s recommendations and will
endeavor to develop and provide a suite of measures within the
review’s improvement plan.
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Initial Response

3.11

Each Basin State will report annually on their
progress against their water information
improvement program.

Annually from 30
September 2019

Not complete

The Water Information Review looks at improvements to water
information from 2020 onwards. The first annual report will
therefore occur in 2021.
The annual report is planned to include the list of
improvements from tables 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and section 2.2 and
provide an update against each of these to identify if they have
been completed or not. This will be published on the following
website:
www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/monitoring/dataand-reports
Subsequent Commentary Provided
South Australia is unable to annually report until such time as
the Water Information Improvement Program is published and
actioned. South Australia therefore accepts this assessment.

3.12

Each Basin State will conduct and publish a review
every five years of their water information
systems.

Every five years
from state program
commencement

Not assessed

Response not required.

4. Finalising water resource plans
Action
4.1

Commitment
Each Basin State will submit individual WRPs
for Commonwealth accreditation in
accordance with the agreed timeline published
by the MDBA.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due Date
For accreditation by
30 June 2019

2019
Assessment
Not assessed

2020 Commentary
Response not required – progress towards completion of this
commitment is being tracked via the MDBA’s WRP Quarterly
Reporting.
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

4.2

Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA will
increase resourcing for WRP development.

30 June 2019

Not assessed

Response not required.

4.3

The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the
progress of Basin States and the MDBA with WRP
accreditation.

Commenced
February 2018

Not assessed

Response not required.
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5. Protecting and managing environmental water
Action

5.1

Commitment
Each Basin State will implement measures
(referred to as ‘prerequisite policy measures’)
to better protect environmental water to
deliver Basin Plan environmental outcomes in
accordance with agreed, published
implementation plans. These will be
incorporated into Basin Plan WRPs where
appropriate.

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

5.2

In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin,
the Queensland government will revise their Basin
Plan WRPs to include more effective policies for
the protection of environmental water to deliver
Basin Plan environmental outcomes, particularly in
the Lower Balonne.

30 June 2019

Not assessed

Response not required – not applicable to SA.

5.3

In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin,
including the Barwon–Darling River and relevant
unregulated tributaries, the New South Wales
government will trial interim and develop enduring
solutions for the better protection and
management of environmental water, including
held environmental water when left in-stream, to
deliver Basin Plan environmental outcomes. Where
appropriate, these policies will be implemented
through amendments to NSW water sharing plans
and incorporated into Basin Plan WRPs as part of
the accreditation process.

30 June 2019

Not assessed

Response not required – not applicable to SA.
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Action
5.4

Commitment
The MDBA will publish and maintain a register of
Basin State measures to better protect
environmental water.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due Date
30 June 2018

2019
Assessment
Not assessed

2020 Commentary
Response not required – not applicable to SA.
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South Australian Work Program Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

SA 1.1

SA 1.2

Commitment

Department of Environment and Water (DEW) has
established a comprehensive compliance
framework as detailed in the MDBA and
independent panel reviews. Through publication of
compliance Web pages and annual public
reporting, DEW demonstrates and leads a strong
compliance culture in South Australia.

DEW has clearly documented delegated powers at
the position level for each section of the NRM Act,
which are maintained centrally. In addition, all
breaches under the NRM Act have been
documented with an extensive list of compliance
actions for each. A framework has also been
developed which includes consideration of
discretionary factors to guide which action is
selected. Furthermore, a series of compliance
escalation pathways have been documented for a
number of breaches. Collectively, these documents
clearly define decision making processes and
assigned responsibilities.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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Action

SA 1.3

Commitment
South Australia has undertaken a number of
actions which demonstrate a commitment to
transparency, including but not limited to:
•
Annual public compliance
reporting online;
•
Explanatory information online
(links provided throughout
table);
•
Public database of licences and
permits; and
•
Accessible/live tools for
customers.
DEW has a Report an offence web page and all pages
of the Department’s website provides the option for
members of the public to provide general feedback
or raise concerns. All water compliance concerns are
investigated and actioned where appropriate. The
Department works directly with licence
holders/alleged offenders on compliance issues and
specific compliance action and the name of
offending parties are publicly released when a
successful prosecution has been made. The
Department also publishes annual statistics on
compliance action undertaken. Feedback/concerns
are also considered in annual compliance planning.
To ensure that SA remains self-reflective,
transparent and accountable in its compliance
actions, DEW recently (end of 2017) undertook a
Water Compliance Review which was
independently audited. This internal review
process (with potential external audit) and report
will be undertaken by South Australia on an
annual basis with findings reported to the
Minister.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due Date

Completed

2019
Assessment

Not assessed

2020 Commentary

No response required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

All water compliance functions are within DEW
(with support from the Crown Solicitor’s Office
within the Attorney General’s Department). Whilst
all water compliance functions are within DEW,
there is an appropriate separation and stability of
functions for appropriate governance.

SA 1.4

The majority of compliance issues are dealt with
and resolved within the Water Licensing Branch.
Complex, protracted and/or high level compliance
issues are referred by the programme to the
Department’s Compliance Unit for formal
investigation and prosecution where appropriate.
In addition, the Prosecutions Steering Committee
(PSC) has been established within DEW to assist
the Chief Executive in making routine
prosecution/enforcement determinations related
to alleged breaches of legislation administered by
DEW.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

The PSC includes representation from the Water
Licensing Branch, Compliance Unit and Crown
Solicitor’s Office. The role of the PSC is to make
consistent and transparent recommendations to
the Chief Executive and the Minister on whether to
prosecute an alleged offender(s) and to make
decisions throughout court proceedings on
prosecution and civil enforcement proceedings
referred to the Crown Solicitor’s Office.
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

SA 2.1

Under the National Framework for Compliance and
Enforcement (NFCE) South Australia made a
commitment to undertake on-ground water
compliance monitoring that is risk based, focussing
closely on water theft from the State’s water
resources that are categorised at the highest level
of risk. The Department for Environment and
Water (DEW) undertakes an annual review of
water theft risk categories and published this
resulting data by updating an interactive map on
the ‘WaterConnect’ Web page annually. DEW’s
metering strategy is also risk-based where all
sources are required to metered except in low-risk
situations as identified in the relevant meter
implementation plan.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

SA 2.2

Under the NFCE, DEW implemented and continues
to undertake annual compliance planning with
consideration of water theft risk categories to
determine audit priorities. The targeted
compliance monitoring programmes and results
are published on the Department’s ‘Water
compliance reporting’ Web page within the first
quarter of each water use year.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

SA 2.3

Under the NFCE, DEW developed Water
Compliance Escalation Pathway Guidelines and
associated resources which outline water related
breaches and the applicable compliance options
for each breach. The guidelines provide a
consistent framework for choosing compliance
actions through consideration of a set of
discretionary factors and documented decision
pathways. Whilst completed and in use, these
guidelines have not been published.

Publication by 30
June 2018

Completed

Response not required – previously assessed as Complete.

SA 2.4

Water licence customers are advised of the
mandatory protocol to follow in the event of meter
failure (immediate notification to Department)
through a condition of water licence. In addition
the South Australian Licensed Water Use Meter
Specifications, published on DEW’s ‘Metering
water use’ Web page, requires 48 hours’ notice to
DEW prior to any works on a meter and that
certain details are provided to the Department
within 14 days of a repair, relocation or
replacement of a meter. An online Water Meter
Notification Form is available to all customers on
DEW’s ‘Water meter notification’ Web page, as a
tool to assist them to complete these
requirements.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

SA 2.5

SA 2.6

Commitment
DEW reviews the penalties for excess and
unauthorised take of water on an annual bases.
Penalty rates are published in the South Australian
Government Gazette annually, once approved by
the Minister for Sustainability, Environment and
Conservation. In addition, DEW publishes penalty
rates on its ‘Fees, charges and penalties’ Web
page. Customers are further reminded of their
water entitlement obligations, including the
obligation to ensure that they do not take water in
excess of their allocation, on DEW’s ‘Water
compliance reporting’ Web page.
DEW publishes data on compliance actions
undertaken in the previous year annually on the
‘Water compliance reporting’ Web page, including
the number of investigations underway,
prosecutions underway and successfully
completed. In addition, the Department issues a
media release where a successful prosecution has
been made and details of prosecutions are publicly
available on the Court’s website.
This data does not currently make reference to the
timeliness of addressing allegations, nor is all data
presented on a resource scale. These amendments
will be considered in future reports.
Notwithstanding this, the Compliance Unit of DEW
tracks progress of cases (prosecutions) and
provides regular updates on how cases are
progressing through the Prosecutions Steering
Committee. Whilst the statute of limitations is
considered for all offences, the Compliance Unit
has a target of 180 days (self-imposed) to resolve
cases. This target is less than the statute of
limitations.
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Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Completed (next
update due
October 2018)

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

DEW’s Compliance Unit includes a position titled
Coordinator, Authorised Officer Training and
Governance. This position conducts and monitors
the training requirements of all compliance staff
across DEW. All compliance staff have access to
documents (such as procedures and guidelines)
and tools which enable them to effectively
undertake their roles and are notified of any
relevant changes to these documents, often
represented on working groups developed to
review and implement changes.
The following compliance training specific to water
is offered through the Compliance Unit:
•

SA 2.7

•

•
•
•

General Regulators Training Course ( 3
days) ;
NRM Authorised Officer workshop –
Water (2 days), includes interpreting
legislation as well as exhibit
management and reporting of offences;
Expiation of Offences Act –
Training/refresher Workshop ( 1 day);
Gathering Information through
interviews (1 day); and
Assessment Compliance Officer Expiation and note taking refresher
course (1 day)

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

All compliance staff within the Water Licensing
Branch of DEW have at least completed the
training requirements to become State Authorised
Officers under the NRM Act.
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

SA 2.8

Community education programs, which encourage
voluntary compliance through enhanced
understanding, are included as a consideration in
annual compliance planning (and are considered to
be a targeted compliance monitoring programme)
and are advertised each water use year. Where
necessary DEW develops fact sheets and
information guides which are published on DEW’s
website and/or provided direct to regular
customers. Some recent examples are the ‘How to
Read Your Meter’ fact sheet and the ‘Guide to
water licences and water allocations in the
Western Mount Lofty Ranges’.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

SA 2.9

DEW maintains a publicly accessible Water Licence
and Permit Register of information in relation to
water rights and their ownership. Additional water
account information is available to water account
holders when submitting a meter reading online.
Account balances and water usage information is
not supplied to third parties as it is considered
private information and DEW is not obligated to
provide this information publicly by law. In
addition, South Australia is currently undertaking a
project to develop an enhanced water register.
Accessibility to data will be considered through
this development process.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.
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Action

SA 2.10

Commitment
A meter is identified by DEW using the unique
serial number, most commonly located on the face
of the meter. This is referred to as the meter
number which is also featured on a customer’s
instrument documents (i.e. works approval). The
Water Licence and Permit Register includes
publically available information on entitlements
and limited information with regard to source
details. Meter/pump details, such as location, do
not feature on this public register. South Australia
is currently undertaking a project to develop an
enhanced water register. Accessibility to data will
be considered through this development process.

Due Date

Completed

2019
Assessment

Not assessed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Initial Response
South Australia has developed a funding bid for a telemetry
trial using satellite technology that has been submitted to the
Murray-Darling basin Ministerial Council for consideration.
This registers an interest for funding noting that this process is
in very early stages.

SA 2.11

DEW is currently exploring the potential benefits
of utilising satellite technology (such as the
internet of things or virtual water meter
technology) to enhance compliance monitoring
programmes as well as gain insight into
crop/industry based irrigation practices.

In progress

Adequate progress

In addition, South Australia has also developed a separate fully
costed project brief that is scale-able depending on the
funding amount available. This funding bid has been prepared
in advance and is ready to be submitted as soon as an
appropriate funding source becomes available, to capitalise on
opportunities quickly, particularly when submission
timeframes are limited which is often the case with
underspends etc.
Lastly, South Australia has also completed project work to
identify the steps and work required for the rollout of
telemetry across the entire state. This has been prepared in
readiness for when funding becomes available to provide a
broad project plan and timetable for the rollout of telemetry
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
statewide, should a significant funding source become
available.
Subsequent Commentary Provided
South Australia accepts this assessment.

SA 2.12

Partial cost recovery in place with opportunities
being reviewed for full cost recovery. Funding
for Murray–Darling Basin water licensing and
compliance activities are currently segmented
from other state funding, in a project costing
model. This ensures transparency and
accountability of South Australian Murray–
Darling Basin responsibilities under state
funding.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

The South Australian Licensed Water Use Meter
Policy (the Meter Policy) requires that all licensed
water use shall be metered. The Meter Policy
further defines that implementation of the policy
will be sufficiently flexible to recognise on-ground
implementation issues.

SA 3.1

SA 3.2

SA 3.3

Meter implementation plans developed for
prescribed resources may define and
document situations where flexible provisions
are to be utilised. Flexibility applies in limited
low risk situations in the South Australian
Murray–Darling Basin, as defined in the Meter
Implementation Plan for the River Murray
Prescribed Watercourse. South Australia
commits to reviewing its metering framework
to require that AS4747 meters be used where a
suitable meter is available for all new and
replacement meters, to be implemented from
1 July 2019.
South Australia commits to reviewing its metering
framework to require that AS4747 meters be used
where a suitable meter is available for all new and
replacement meters, to be implemented from 1
July 2019. It is hoped that this will help foster
demand for manufacturers to market compliant
meters.
DEW agrees that all take via water entitlements
must be metered unless exempted by government
policy and to publish circumstances where a meter
may not be required with justification through a

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

In progress

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

risk or cost benefit assessment. South Australia
does this through publication of meter
implementation plan for each prescribed resource.
DEW to review metering framework by 30 June
2019 with a view to all new and replacement
meters installed being AS4747 compliant where a
suitable meter is available.
Initial Response
South Australia has developed a funding bid for a telemetry trial
using satellite technology that has been submitted to the
Murray-Darling basin Ministerial Council for consideration. This
registers an interest for funding noting that this process is in
very early stages.

SA 3.4

South Australia is committed to exploring
opportunities to mandate telemetry for high risk
extractions.

In progress

Adequate progress

In addition, South Australia has also developed a separate fully
costed project brief that is scale-able depending on the funding
amount available. This funding bid has been prepared in
advance and is ready to be submitted as soon as an appropriate
funding source becomes available, to capitalise on
opportunities quickly, particularly when submission timeframes
are limited which is often the case with underspends etc.
Lastly, South Australia has also completed project work to
identify the steps and work required for the rollout of telemetry
across the entire state. This has been prepared in readiness for
when funding becomes available to provide a broad project
plan and timetable for the rollout of telemetry statewide,
should a significant funding source become available.

SA 3.5

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

As per SA 2.4.
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Action

SA 3.6

Commitment
Meter installations in South Australia are either
validated by DEW or by an accredited validator. An
accredited validator is a person in the private
sector who has undertaken the appropriate
training and has been supplied with validator ID by
DEW, allowing them to sign off on a meter
installation. Accordingly, DEW suggests the words
‘compliance agency’ be replaced by an accredited
validator.

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

Completed

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Completed

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Further, the South Australian Licensed Water Use
Meter Specification requires that all meters are
serviced at least every five years to ensure they
continue to operate within acceptable accuracy
limits.

SA 3.7

As per SA 2.10.

SA 3.8

DEW to review South Australian metering
framework, including a metering improvement
plan.

30 June 2019

Not complete, but
progressing against
extended timeframes

SA 3.9

DEW undertakes both random and targeted
compliance monitoring programmes for the South
Australian River Murray Prescribed Watercourse.
DEW will continue to monitor compliance through

Completed

completed

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Initial Response
The review of the metering framework is outlined in the
Metering Improvement Plan which can be found at the
following website
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/waterlicences-and-permits/metering-water-use which includes a link
to the publicly available metering improvement plan in the
further information section.
Please note that it is planned to update the meter improvement
plan to include South Australia’s 2020 responses to 3.3 and 3.6

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

a risk based approach, which considers water theft
risk based on based on the level of availability and
use of water, current and future demand and the
impact of unlawful or unauthorised use. Further
information can be found on DEW’s ‘Risk-based
water compliance’ Web page.
South Australia is undertaking a project to
determine the level of unlicensed take from SA’s
portion of the River Murray. DEW also has
oversight over water related development for nonlicensed used through the issue of water affecting
activity permits (e.g. for well or dam construction).
In addition, DEW has a groundwater monitoring
network across both prescribed and nonprescribed areas of the state which monitors the
status and trends of groundwater resources.

SA 3.10

DEW is currently undertaking a review and
business improvement of hydrological modelling
activities. This external review is expected to be
completed by 30 June 2018. DEW are also
preparing a stock take of hydrological models,
which includes the consideration of future
maintenance and improvement requirement,
and application benefits for each model.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 2018

completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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4. Finalising water resource plans
Action
4.1

Commitment
South Australia is committed to
implementation of the Basin Plan on time and
in full.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due Date
In progress

2019
Assessment
Completed

2020 Commentary
Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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ACT Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
ACT Compact Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

1.2(a)

Commitment
Publish a reporting framework for identified
significant water management decisions involving
discretion (e.g. the granting of exemptions to water
take rules and retrospective approvals for unlicenced
illegal works) and commence reporting in accordance
with this framework. Decisions made should be
published in an easy to access, searchable format
(e.g. on a register) and in a timely manner as per
timeframes in reporting frameworks.

Due
Date

30 September
2018

2019
Assessment

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Initial Response – (Not Supplied)

1.2(c)

Publicly report on compliance and enforcement
actions by location including the timeliness with
which allegations are addressed.

Annually from
30 September
2018

Subsequent Commentary Provided
Complete

Across the ACT government 2019/2020 annual reporting has
been delayed with Annual reports to be released in January
including the EPAs annual report.
The EPA annual report (2019-20), a subset of the report of the
Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Directorate’s annual
report, has been published. This report provides reporting on
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any compliance and enforcement activities conducted by the
ACT EPA.
Covid19 and govt elections resulted in a changed reporting
timetable for 2019/2020.
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action
2.1

Commitment
Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a
revised compliance framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of the MDB
Compliance Review.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date
31 December
2018

2019
Assessment
Completed

2020 Commentary
Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Initial Response – (Not Supplied)
Subsequent Commentary Provided
In 2015 Access Canberra published its Water Meter Installation,
Maintenance and Replacement Guideline. This Guideline has dual
purpose: setting out the ACT’s policy on water metering and
guidelines for installation, maintenance and replacement.

3.1

Each Basin State will publish a metering policy
and implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6
below.

31 December
2018

Not complete

From a policy perspective, the Guideline is intended to outline a
regulatory position that is proportionate to the level of compliance
risk[; in a manner that the ACT considers is consistent with the
objectives of the Compliance Compact. Further, the Guideline is
explicit in its adoption of the National metering policy and
demonstrates this through the stated requirement for water
measurement accuracy of +/- 5% (consistent with AS4747).
Previously, the 2018 assessment of 3.1 was that it was complete or
substantially complete. A number of issues associated with 3.2 and 3.4
were acknowledged and the ACT remains committed to respond to
these issues by June 2021. The planned audit by the Office of Water
Compliance will assist by providing assurance in the ACT’s metering
policy, and implementation and identifying areas for on-going
refinement.

3.2

Meter accuracy:
(i) All new/ replacement meters must comply
with AS4747 including pattern approval
and verification, no later than June 2025.

31 December
2018

Not Complete

Initial Response – (Not Supplied)
Subsequent Commentary Provided

(ii) Commencing immediately, and until June

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Action

Commitment
2025:
a.

b.

All new and replacement meters
to comply with AS4747 where
available.
Where an AS4747 compliant
meter is not available the use of
an interim meter that has been
verified with a manufacturer’s
certificate of accuracy to within
+/- 5% is acceptable.

(iii) When an existing meter no longer meets

+/- 5% accuracy in the field it must be
repaired and validated so that it is accurate
to within +/- 5% in the field, or replaced
(see 3.2(i)).

(iv) All meters to be periodically validated
consistent with the requirements of
AS4747.

(v) Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv) made by
the state to be supported by a justification
published on the relevant state agency
website

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
The 2018 assessment of 3.2 was that it was complete or substantially
complete. Clarity was needed on number of issues associated with
AS4747 metering, as in column 1.
The ACT’s website statement about metering is at
https://www.accesscanberra.act.gov.au/app/answers/detail/a_id/181
4/kw/water%20licence/related/1#!tabs-9
It states:
To ensure continued confidence with water metering
requirements and water use data, the EPA has prepared a Water
Meter Installation, Maintenance and Replacement Guideline (the
Guideline).
The Guideline ensures a consistent approach to licence conditions
for water meter and is modelled on elements of the National
Framework for non-urban water metering and the Australian
Standard: Meters for non-urban water supply (AS4747).
The Guideline is consistent with regulatory activities of other
interstate jurisdictions.
As per the Guideline a priority water meter is one with a capacity
of 5,000 ML/year or greater. A new or replacement priority water
meter must be installed in such a manner to confirm that the
water meter complies with AS4747 and the manufacturer's
recommendations.
All other water meters (<5,000 ML/year) must comply with the
Guideline therefore meeting as far as practicable the intent of the
Australian Standard.
ACT will work with the MDBA to formal close this action by June
2021
Meter accuracy, thresholds and replacement requirements is set out
in the ACT’s Water Meter Installation, Maintenance and Replacement
Guideline. The Guideline is considered consistent with the intent of
the Compliance Compact however provides a regulatory response
proportionate to the compliance risk.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
The Guideline:
•

•
•
•

•

Aims to ensure a consistent approach to licence conditions for
water meter and is modelled on elements of the National
Framework for non-urban water metering and the Australian
Standard: Meters for non-urban water supply (AS4747).
Outlines the ACT’s risk appetite, defining priority water meter is
one with a capacity of 5,000 ML/year or greater.
Requires new or replacement priority water meter to comply with
AS4747 and manufacturer’s recommendations.
Requires existing and non-priority water meters (<5,000 ML/year)
must comply with the Guideline, including manufacturers
recommendations, therefore meeting as far as practicable the
intent of the Australian Standard, an accuracy of +/- 5%, and the
intent of the Compliance Compact.
Sets out the requirements for meter inspection and validation

The EPA annual report (2019-20), a subset of the report of the Chief
Minister, Treasury and Economic Directorate’s annual report, provides
public reporting on program of meter validation and inspection. The
report lists the number of meter inspections performed and the type
of meter inspected during the year. The ACT considers that the
combination of Annual Report the EPA’s metering Guideline meets the
intent of the Compliance Compact.
The ACT remains committed to the objectives of the Compliance
Compact. The planned audit by the Office of Water Compliance will
assist by providing assurance in the ACT’s metering policy and
implementation, and identifying areas for on-going refinement.
Meter coverage:

3.3(iv) –
(v)

(iv) Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering
thresholds by 30 June 2019.

30 June 2019

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

(v) Once finalised, Basin States agree to have
regard to the guidelines when reviewing
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

meter thresholds.
Transmission of data:
(i)

3.4
(ii)

A program to progressively automate
the reporting of water take,
regardless of how that is measured,
no later than 2025.
Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the
state to be supported by a
justification published on the relevant
state agency website.

Initial Response – (Not Supplied)
31 December
2018

Not Complete

Subsequent Commentary Provided
By June 2021 ACT will provide information and justification on ACT
EPSDD website and seek formal exemption from the MDBA

Initial Response – (Not Supplied)
Subsequent Commentary Provided
Refer to response 3.1, 3.2.3.4

3.6

A timetable for the installation of new meters and
telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of the
metering fleet to meet the above requirements.

31 December
2018

Not Complete

The installation of new meters will be determined as an outcome of
the meter inspection and validation program annually conducted by
the EPA. Meters that no longer comply with the ACT metering
guidelines will require corrective action, including replacement and
validation/inspection. Meter replacement will be reported in the EPA
annual report.
The planned audit by the Office of Water Compliance will assist by
providing assurance in the ACT’s metering policy and implementation,
and identifying the need for an expressed meter replacement
program.

3.7

Each Basin State will report annually on progress
with the implementation plan, including the relative
proportion of take via AS4747 meters, interim

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Annually from
30 September
2019

Initial Response – (Not Supplied)
Not complete
Subsequent Commentary Provided
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

verified meters, unverified meters, and unmetered
take.

2020 Commentary
The 2018 reporting of take (metered and unmetered) for the ACT is at:
http://www.bom.gov.au/water/nwa/2018/canberra/index.shtml
Covid19 and govt elections has resulted in a changed reporting
timetable for 2019/2020. This information will published with annual
reporting.
The EPA annual report (2019-20), a subset of the report of the Chief
Minister, Treasury and Economic Directorate’s annual report, has
been published. This report provides reporting on any compliance and
enforcement activities, meter inspections and validation conducted by
the ACT EPA. Meters that no longer comply with the ACT metering
guidelines will require corrective action, including replacement and
validation/inspection. Meter replacement will be reported in the EPA
annual report.
Water take (metered and unmetered) for the ACT is reported at:
http://www.bom.gov.au/water/nwa/2018/canberra/index.shtml

The ACT remains committed to the objectives of the Compliance
Compact. The planned audit by the Office of Water Compliance will
assist by providing assurance in the ACT’s metering policy and
implementation, and identifying areas for on-going refinement.

3.10

To provide public assurance over the quality and
coverage of water information for compliance and
enforcement, including from hydrometric
networks and hydrologic models, each Basin State
will take the following actions having regard to the
MDBA water information guidelines:
(i)

(ii)

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

publish a review of its water
information requirements to
identify any gaps
publish a water information

Initial Response – (Not Supplied)

30 June 2019

Not complete

Subsequent Commentary Provided
ACT has invested in improved water data management and
accessibility. The Integrated Water Monitoring Plan (IWMP) was
produced in 2018; this provided a critical review to guide future water
monitoring and modelling needs of the Territory. The outcome of the
review has informed activities under the ACT Healthy Waterways
program.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

improvement program for
addressing priority issues including
maintenance backlogs.

2020 Commentary
In early 2021 the ACT will be contracting an independent review of
administrative arrangements (Governance Review) for water policy
and programs. The review will include an assessment of data and
information (public transparency), and regulatory frameworks. The
outcome of the review will form the foundation of an improvement
program, including water information, should it be required. This
review will conclude by May 2021.
The development of a water information improvement program will
be pending the outcome of the Governance Review and subject to
future funding arrangements.
Initial Response – (Not Supplied)
Subsequent Commentary Provided
ACT Government now provides all streamflow data publicly via our
open data portal. www.data.act.gov.au This provides full
transparency on flows in river systems in the ACT.

3.11

Each Basin State will report annually on their
progress against their water information
improvement program.

Annually from
30 September
2019

Not complete

ACT has invested in improved water data management and
accessibility. Through the ACT Healthy Waterways program, the
Integrated Water Monitoring Plan (IWMP) was produced in 2018 to
guide the future water monitoring and modelling needs of the
Territory. This is an internal document, as it contains sensitive
information not for public dissemination.
ACT Healthy Waterways has invested significant resources into
improved water monitoring, data management and modelling
capabilities during that program. These works included:

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

•

Integrating telemetered streamflow, rainfall and water quality
data into the ACT Data Lake

•

Establishing an automated flash flood warning system for ACT
ESA. This uses near real-time rainfall data to warn of potential
flash flood risk in urban areas

•

Improved Source catchment models to support policy and
planning decisions
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
•

New water quality monitoring programs in the ACT, including
the Land Use Monitoring Program and Asset Evaluation
Program. These were established to meet commitments of the
ACT Healthy Waterway Program

•

Daily rainfall and streamflow data published publicly via the ACT
open data portal: data.act.gov.au.

Resourcing for this program of works was completed in June 2019. No
additional resources have been made available to further these
activities.
ACT Government is currently investing in improved internal
dashboarding capability (Power BI). Future works (resourcedependent) will look to build dashboard interfaces to improve access
to water resource data within the Territory.
The dashboarding capability aims to improve the ability to visualise
trends and conditions in waterways in near real-time. This would
improve both reporting requirements and management of waterways,
however this is resource dependent. In addition to streamflow and
rainfall data that is now public, the ACT is currently exploring
opportunities to make additional datasets public, including water
quality and biological indicator datasets. These investigations are
ongoing.
In early 2021 the ACT will be contracting an independent review of
administrative arrangements (Governance Review) for water policy
and programs – noted at 3.10 above. The outcome of the review will
form the foundation of an improvement program – including water
information, should a program be required. This review will conclude
by May 2021.
In June 2019 the ACT contracted eWater to review the ACT’s
hydrological Source model, conduct refinements and improve model
performance. Improvements to the hydrological model are on-going.
The hydrometric network within the ACT is serviced under contract.
The network receives routine maintenance and monitoring ensuring
there is no maintenance backlog.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Australian Capital Territory Work Program Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

Act 1.2

Commitment
Within the ACT, there is a clear assignment of
decision making responsibilities at
appropriate levels, with decisions made on
the grounds set out in published compliance
strategies, for example the Environment
protection compliance framework.

Due
Date
Complete

2019
Assessment
Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action
Act 2.3

Commitment
The ACT EPA continues to undertake annual
compliance planning for all its regulatory
activities according to risk assessments.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date
Complete

2019
Assessment
Completed

2020 Commentary
Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

Act
3.11

Commitment
The ACT EPA trials new technology and where
appropriate implements it, to achieve greater
customer outcomes.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary
Initial Response – (Not Supplied)

Ongoing

Adequate progress

Subsequent Commentary Provided
This action is ongoing. EPA / ACT Government continue to explore
options for use of technology in partnership with ICON Water
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DoAg Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact
Report
Department of Agriculture Compact Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

1.4

Commitment
The Australian Government and Basin States
will review joint governments’ governance
arrangements in the Basin. This review will take
account of the governance recommendations in
the MDB Compliance Review, and will seek to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
current arrangements.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date
31 December
2018

2019
Assessment

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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Department of Agriculture Work Program Commitments
1. Transparency and Accountability
Commitment

Due
Date

The Australian Government will review the
current process to ensure that a broad range of
experience is considered as part of the
selection process to appoint Murray–Darling
Basin Authority members.

31 August 2018

Action
DoAg
1.8

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

2019
Assessment
Not assessed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

DoAg
2.6

The Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources provided $9.1 million to strengthen
the Murray−Darling Basin Authority’s
compliance functions. The Murray−Darling Basin
Authority will use these funds to increase
capacity and resourcing in compliance and
enforcement activities.

Completed

Not assessed

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete.

DoAg
2.7

The Australian Government will draft the
legislative amendments required under the
Water Act to give effect to the Murray–Darling
Basin Water Compliance Review findings and
recommendations regarding the Murray–Darling
Basin Authority’s compliance and enforcement
powers.

31 December
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete.
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4. Finalising water resource plans
Action

DoAg
4.1

DoAg
4.2

Commitment

The Department of Agriculture and
Water Resources provides funding for
the implementation of the Basin Plan,
including the development of water
resource plans. This funding is provided
under the National Partnership
Agreement (NPA) on Implementing
Water Reform in the Murray–Darling
Basin. The Department of Agriculture
and Water is considering the criteria
used to assess progress against the
NPA milestones based on the
Australian National Audit Office
findings and the recommendations of
the mid-term review of the NPA
completed in August 2017. The
Department of Agriculture and Water
will work with jurisdictions/states to
establish arrangements as to how this
will be implemented.

The Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources established a team to deal with
water resource plan policy issues and liaise
closely with the Murray−Darling Basin
Authority on the accreditation process.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

2020 Commentary

Initial Response
Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment evidence:
•
The 2018-19 NPA assessment report will be published on the
department’s website at:
https://www.agriculture.gov.au/water/mdb/npa-water-reform-mdbmilestone-reports.

Commenced
2012-13,
finishes 201920

Adequate progress

Completed

Not assessed

•

A draft of the 2018-19 NPA assessment report is attached, along with a
summary of Commonwealth contributions to the Basin states over the
life of the NPA.

Response not required – previously confirmed as complete.
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Action

DoAg
4.3

Commitment

Due
Date

The Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources will link Basin Plan
implementation payments to progress by
Basin States in reforming compliance
arrangements and make them conditional
on the development and delivery of Basin
Plan-compliant water resource plans for
accreditation by 30 June 2019. The
Department of Agriculture and Water will
work with jurisdictions/states to establish
arrangements as to how this will be
implemented.

30 June 2019

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

2019
Assessment

Completed

2020 Commentary

Response not required – confirmed as complete 2019.
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5. Protecting and managing environmental water
Action

DoAg
5.2

Commitment

In delivering the outcomes of the SDL
adjustment mechanism, the Australian
Government is committed to progress
timely funding to relevant Basin States
to deliver supply and constraint
measures and the roll-out of an
efficiency measures program
consistent with the 2013 IGA on
Implementing Water Reform in the
Murray–Darling Basin.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

2024

2019
Assessment

Adequate progress

2020 Commentary
Initial Response
Basin States are continuing Stage 1 pre-construction activities for supply and
constraints measures. In 2019-20, milestone payments of more than $20 million
to New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia were approved for these preconstruction activities. This brings the total project milestone payments to date to
$24 million.
Negotiations continue on funding schedules for the remaining 3 projects yet to be
contracted under Stage 1. These projects are the Enhanced Environmental Water
Delivery Project; the Goulburn Constraints measure project; and the Hume to
Yarrawonga constraints measure project.
Negotiations continue on the National Partnership for Stage 2 funding for supply
and constraints measures (NP). At its June 2020 meeting, the Murray-Darling
Basin Ministerial Council requested Basin officials to bring back to its next
meeting recommendations to resolve the outstanding issues for the NP.
The Minister’s media release confirming the 2019/20 milestone payments:
https://minister.awe.gov.au/pitt/media-release/%24129m-mdb-waterinfrastructure
The Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council communique addressing the NPA
issue:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/murray-darling-basin-ministerial-council19-june-2020
Efficiency measures
There is $1.575 billion available to recover additional environmental water
through the Water Efficiency Program (the program). Under the program, Basin
states have agreed to bring state-led water efficiency projects forward to be
funded by the Australian Government. On 7 August 2020, the South Australian
Government released a report into the feasibility of using the Adelaide
Desalination Plant as part of the program and concluded that the project is not
economically feasible. The Australian Government is working with the South
Australian Government on next steps for water recovery in South Australia. The
Australian Government is assessing an off-farm project in the Goulburn-Murray
Irrigation District proposed by the Victorian Government. New South Wales, the
Australian Capital Territory and South Australia expect to complete project
feasibility studies and or business cases in 2020.
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MDBA Compliance Compact Actions
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action

1.1

Commitment

Each Basin State and the MDBA will review
their internal governance arrangements for
non-urban water management to ensure a
strong culture of compliance that is led ‘from
the top’. Review outcomes may include
publishing a statement of obligations,
Ministerial letters of expectations or similar
(including an expectation of regulatory best
practice; a regulatory policy that is endorsed by
the highest responsible body), compliance
metrics as a performance indicator for
executive staff and ethics training for
compliance staff.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due
Date

31 December
2018

2019
Assessment

Complete

Commentary

To ensure there is a strong culture of regulatory practice and culture lead from the
top – the restructure within the MDBA effective from 1 July 2020 saw the creation
of a Basin Plan Regulation Portfolio housing its compliance and regulatory teams
including the Office of Compliance. There is a dedicated Executive Director
responsible for Basin Plan regulation and maintains a dedicated General Manager
for the Office of Compliance. This restructure indicates continuous improvements
within the internal governance arrangements. In September 2020 the
Commonwealth Minister announced an intention to create an independent
compliance function to strengthen governance arrangements.
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Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

Commentary
This commitment will be achieved through two programs to increase public access
to near real time advice on water use and environmental watering:

1.3

The Australian Government will scope out with
Basin States a proposal for a Basin-wide system
to provide publicly accessible, real time advice
on environmental watering.

30 September
2018

Not complete

The Commonwealth Government will provide $5M in funding to the Bureau of
Meteorology to deliver the Near Real Time Water Reporting Program. The BoM
have commenced work on this program to improve water reporting practices and
combine information for ease of use, enabling water managers and users to make
informed decisions.
The single integrated Water Information portal for the whole of the MDB, will be
rolled-out over the next three-years in two phases:
Phase 1: Fortnightly updates of data for water in storage on a valleyscale.
Phase 2: Daily water availability data at the river reach and individual
storage scale and allow the user to aggregate data to valley and Basinscale.
The Commonwealth Government will provide $35M to the MDBA NSW, QLD, BoM
and Geoscience Australia to deliver the Hydrometric Networks and Remote
Sensing Program. The program will see the development of a public water
information portal, focussed on the northern Basin, on the BoM website, that will
include advice on environmental watering.
The BoM plans to combine the two projects and produce a single Basin Water
Information portal. Both programs will deliver this new information to the public
in phases to 2023.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

2.1

2.2

19

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

Each Basin State and the MDBA will
publish a revised compliance
framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of
the MDB Compliance Review.

31 December
2018

Substantially
complete

Basin States and the MDBA will
establish a network19 of water
compliance practitioners, co-ordinated
by the MDBA, to promote best practice
and innovation in water compliance.
Initial topics will include training and
certification for water compliance
officers, development of compliance
standards, and collaboration on the use
of new technology in compliance
(including remote sensing).

30
September
2018

Complete

Commentary

The Water Act as it currently stands does not have any penalties or offences. The
MDBA is still waiting the amendment of the Water Act (Compliance Bill) before
attaching a statement of penalties
The MDBA is currently reviewing its Regulatory Capability Plan. The plan is an
internal document and was finalised in 2018, and is to be reviewed every 2 years.

Response not required.

It is intended that this will be a national network – with Western Australia, Northern Territory and Tasmania invited to participate.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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MDBA and Basin States will develop
protocols in relation to MDBA’s
Basin Plan compliance and
enforcement actions with a view to
ensuring effective, transparent and
efficient outcomes on water theft.
Protocols will:

2.3

a) cover how allegations of non
compliance by individual
entitlement holders will be
coordinated in each
jurisdiction.

31 December Substantially
2018
Complete

Collaboration protocols with all Basin states have now been published. In response
to the review of the MoU between NRAR and MDBA, the MDBA is reviewing the
protocols and discussing amendments to them with Basin State water agencies to
include arrangements with accredited WRPs, clearer provisions around audits and
operational improvements.

b) explain arrangements both
before and after
accreditation of WRPs.
c) be published on the MDBA
website.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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3. Metering and measurement
Action

Commitment

Due
Date

2019
Assessment

Meter coverage:

3.3(iv)

3.8

(iv) Basin States and the MDBA
will agree guidelines for reviewing
metering thresholds by 30 June
2019.

The Australian Government and Basin
States will work with other
jurisdictions, testing laboratories,
meter manufacturers and industry to
set a timetable for delivering a
comprehensive range of pattern
approved meters.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 2019

Complete

31 December
Complete
2018

Commentary
The MDBA developed a metering thresholds Guideline in close
collaboration with the Murray–Darling Basin states and the non-Basin
states. The Guideline establishes the framework for each jurisdiction to
set its metering thresholds geared towards higher risk water use. The
Guideline was published before 30 June 2019 after its was formally
agreed by all Australian states and territories. See:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/Best%20practice%20
guidelines%20for%20nonurban%20water%20metering%20thresholds.pdf

The MDBA is actively collaborating with Jurisdictions, testings
laboratories, meter manufacturers and industry to encourage the
industry to put forward meters for pattern approval to meet the AS4747
metering standard. Since the Compact, the MDBA has published a
publicly available list of pattern approved meters. This list is the definitive
listing of meters which meet the AS4747 requirements. See:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/pattern-approvednon-urban-water-meters-revised-september-2020_0.pdf
There are currently 13 pattern approved closed conduit meters available
to Australian irrigators, ranging in size from 25mm to 1800mm pipes.
There is currently no pattern approved meter for open channel situations.
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4. Finalising water resource plans
Action

Commitment

4.2

Where necessary Basin States and
the MDBA will increase resourcing
for WRP development.

4.3

The MDBA will publish quarterly
reports on the progress of Basin
States and the MDBA with WRP
accreditation.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due Date

2019
Assessment

30 June 2019

Complete

Response not required.

Commenced
February
2018

Complete

Response not required.

Commentary
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5. Protecting and managing environmental water
Action
5.4

Commitment
The MDBA will publish and
maintain a register of Basin State
measures to better protect
environmental water.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due Date

30 June 2018

2019
Assessment
Not Complete

Commentary
An updated register of measures to protect water for the environment was
published in July 2020. A further update was made in October 2020 to correct
outdated hyperlinks. The MDBA plans to publish the next version in 2021 which
will include relevant rules in accredited NSW WRPs.
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MDBA Compliance Compact Work Program Actions
1. Transparency and Accountability
Action
MDBA
1.1

Commitment

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will publish a
Sustainable Diversion Limit reporting and
accounting framework.

Due Date

30 September 2018

2019
Assessment

Commentary

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Complete

The MDBA continues to review Basin state and its own reporting using the
Compliance guidelines, and how it is implemented and used. The MDBA
recognises the limitations of compliance and enforcement activity reporting
and is currently scoping work to build a series of compliance metrics of the
regulator, policy framework and compliance levels of regulated entities. The
MDBA aims to bring this work into the Water Compliance Community of
Practice.

MDBA
1.2

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will publish
guidelines for the consistent reporting of
compliance activities.

MDBA
1.3

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will report
publicly on compliance and enforcement activities,
in line with guidelines for the consistent reporting
of compliance activities.

Annually from
September 2018

Complete

In 2020-21 the Office of Compliance will report on the MDBA’s compliance
activities by WRP area and update the compliance enforcement activity list
to reflect the MDBA’s legislative context. The MDBA will also report on
number of infringement notices, enforcement notices, enforceable
undertakings, injunctions, declarations and civil proceedings it
sought/commenced.

MDBA
1.4

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority has published
information on how members of the public can
make an allegation of non-compliance, such as
water theft: https://www.mdba.gov.au/basin-plan-

Completed

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 September 2018
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Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

Commentary

roll-out/basin-wide-compliance-review/reportbreach-basin-plan.

MDBA
1.5

MDBA
1.6

MDBA
1.7

On 14 December 2017 the Murray−Darling Basin
Authority established a dedicated Office of
Compliance:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/complianceimprovements-track.
On 12 February 2018 the Murray−Darling Basin
Authority established an Independent Assurance
Committee:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/independentassurance-committee-strengthen-basin-widecompliance.

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will
implement a targeted APS Code of Conduct
training. In addition to current ethics training as
part of the implementation of the APS Code of
Conduct training, the Australian Government will
introduce integrity awareness training at the
Department of Agriculture and Water Resources.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Completed

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Completed

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

The 2019 assessment of Compact actions determined that this action was
complete – further monitoring required. This was because while there was
mandatory training as part of induction for new employees and annual
refresher courses, further review was recommended to ensure continued
high standards of ethics and integrity training.
31 December 2018

Complete

The MDBA has introduced online learning platform ‘LearnHub’ for staff. The
core skills learning program includes the APS Values and Principles module
which includes APS Values and Principles (I CARE), ethical standards; decision
making and reporting unethical behaviour. It also includes modules on
Security (completed annually), Fraud Awareness (completed every 2 years);
Privacy Awareness (completed annually); Workplace Health and Safety
(completed annually); and Freedom of Information (completed annually).
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2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
Action

Commitment

Due Date

2019
Assessment

Commentary

MDBA
2.1

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will
commence an audit program to provide
assurance of state reporting on Basin Plan
compliance, and publish its audit reports and
assurance reporting.

30 June 2018

Completed

Response not required.

MDBA
2.2

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will review
and revise its web site content with respect to
its work on compliance.

30 June 2018

Completed

Response not required

MDBA
2.3

On 14 December 2017 the Murray−Darling
Basin Authority published its revised
protocol for handling and escalating
allegations of non-compliance:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/basin-plan-rollout/basin-wide-compliance-review/actioncompliance-review.

Completed

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

MDBA
2.4

On 14 December 2017 the Murray−Darling
Basin Authority published its online register
to report on the handling and progress of
compliance matters reported to the
organisation:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/basin-plan-rollout/basin-wide-compliance-review/actioncompliance-review.

Commenced
December 2017

Complete

The 2019 assessment of Compact actions determined that this action was
complete – further monitoring required. This was because while the register
could be accessed, it was a static document that did not provide real time
reporting on the progress of compliance allegations and close out arrangements
were not clearly identified. A real-time register is a matter that could be
addressed by the new Inspector General of Water Compliance once all water
resource plans have been accredited and there is an increase in the number of
allegations received.

MDBA
2.5

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will
address the details of its review of internal
governance arrangements as noted in action
1.1 when it publishes its revised compliance
and enforcement policy.

30 September
2018

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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3. Metering and measurement
Action
MDBA
3.1

Commitment
The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will
publish guidelines for hydrometric
networks and hydrological modelling.

Due
Date
30 June 2018

MDBA
3.2

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will
publish an annual quality assurance report on
hydrometric data for the River Murray system.

Annually, by 31
December

MDBA
3.3

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will
publish a model improvement program for its
hydrological models by 30 June 2018.

30 June 2018

2019
Assessment

Commentary

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

Not Complete
(inadequate progressing)

Both the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 Annual quality assurance report on
hydrometric data for the River Murray system were published in March 2020.
The MDBA has committed to publish this report annually on the preceding water
year.
The MDBA is working to address recommendations made by the Independent
River Operations Review Group (IRORG) in its next report due in late 2020.

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
The Floodplain Harvesting practice notes were published on the MDBA website
over 2018-2019.

MDBA
3.4

MDBA
3.5

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will
publish a practice note on floodplain harvesting
measurement.

30 September
2018

The Murray–Darling Basin Authority will
publish communication materials on
sustainable diversion limit compliance and
accounting arrangements.

31 December
2018

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Not Completed
(progressing)

Building on this, further work in this area will be completed under the
Hydrometric Networks and Remote Sensing Program to improve the quality and
consistency of floodplain harvesting measurement in the Basin.
The MDBA, NSW and QLD have agreed to develop a joint discussion paper
detailing floodplain harvesting (FPH) measurement methods in both states, the
paper will make recommendations about tools for assessing FPH capture.

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete
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4. Finalising water resource plans
Action

MDBA
4.1

Commitment
In October 2017 Murray−Darling Basin
Authority published its water resource plan
assessment framework:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/sites
/default/files/pubs/D17-25883-WRPAssessment-Framework-16-Nov.pdf. The
Murray−Darling Basin Authority is
continuing to work with Basin States to
implement the framework and streamlined
water resource planning processes.

Due Date

2020
Assessment

Commentary

Completed

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

MDBA
4.2

In February 2018 the Murray−Darling Basin
Authority and the Commonwealth
Environmental Water Holder agreed on an
approach to ensure that the Commonwealth
Environmental Water Holder is consulted in
relation to water resource plans.

Completed

Completed

Response not required – previously confirmed as Complete

MDBA
4.3

When the Commonwealth Water Minister is
considering if the Minister will accredit state
water resource plans based on the
requirements of the Basin Plan, the
Murray−Darling Basin Authority will provide
contextual information to the Minister on
compliance and enforcement arrangements in
that state.

Ongoing

Completed

Response not required.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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5. Protecting and managing environmental water
Action

MDBA
5.1

Commitment
As part of the water resource plan
accreditation process, the Murray−Darling
Basin Authority will confirm that Basin
States have met the requirements of
section 10.26 in the Basin Plan, to ensure
that water resource plans are consistent
with the relevant environmental watering
plan and the Basin-wide environmental
watering strategy. 20

Due
Date

30 June 2019

2020
Assessment

Complete

Commentary

Response not required.

Noting that (where relevant) states will also implement prerequisite policy measures in the southern Basin (refer to action 5.1) and measures to protect and manage
environmental water in the northern Basin (refer to actions 5.2 and 5.3).
20
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Appendix A: MDBA methodology
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Conduct risk assessment
and develop assessment
metric

Assess progress on State
reporting.

Quality Check

MDBA assurance report
shared with States

MDBA assurance report
and State reporting
template responses
published by 31 Dec

Prior to commencement
preliminary research is
conducted to gather
information and intelligence
about the audit topic, process
and policy.

Assess Basin states Compact
commitment progress and
deliverables based on a set of
assessment measures
developed.

Nominated second assessors
review the assurance
assessment undertaken on
compact commitments,
ensuring assessment is
consistent and reasonable.

The MDBA develops the
assurance report to be
circulated to Basin states to
confirm factual accuracy.

The MDBA assurance report is
published on the MDBA
website.

Undertake risk assessment
and prioritisation process
to identify high
risk/importance areas. This
involved asking the
following questions for
each Compact
commitment:

•

•

Obtain Compact report
from Basin states with
relevant supporting
documentation.

•

Where insufficient
supporting documentation
was provided, the MDBA
requested additional
evidence from Basin states
to support
deliverable/progress and/or
used existing publicly
available information.

If the Compact priority
action/work program was not
delivered as per the agreed date
or to an adequate quality, could
this impact on:
-

Restoring stakeholder’s
confidence in water
resource management in
the Basin?

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

•

For high risk commitment
actions, undertake further
assurance procedures, such
as corroborating

•

Assessments are prepared
and reviewed by two
independent assessors.

•

Identify and undertake
further assurance if
required for gaps identified
by the reviewer.

•

The MDBA drafts an
assurance report based on
conclusions from assurance
activities performed.

•

Draft assurance report gets
circulated to Basin states to
confirm factual accuracy.

•

MDBA makes amendments
where relevant.

•

Final MDBA assurance
report is provided to BOC
members and Ministerial
Council.

•

Final assurance reports,
incorporating Basin states
reporting template gets
published on the MDBA
website by 31 December.

•

Final report includes
assessment by the
Independent Assurance
Committee of the MDBA’s
progress against compact
commitments.
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-

The credibility of the
Compact as a mechanism
to reform compliance in
the Basin?

-

The effectiveness of the
Compact as a mechanism
to reform compliance and
enforcement in each
jurisdiction or Basin-wide?

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

information from sources
independent of the entity.
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Office locations
Adelaide
Albury–Wodonga
Canberra
Goondiwindi
Toowoomba

mdba.gov.au

1800 230 067

engagement@mdba.gov.au

